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PLENARY SESSIONS
A. Analysis .

Run II Analysis Computing for CDF and DO

S. FUESS (FERMILAB)

DO Collaboration

Fermilab expects to begin the Main Injector era of the collider with Run II
beginning in 1999. The two large collider experiments, CDF and DO are
undergoing substantial hardware upgrades in preparation for this lengthy
run.

Each experiment is also reviewing its analysis computing paradigm. The
data sets for Run II are expected a be an order of magnitude larger than
those currently in hand, with each experiment expecting to accumulate
several hundreds of terabytes per year of running. We are examining the
options for reconstructing the raw data and making the results accessible for
subsequent analysis. Coupled with possible architectural changes are both
experiments' efforts to move from VMS to UNIX analysis environments,
additionally exploring the role of desktop PC systems. Also being examined
are the promises of object oriented techniques for managing and accessing
the data sets, and, for example, the implications of incorporating C++ into
FORTRAN legacy systems.

This talk will describe the early efforts of CDF and DO to find common
problems and solutions for Run II analysis computing.

The BaBar Experiment Data Architecture and
Computing Issues for Experiments in the Year 2000

Timeframe

DAVID QUARRIE (LBL)

BR9737102
LOTHAR BAUERDICK (DESY)

Summary of HEP-VIS workshop and status of
visualization for HEP

MOOSE : a strategy for the future
CHRISTIAN ARNAULT (LAL ORSAY)

MOOSE (RD41) collaboration - CERN

The problems that HEP software environments must address in the next few
years are :

o to manage the wide geographical dispersion of software providers and users,

o to provide for a smooth cooperation between the increasingly sophisticated
software technology and the trends for applications to become more and more
user oriented.

o to allow the long life time of HEP software tools and products to take
advantage of the rapid evolutions of software technology.

o to cope with the sociological and professionnal impact of the technology
choices made by the HEP world as compared to the ones made by the
industry.

The CERN's R&D project MOOSE (RD41) has been formed to study the
technologies, the methodologies and the human behaviours that could help
provide solutions to these questions considering as key issues the cultural,
technogical and projects constraints and requirements.

This presentation will discuss some of the concepts that have been addressed
so far by this R&D project such as :

o The team and group behaviour in cooperative actions for sharing
information and managing shared analysis phases or common evaluation of
software production.

o The methodology for software engineering dealing with the meaning and
impact of the object oriented concepts, the conceptual methods for analysis
and design, the process of the sofware production and the techniques for
specifying a problem or for reverse engineering.

o The technology for software production such as the tools that implement
the various conceptual methods or the impact of using various programming
languages(OO or not).
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The difficulties encountered during this study happen to be also the critical
points that must be solved for a succesfull evolution of our software
environments such as preserving the vast amount of cultural investment
provided in the existing physics code, or dealing with the increasing influence
of industry, where the constraints or requirements may not be the same as
ours.The preliminary results that emerge from this first year study show
that even more than the concept of object orientation (which nevertheless
isthe most mature and coherent approach in the domain of SE methods) the
demand for an engineering approach to software production seems to be the
principle criterion for a quality improvement process. In particular, we have
shown and experienced that the following actions are essential in this process

o establishing an important training and teaching program in our community.

o sharing the software production process between all members of the team,
from the early specification collection down to the final design phases.

o introducing explicit quality criteria that can be tested upon at every stage
of the sofware life cycle, through conventions, code reviews or management
tools,

o using standards (industrial or not) as much as possible in the underlying
technology.

o organizing the software architecture around the notion of a framework
of reusable components that are responsible for providing services to each
other.

through a discussion of the sites at which HPSS is now being implemented,
representing a spectrum of computing environments. Planned capabilities
and time scales will be provided. Some of the remarkable developments in
storage media data density looming on the horizon will also be noted.

Mass Storage System by using Broadcast Technology

HIROFUMI FUJII (KEK)

There are many similarities between data recording systems for high energy
physics and braodcast systems; e.g., 1) the data flow is almost one-way,
2) requires real-time recording, 3) requires large-scale automated libraries
for 24-hours operation, etc. In addition to these functional similarities, the
required data-transfer and data-recording speeds are also close to those for
near future experiments. For these reasons, we have collaborated with SONY
Braoadcast Company to study the usability of broadcast devices for our data
storage system. Our new data storage system consists of high-speed data
recorders and tape-robots which are originally based on the digital video-tape
recorder and the tape-robot for broadcast systems. We are also studying the
possiblity to use these technologies for the online data-recording system for
B-physics experiment at KEK.

B. Data Access and Storage BR9737103

The High Performance Storage System (HPSS)

KENNETH L. KLIEWER (OAK RIDGE)

Ever more powerful computers and rapidly enlarging data sets require
unprecedented levels of data storage and access capabilities. To help
meet these requirements, the scalable, network-centered, parallel storage
system HPSS was designed and is now being developed. The parallel
I/O architecture, mechanisms, strategies and capabilities are described.
The current development status and the broad applicability are illustrated

Data Storage Using Scanning Probes

BRUCE D. TERRIS (IBM)

It is anticipated that magnetic data storage will exceed a density of 1.5xlO9

bits/sq. cm. (lxlO10 bits/sq. in.) within the next 10 years, and quite
possibly achieve even higher areal densities. However, with the invention of
new scanning probe microscopes, it is possible that new technologies will
emerge which can achieve higher data densities. These techniques have
demonstrated the ability to manipulate matter on the atomic scale, and thus
offer the potential of extremely high data densities. In this talk, I will review
some of these new scientific techniques, including scanning tunneling, atomic
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force, and near-field optical microscopes, with particular attention on their
application for data storage. The challenges in advancing these techniques
from scientific tools to real data storage technologies will be highlighted.

C. Data Acquisition and Triggering

The KLOE DAQ System and DAQ Issues for
Experiments in the Year 2000

MARY FERRER (FRASCATI)

DAQ Issues and Status of R&D for DAQ for LHC Era
Experiments

J. HARVEY (CERN)

D. Worldwide Collaboration .

Public Parks for the Global Village

C. MALAMUD (INTERNET MULTICASTING SERVICE)

Computing in the next millenium will be different, but how? In this
talk, Carl Malamud argues that we can shape the global village, building
parks, schools, museums and other public facilities. He'll discuss global
infrastructure projects underway in 1996 including the Internet Railroad
and the Internet 1996 World Exposition, a world's fair for the information
age.

Tools for Building Virtual Laboratories
STEWART C. LOKEN (LBL)

There is increasing interest in making unique research facilities accessible
on the Internet. Computer systems, scientific databases and experimental
apparatus can be used by international collaborations of scientists using
high-speed networks and advanced software tools to support collaboration.
This paper will present examples of tools such as video conferencing and
electronic whiteboards that are being used to create examples of virtual
laboratories. The paper will also describe two pilot projects that are being
used as testbeds for the tools. The first is the Multidimensional Applications
and Gigabit Internetwork Consortium (MAGIC) testbed which has been
established to develop a very high-speed, wide-area network to deliver real-
time data at gigabits-per-second rates. The second is a remote experiment
at LBL's Advanced Light Source.

E. Software Tools, Languages and Environments .

Experiences with Object Oriented Parallel Plasma PIC
Simulation

VIKTOR K. DECYK (UCLA, JPL CALTECH)
Charles D. Norton (Rensselaer), Bolek K. Szymanski

(Rensselaer)

One goal of the Numerical Tokamak Project, a High Performance Computing
project, is to model a tokamak (fusion) plasma with 108 - 109 particles
to explain anomalous transport of particles and energy. This ambitious
computation requires (1) High parallel efficiency, (2) high performance on
RISC processors, and (3) some way to organize an increasingly complex
code with multiple (and separated) contributes. This talk with focus
mainly on item (3), and will discuss the use of object-oriented programming
in organizing a parallel particle- in-cell code. Comparisons will be made
between C++ and Fortran 90 as object oriented languages. Their value and
usefulness (or lack therefore) will be discussed in the context of this project.
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Software Engineering Issues
DAVID WEISS (AT&T BELL LABS)

On the Migration to OOP
PAUL F. KUNZ (SLAC)

Those that appreciate the potential benefits of object-oriented programming
(OOP) must still face the problems of migrating a large collaboration to OOP
in order to reap these benefits. The problems are both technical, especially
for existing collaborations, and socialogical. Dr. Kunz will review where we
are with 0 0 technology. He will emphasize the need for collaborations to
have a plan to where they want to be that includes approriate training.

F. Systems and Facilities .

Gazing Through Windows at Component Software
Development

DAVID FOSTER (CERN)

The ability to create individual software components and have them
interoperate transparently has long been one of the Holy Grails of software
developers. The move towards increasingly distributed computers and the
problems associated with distributed system management has re-emphasised
the need for new technologies.

HEP is facing many of the same problems as industry in this regard and
solutions will derive directly from the business opportunities perceived by
technology vendors.

This presentation will examine where we are today and where we are going
in this domain by focussing on products and infrastructure being deployed
by Microsoft.

Funnel : Towards Comfortable Event Processing

BURKHARD BUROW (HAMBURG)

The funnel software package has solved for the ZEUS collaboration the
problem of Monte Carlo event production; a problem faced by many HEP
experiments. For ZEUS, the required computing cycles are nearly cost free
since they replace otherwise idle cycles on hundreds of unix workstation and
server computers, with minimal interference for their regular users. The
computers are spread across a dozen sites around the world and effectively
deliver an equivalent of approximately one hundred dedicated computers.
Additional sites will be used to increase the production rate as required.
Thanks to extensive automation, a few man-hours per day are sufficient to
resolve problems and to manage the entire ZEUS Monte Carlo production.
Other than specifying the events to be produced, ZEUS physicists are thus
freed from the chore of Monte Carlo production.

Funnel successfully demonstrates that generic independent tools can provide
comfortable event processing. With an emphasis on automation and fault-
tolerance, the tools manage all aspects of event processing including the
job queues, the execution and failures of the processing program, parallel
processing, as well as data buffering, archiving and remote transfer. The
L3, HERMES and HI collaborations are presently creating Monte Carlo
production systems, using the funnel experience and, to different extents,
parts of the funnel software package.

The experience gained with funnel encourages the construction of EVPRO, a
general purpose software package for event processing. EVPRO would build
on top of existing software; for example CPS or P VM for parallel processing.
An application of any size could then easily enjoy the comfort of automated,
fault-tolerant event processing. EVPRO aims to eliminate the need for
application specific event processing systems, whose high development costs
can only be justified for the largest of applications. A casual user may
provide EVPRO with only the processing program and the data to be
processed. A more complex or real-time application would tune EVPRO
to its needs; for example, integrating custom hardware for the flow of event
data. Making optimal use of the available computing resources, EVPRO
would manage all aspects of the event processing. Monte Carlo production,
event reconstruction and software triggers could use the whole or parts of
EVPRO, as could any computing application, inside or outside of HEP, which
can be expressed in terms of events.
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In principle, event processing is a solved or even a trivial problem. Given an
implementor, EVPRO could provide the trivial solution in practice.

Virtual Prototyping at CERN

S. GENNARO (CERN)

The VENUS (Virtual Environment Navigation in the Underground Sites)
project is probably the largest Virtual Reality application to Engineering
design in the world. VENUS is just over one year old and offers
a fully immersive and stereoscopic "flythru" of the LHC pits for the
proposed experiments, including the experimental area equipment and the
surface models that are being prepared for a territorial Impact Study.
VENUS' Virtual Prototypes are an ideal replacement for the wooden models
traditionally build for the past CERN machines, as they are generated
directly from the EUCLID CAD files, therefore they are totally reliable,
they can be updated in a matter of minutes, and they allow designers to
explore them from inside, in a one-to-one scale. Navigation can be performed
on the computer screen, on a stereoscopic large projection screen, or in
immersive conditions, with an helmet and 3D mouse. By using specialised
collision detection software, the computer can find optimal paths to lower
each detector part into the pits and position it to destination, letting us
visualize the whole assembly probess. During construction, these paths can
be fed to a robot controller, which can operate the bridge cranes and build
LHC almost without human intervention. VENUS is currently developing
a multiplatform VR browser that will let the whole HEP community access
LHC's Virtual Protoypes over the web.

Standard Formatted Data Units

F. LOPINTO (COMPUTER SCIENCES CO.)

D. Sawyer (Goddard, NASA)

BR9737108

Metadata is information about data. Data without metadata is generally
useless. An image of the Earth from space or a bubble chamber photograph
may be beautiful but without metadata (e.g., where was the spacecraft, what
was in bubble chamber) the data will yield few insights. What we need is a
way to link data and its associated metadata such that researchers around
the world, now and in the future, can access and understand the information
generated by our scientific instruments.

The Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) is an
organization whose members are the space agencies from around the world.
CCSDS conducts its work through three technical panels. Panel 1 deals
with Telemetry, Tracking, and Command. Panel 2 deals with Standard
Data Interchange Structures. Panel 3 deals with Cross Support Operations.
The focus of this paper is to describe the work of Panel 2 and specifically
the Standard Formatted Data Unit (SFDU) Structures and Construction
Rules. Though SFDU "officially" stands for Standard. Formatted Data Unit,
we sometimes referred to it as the " Standard For Data Understanding."

The SFDU Recommendation is a packaging standard. It describes a method
of encapsulating data within Label Value Objects (LVOs) and then relating
LVOs to each other. There are no restrictions whatsoever on the format of
the encapsulated data. The header part of the LVO provides information that
can be used to find a description of the encapsulated data. One can think
of an SFDU as a well organized, machine readable UNIX tar file (though
the standard is independent of UNIX or any other operating system). The
SFDU is a root directory. It contains files (simple LVOs) and subdirectories
(compound LVOs). Instead of "readme" files containing some (possibly)
useful descriptions, the SFDU either contains or points to machine readable
Data Description Units (DDUs). DDUs describe the syntax of the data (i.e.,
how to read it), the semantics of the data (i.e., what physical quantities were
measured), and supplementary data (e.g., a photograph of the apparatus,
data analysis software, technical papers). Naturally, there are no restrictions
whatsoever on the format of these descriptions.

NASA has developed the SFDU Science Data User's Workbench to make
it easy for people to create SFDUs and to decode and examine them. The
Workbench is an object oriented, distributed application that runs on UNIX
workstations networked with TCP/IP. It provides a graphical, drag-and-drop
user interface and has been demonstrated to members of the space science
community in the United States and in Japan and Europe. It has also led
to new software engineering insights as we use SFDUs to encode messages
between objects, to organize and launch distributed applications, and to
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classify and retrieve software components in reuse libraries.

SESSION SUMMARIZERS

Analysis - TBA

Data Access and Storage - MICHAEL ERNST (DESY)

DAQ and Triggering - TBA

Worldwide Collaboration - RICHARD MOUNT (Caltech)
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Systems and Facilities - TBA

Conference Summary - JOEL BUTLER (Fermilab)

A ANALYSIS

A.I ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION PACKAGE AND
TOOLS

| ABS-1511.

Image Reconstruction of X-ray Astrophysics Observation
by Direct Demodulation Method

FANGJUN LU (BEIJING)

Tipei Li, Xuejun Sun and Mei Wu (Beijing)

The direct demodulation method is a newly developed technique to solve the
image reconstruction problem in high energy astrophysics with a high sensitivity
and spatial resolution. Applying this method in ME/EXOSAT galactic plane
observation data analyses, we have gotten several new images of the galactic
plane X-ray emission,and these images show a number of point sources which
were unresolved in the previous analysis. HEA01-A4 all sky survey is the only
one in high energy X-ray band(13-180kev) until now, but the previous analysis
on these data is a model-dependent fitting procedure by using the positions of
known sources in other energy band. Direct demodulation image reconstruction
analysis also gives very good results from the survey data only.

ABS-149 BR9737110

MCFast: A fast simulation program for HEP detector
studies

A. BOEHNLEIN (FERMILAB)

The Simulation Group at Fermilab has developed a new fast Monte Carlo
package MCfast for detector design studies. The goal of MCfast is to provide
a general framework for the comparison of differing detector geometries and
to simulate the production and decay of 6 hadrons in a collider environment.
MCfast, however, is flexible enough that it can be used as a framework to simulate
other physics processes at colliders or fixed target experiments.

The code is written primarily in Fortran and is interfaced to standard HEP
event generators Pythia, Herwig and Isajet through the STDHEP interface. The
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decay of charm and bottom particles is handled by QQ, a Monte Carlo package
developed for CLEO. A 3-D Graphics package based on SGI-Explorer has been
developed to display the detector geometry, tracks and hits.

The primary goal of MCfast is speed and flexibility which is achieved through
parameterization. The emphasis of the program is fast tracking which is
based on a Kalman filter technique. Hit generation has been included in the
MCfast package and is under development. An interface between the MCfast
geometry and GEANT has been written to enable more detailed simulations.
Parameterized calorimetry inside the MCfast framework is planned for the next
release.

ABS.139

GE781: a Monte Carlo package for fixed target
experiments

R. ZUKANOVICH FuNrnjAL (S. PAULO)
G. Davidenko (ITEP), M. AjfFunkXHeidelberg), V. Kim

(Petersburg NPI), N. Kuropatkin (Petershgyg NPI), V. Kurshetsov
(Protvino), V. Molchanov (Protvino), S. fiudVMoscow), L. Stutte

(Fermilab), V. VerebryusoV(ITEP)

The Monte Carlo package for the fixed target experiment E781 at Fermilab is
described. This is a third generation charmed baryon experiment, which is quite
complex. The apparatus contains more than 200 thousand read-out channels and
includes many Si-Strip detectors, PWCs, drift chambers, photon calorimeters and
also such complicated devices like RICH and TRD detectors. The simulation
package is based on GEANT 3.21, ADAMO database and DAFT (Data From
Tape) input/output routines. The program was conceived in a structural form
using PATCHY/CMZ so as to be possible to develop detector dependent blocks of
it in different parts of the world. This block structure and the ADAMO database
gives us the possibility to simulate virtually any fixed target experiment. Event
generation includes the simulation of E781 hyperon beam, its interaction in the
charm production targets according to different LUND generators. An entity
relationship structure (Monte Carlo block) for hits and tracks is constructed to
save the event information. The digitization of each detector set is packed in the
form of the raw data blocks. The output of the program is made according to the
data acquisition format, using DAFT, and contains raw data and Monte Carlo
blocks. This package has been tested on different Unix platforms.

BR9737113 BR9737112

ABS-128

The Detector Simulation of the L3 Experiment at LEP
M. PIERI (FIRENZE)

The L3 simulation program, based on the GEANT package, has been
intensively used to produce the events needed for the L3 analysis. After six
years of operation of the L3 detector over 30 million events have been fully
simulated in the L3 setup. The simulation having to match the precision reached
in the experiment, a lot of effort has been put to reach the best agreement of
the simulated data with the real detector response. In addition to the careful
tuning of the GEANT tracking parameters many time dependent effects which
affect the response of the detector, like dead channels and inefficiencies, have
been taken into account. The design principles and the general organization of
the program are described and detailed comparisons with the data recorded by
the L3 experiment are shown. In order to simulate the large number of events
required, inside the L3 collaboration many tools have been developed to set up a
worldwide distributed event simulation and to maintain an accurate bookkeeping
of the simulated events. This allows to fully exploit the computing resources of the
institutes involved in the L3 experiment and to be able to satisfy the need of a very
large amount of CPU time. The current status of our experience in simulating
a large number of events with the highest possible precision is reviewed. The
simulation of the L3 detector, which is one of the largest detectors currently in
operation, could be considered as the starting point for the simulation of the next
generation of high energy physics detectors which will start taking data after the
year 2000.

ABS-120

A New Query Processor for PAW
J . B U N N (CERN)

M. Ballintijn, O.Couet, N.Cremel (CERN)

The interactive analysis of high energy physics event data using HBOOK
ntuples has always been one of the major strengths of the PAW system. With the
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design and implementation of the PIAF system and the advent of Column Wise
Ntuples (CWNs) the quantity of event data which can be analysed interactively
has been significantly increased. Other improvements due to the use of CWNs
include the support for more data types and new possibilities for structuring
the data. CWNs can store boolean, bit field, integer, real, double precision and
character string data types. Data can be structured in arrays of one or more
dimensions, with the last dimension of each array being of variable length. This
allows for efficient storage of lists of values, lists of vectors etc. The actual length
of the array in a given event is defined by another integer variable in the ntuple.

The component of the PAW system responsible for executing queries like
ntuple/plot or ntuple/project was previously only partially adapted to handle
these new features. Furthermore, this part of PAW lacked stability and
robustness, and was hindered by many built-in limitations.

To overcome these deficiencies a new query processor has been developed
which removes most limitations of the old system. More importantly, it offers a
regular syntax which allows much greater freedom to the user when expressing
queries. It also supports all the data types offered by the CWNs in combination
with automatic type promotion. The new query language is largely backward
compatible, with more powerful alternatives being offered in the few incompatible
cases. Non scalar ntuple variables like vectors and multi dimensional arrays,
possibly of variable length, are fully integrated. Other new features include access
to KUIP vectors, and the use of arrays that index other arrays, which allows for
more complex structures in ntuples.

The structure of the query compiler allows for optimisations, like static sub-
expression evaluation, and reordering of terms based on their complexity. It is
foreseen to upgrade the MASK mechanism and to use this to cache the results of
cuts (macros).

BR9737114lABS-91 1

Jet Finding in Future Heavy Ion Collider Experiments
I. LOKHTIN (MOSCOW)

N. Kruglov (Moscow)

The main goal of future heavy ion collider experiments is to achive the
deconfinement of hadronic matter and to study the properties of created quark-
gluon plasma. High-transverse momentum jets (partons) are produced at the
very beginning of the collision process, they propogate through the plasma

interacting with the plasma constituents and escape from the plasma (long before
the completion of mixed phase) earring information about medium created in the
collision. So the search of possible probe of plasma result in necessity to extract
such jets from large soft and mini-jet multiplicity background. We have developed
effective jet-finding algorithm for nuclei collisions to decrease the influence of large
number of "false" jets and to reconsruct "true" high-transverse momentum jets
from hard parton-parton scattering. The "thermal events" were simulated for
the case of central S-S collisions at energy of future LHC accelerator (c.m.s.
energy 6.3 A TeV) to estimate the "false" jets background; the hard gluon-
gluon scattering was superimposed on the "thermal event" to investigate the
possibility of such dijet reconstruction. Besides we have test a sensitivity of the
dijet acoplanarity (amount of momentum orthogonal to the initial hard scattering
plane) distribution to rescattering of hard partons on plasma constituents in LHC
conditions. It seems promising to use the acoplanarity distribution shape as a
tool for determination of the plasma temperature in future ultrarelativistic ion
collider experiments.

ABS-46 BR9737115

Hastac, an algorithm for developing a tree of cuts
J. LlNNEMANN (MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY)

D. Bowser-Chao, J. Hughes (Michigan State University)

We describe Hastac, an engine for finding criteria for separating signal and
background samples by means of a tree of cuts on linear combinations of variables.
The method is quite fast, and not only allows near-optimal rejection for given
efficiency, but easy identification of the most significant variables from a large set
candidate variables. A mapping to feed-forward neural nets is possible, offering
an excellent starting point for further refinement. The method has been applied
to the problem of top quark identification. Results will also be presented with
test distributions where the answers are known.

ABS.29
BR9737116

Global VDET Pattern Recognition for ALEPH
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P. RENSING (CERN)
A. Bazarko (CERN), D. Brown (Max-Planck-Institut,

Werner-Heisenberg-Institut), P. Gay (U. Blaise Pascal), J.
Pusztaszeri (CERN)

With the current reliance on high-precision vertex detectors to provide very
accurate information about the primary and secondary vertices in an event, the
accuracy and efficiency of the assignment of vertex detector hits to tracks has
become crucial.

This paper discusses new software written for ALEPH which attempts to make
this assignment in a global manner using linear programming techniques.

The goal of the algorithm is to find the best assignment of hits to tracks,
as measured by the sum of the track fit 02s and the number of hits assigned.
A crucial step is the partitioning of the event into sets of tracks which are in
competition for VDET hits and which have similar uncertainties at the VDET.
The code then finds the best assignment of hits to tracks within each set. While
a large number of problems can be solved by exhaustive search of all feasible
patterns, about a quarter of the events contain a set of tracks whose solution is
completely beyond the scope of this method.

In such cases, the solution is found by a "branch and bound" algorithm
interfaced with a state-of-the-art linear programming solver. No problem yet
seen takes more than a few seconds of CPU time on a later generation RISC
platform to solve.

The performance of the new code will be compared to ALEPH's old, sequential
pattern recognition algorithm using data and Monte Carlo. In addition,
comparisons will be presented using Monte Carlo of ALEPH's new VDET and
LEP II events.

When a target is a resonance, all given decay modes are tried to form
combinations of detected tracks and/or previously found target candidates that
compose the desired target. Users supply a classification routine for detected
tracks to distinguish electrons, muons, pions, kaons, protons, pho- tons, etc for
the system. The system tries ambiguious tracks as all viable possible detected
particles. The system will not mark as viable a candidate resonance where
the same track enters more than once. Finally, the tracks are vertexed and
a covariance matrix for the candidate resonance is formed. Hence, the system
allows the user to create cuts based on invariant mass, lifetime, vertex parameters,
momentum, angle, and closet approach to the primary vertex.

Additionally, the infrastructure for building topologically based targets exists.
The difference between a topology and a particle is simply that a topology is
calculated with all tracks in the system. Currently, only one topological object
exists. It calculates the missing momentum, the number of total tracks, and the
number of tracks that pass user defined cuts.

A hybrid between both topologies and particles has also been created.
Topological particles are identified particles in the event with an additional cut
on the topology. A high transverse momentum lepton, or a jet fit this category.
This category of canidates could, for instance, allow the user to carry out jet-jet
reconstruction and b-jet tagging via vertexing.

The system creates lists of candidates for each target. A fortran interface
is available to both load information to and get information from the module.
The user then can process the list of candidates in anyway he/she feels fit. We,
for example, write out the information in the form of N-tuples for further data
analysis/visualization.

The paper will present preliminary results from HI analysis. Preliminary work
has begun to use the system for the analysis of Fermilab experiment E791 and
simulated SLAC B-Factory data. The extension of the program to correlated
final states will be discussed.

ABS.ll BR9737117

Target Based Physics Analysis System for Hi and Beyond
FOREST ROUSE (DAVIS)

This paper describes a C++ target based analysis system for high energy
physics data analysis. Physics targets are states the user wishes to search for in
the data. Targets are known alpha-numerically and generally have a set of cuts
associated with them. When targets require other known targets as components,
the system recursively initiates a search for the required sub-target.

ABS.8 BR9737118

GEANT4: simulation for the next generation of HEP

experiments

S. GIANI (CERN)

The RD44 Collaboration
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GEANT4 (RD44) is a world-wide collaboration of scientists aiming to create
the detector simulation toolkit necessary for the next generation of HEP
experiments. A large variety of requirements also come from heavy ions physics,
CP violation physics, cosmic rays physics, medical applications and space science
applications. In order to meet such requirements, a large degree of functionality
and flexibility has to be provided. GEANT4 is exploiting Object Oriented
Technology to achieve these goals. A large number of tools and libraries have been
investigated and evaluated. An overview of the GEANT4 analysis and design
model will be given and the main components of the object models discussed.
The main functionality of a first prototype will also be described. An overall
view of the collaboration's structure and strategy will finally be given.

A.2 GRAPHICS, VISUALIZATION AND VIRTUAL
REALITY

ABS-3 BR9737119

The Modified CERN POISSON Program Package and Its
Application to the ATLAS Magnetic System Simulation

V. I. KLYUKHIN (PROTVINO)

B. I. Klochkov (Protvino)

The CERN POISSON program package designed by R. F. Holsinger and
C. Iselin is updated by us for the CERNLIB 94B and 95A releases. The
modified package is used on AXP/VMS and under UNIX on HP 9000/7xx,
IBM RS 6000, APOLLO and SUN machines for the computation of the ATLAS
magnetic system consisting of the superconducting solenoid and the air core
superconducting toroids. Increased possibilities of the package have allowed us
to describe the solenoid magnetic flux distribution inside the iron-scintillator
hadronic calorimeter and to apply the package to the design of the air core toroid
field monitoring system. Various graphical representations of the results realised
in new version 4.02 of the package serve as a powerful tool to go step by step
through different investigated options of the magnetic system. The modified
CERN POISSON package is good and well managed tool to provide a wide
spectrum of estimates for different kind of magnetic systems and to represent
the results in the best way.

| ABS-154 |

Aspects of Scientific Visualization for HEP analysis at
Fermilab

PAUL LEBRUN (FERMILAB)

Jeff Kallenbach, Adam Para (Fermilab)

Based on the workshop on Scientific visualization held on Aug 7-91995 at
Fermilab, and practical experience with IRIX Explorer, we comment on the use
of Open-GL based tools for Event Displays and related HEP data analysis. While
Computer Graphics has been used widely in High Energy Physics (HEP) for many
decades, scientific visualization is now a well-established technique used in other
disciplines, such as chemistry and bio-medicine. HEP can take advantage of this
technology, for instance, Event Displays should no longer considered as static
graphical application, but as dynamical HEP visualization examples.

However, some of us are not buying into large, powerful visualization systems
such as AVS, IBM Data Explorer or IRIX Explorer (now NAG-Explorer) but
instead are chosing to use smaller, freeware packages such as GeomView or Vogel,
that do not provide the full capabilities of OpenGL, but can run on simple X-
terminal. To add more confusion, the current official standard for 3D Event
Displays at CERN is based on PHIGS, which is incompatible with the systems
mentioned above.

We wish to compare the pro and cons of such systems on technical ground,
ease of use, and most of all, application interfaces, as the programmer and the
user are often the same person. Costs and educational considerations will also
be briefly discussed.

ABS-104

A 3D web browser for LHC design integration
S. DE GENNARO (CERN)

The VENUS project (see presented paper "Virtual Prototyping at CERN") has
developed a 3D web browser, specially oriented to engineering needs, that allows
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any WWW user to "fly through" the LHC Virtual Prototypes. The browser is
called "i3D", it has been produced within a Joint Project between CERN and
the Italian institute CRS4, directed by Prof. Carlo Rubbia, and it will shortly
be available on the Public Domain. In its present version i3D is available only on
Silicon Graphics stations, but it will soon be ported to all major UNIX platforms
supporting OpenGL. It supports navigation through a 2D mouse or a Spaceball,
and by the summer '95 it will support VRML (Virtual Reality Markup Language),
stereo vision and shutter glasses for on-screen 3D imaging. I3D is tightly linked
to ordinary WWW browsers. Clicking on a "3D" icon in Mosaic or Netscape will
load a 3D world in i3D. Vice-versa, clicking on an hyperlink object during a flight
in i3D will trigger the load of a new page in the textual browser. VENUS intends
to provide all LHC Virtual Prototypes models "on the web", in i3D format.
This will allow the HEP community to fly through them and obtain all kind of
information related to the virtual objects, technical drawings, pictures, schedules
at a mouse click.

The talk will focus on the usage of i3D as a graphic tool for LHC design
integration and show a demo film.

more info: http://www.crs4.it/ 3diadm/i3d-help/i3d-help.html

ABS_71
BR9737121

Future DO Graphics
S. HAGOPIAN (FLORIDA STATE)

M. Shupe (Arizona), N. Graf (Brookhaven), N. Oshima, R. Raja
(Fermilab), S. Youssef (Florida State), D. L. Adams (Rice)

The DO Experiment at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider is preparing for major
revisions of all of its software: data structures, databases, user interfaces, and
graphics. We report here on the progress of the DO Graphics Working Group,
which has considered the requirements of DO for interactive event displays and
their role in the process of detector debugging and physics analysis. This report
will include studies done by the group, and the evolving view of the future of DO
graphics.

ABS-52

3D Graphics Module for Modeling, Visualization and
Analysis

M. KAWAGUTI (FUKUI U.)
S. Tanaka (Fukui U.)

A general-purpose 3D graphics software (to be referred to tentatively as
'UniGr' in what follows) intended for use in various scientific applications is
discussed. It represents the further extension of the work reported by the same
authors at the previous CHEP94 conference.

The ultimate goal of UniGr development is hopefully to realize simple
and straight-forward means of manipulating and rendering 3D data typically
representing spatial configurations of rather complex experimental apparatus, as
well as to visualize data handily in 3D way.

The language which describes 3D objects is made quite simple so that it can
appeal to instinctive human recognition of the 3D object in reasonably natural
manner without much training. This aspect is at variance with many of existing
CAD systems.

The modeler of the UniGr parses the data, and converts it into internal
description format of the 3D objects based on the boundary representation (B-
rep) scheme.

The Tenderer of UniGr performs hidden line/surface removal based entirely
on rigorous geometrical calculations. Therefore UniGr is completely system
independent, free from any hardware restrictions such as pixel resolution on the
display screen. The identical Tenderer serves various purposes: for displaying
the 3D image on the CRT screen during the interactive session, as well as for
generating fine quality figures drawn in preparation for publications.

UniGr is not just for modeling and rendering of 3D objects. For any arbitrarily
selected location of a 3D point, UniGr can report whether it is inside of an object
or outside of all the constituent objects. If the former is the case, it further tells
within which object (or object tree if some objects are situated within another
object in a recursive way) it is locateed. Likewise, for a given spatial directional
line, arc or helix, UniGr can identify at what location on the surface of one of
the objects it hits, if any, for the first time along the trajectory. UniGr performs
these analyses relying on the same algorithms used for 3D rendering.

UniGr is written mostly in C++, so that the advantages of the object-oriented
approach can be exploited. All the graphical objects are treated as C++ objects.

One of the motivations for developing UniGr came from our desire for a self-
contained graphics software which can be run on any available workstation,free
from any restrictions.

To be sure, PHIGS is recognized as a ISO-approved international graphics
standard.
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Nevertheless there appears not much prospect, extrapolating from the current
trend of PHIGS proliferation, that all of the, say, one thousand collaborators of
one experiment can view and edit 3D data using daily the workstations which
run PHIGS.

Maximal portability in mind, UniGr presumes neither of any specific graphics
hardwares nor of commercial software packages. It can render 3D images of
objects on ordinary X Window using exclusively basic Xlib without PEX, or in
the form of a PostScript file. If a workstation is equipped with either OpenGL
or PEX, however, it may be instructed to take advantage of available graphics
features, particularly of continuous shading, for better performance and improved
appearance of curved surfaces on the screen.

A.3 COMPUTATION AND ALGORITHMS

|ABS_6 |

Interactive Graphics Applications for the CMS Experiment
at the LHC

L. TAYLOR (NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY)

The ability to visualise the CMS detector and its response to physics processes
is of great importance in both the design evaluation and data analysis phases of
the experiment. The CMS interactive detector and event visualisation program,
known as CMSCAN, forms an integral part of the CMS event simulation and
analysis code.

CMSCAN creates a hierarchical Phigs graphics structure from the GEANT
description of the detector and the event data banks. The resulting Xlib/PEX
graphical display may be manipulated in real-time using an XI I/Motif interface,
which provides a high level of user interactivity, including rotation, translation,
magnification, and selective viewing of detector and event graphics structures.

To ensure that CMSCAN is easy to maintain and distribute throughout the
CMS collaboration, the graphics software packages selected for use were required
to provide the necessary functionality at low cost with a high degree of portability
and vendor support. CMSCAN has been designed in a modular way to facilitate
upgrades to the new graphics technologies of the future, which are inevitable
given the long timescale of the LHC experimental program.

I ABS-145 1

A Computat ional Approach for the Analytical Solving of
Part ial Differential Equations
E. CHEB-TERRAB ( IF-UERJ)

This work presents a general discussion of and plan for a computational
approach towards the analytical solving of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs),
as well as a symbolic computing implementation of the first part of this plan as
the PDEtools software-package of commands. The package consists of a PDE-
solver (called pdsolve) and some other tool-commands for working with PDEs.
A brief overview of the most relevant commands of the package is as follows:

- pdsolve looks for the general solution or the complete separation of the
variables in a given PDE. There are no "a priori" restrictions as to the kind of
PDE that the program can try to solve. This command uses, as often as possible
standard methods, when the PDE matches the corresponding pattern, and a
heuristic algorithm for separating the variables otherwise. Partial separation
of variables is handled by automatically reentering the program with a smaller
problem, resulting in a wide combination of standard methods and separation of
variables in the solution of a single PDE. Furthermore, the User can optionally
participate in the solving process by giving the solver an extra argument (the
HINT option) as to the general functional form of the indeterminate function.

- dchange performs changes of variables in PDEs and other algebraic objects
(integro-differential equations, limits, multiple integrals, e tc . ) . This command is
useful to change the format of a PDE from one that is difficult to solve to one that
is solvable by the system. In addition, dchange can be used to analyze underlying
invariance groups of a PDE, since it works with changes of both the independent
and the dependent variables, automatically extending the transformations to any
required differential order.

- sdsolve looks for a complete (or partial) solution (or uncoupling) of a coupled
system of ODEs (linear or not).

- mapde maps PDEs into other PDEs, more convenient in some cases,
within the frame of the possibilities of the system. The mappings tested and
implemented up to now are:

- linear 2nd order PDEs, with two differentiation variables, into PDEs in
canonical form (two different types). Though the success depends strongly on
the proposed problem, in principle this program works both with PDEs with
constant or variable coefficients.
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- PDEs that explicitly depend on the indeterminate function into PDEs which
does not (i.e. only depends through derivatives).

- strip evaluates the characteristic strip associated to a first-order PDE.
- pdtest tests a solution found by pdsolve for a given PDE by making a careful

simplification of the PDE with respect to this solution.
The goals of this work were to propose a computational strategy for the

problem and to present a first concrete implementation of a PDE-solver in general
purpose symbolic computing systems. Routines for the analytical solving of
systems of PDEs are now under development and shall be reported elsewhere.

| ABS-137 I

New Method for Minimizing Regular Functions with
Constraints on Parameter region

V. S. KURBATOV (JINR)

Approximately thirty years ago a linearization method for minimizing
chisquare - like functionals was proposed [1], the subroutine FUMILI was
developed by one of the authors (I.N.Silin) [2] and became available for users.
The simplest case of constrained fit for constraints of type a i= X i= b
was implemented in it. In FUMILI as the second derivatives of minimized
function their approximate values are used with the neglection of members
containing second derivatives of the functional argument, and special technique
is used for stabilizing iteration process. In most cases it proved to be very
effective. For chisquare-like functionals approximate matrix of second derivatives
is nonnegatively defined. The problems appear when such a matrix has
eigenvalues close or equal to zero. Also FUMILI cannot minimize functions
of arbitrary structure. After many years of investigations new algorithm was
developed which has a lot of new features and at the same time keeps all the
merits of linearization method[3]. Main features of the method :

- Regular functions of arbitrary structure can be minimized.
- When minimizing chisquare - like functions or functionals of more general

case one can use the linearization method, and in case of degeneration may
automatically switch to accurate calculation of second derivatives matrix.

- Both analytical and numerical calculation of derivatives is possible.
- Special technique is implemented for speeded movement along crooked

multidimensional valleys.

The other part of method : the possibility to take into account nonlinear
regular constraints of arbitrary type[4,5]. In case if constraints are inequalities
additional problems ( compared with the case of equalities) related with getting
into permitting region and movement along its boundaries arise. The method
handles such problems. Based on this method new code was developed and called
FUMIVI (FUnction Minimization by Vallies Investigation ). It was extensively
tested both with model and real events of the experiment on rare K-meson decays.
Unlike the other methods used new one converges (and fast) for any nonabsurd
data. Nonuniquennes of solutions for some events is observed what means that
such cases have to be analyzed by the physicists.

References
1. S.N.Sokolov, I.N.Silin, Preprint JINR D-810, Dubna 1961. 2. CERN

Program Library, D510, FUMILI. 3. V.S.Kurbatov, I.N.Silin, Nucl. Instr.
and Meth. A345(1994)346. 4. A.J.Ketikian, E.V.Komissarov, V.S.Kurbatov,
I.N.Silin, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A314(1992)578. 5. A.J.Ketikian,
V.S.Kurbatov, I.N.Silin, Proceedings of CHEP-92, CERN 92-07, 1992,p.833

ABS.97 BR9737123

Transition Radiation Simulations and Lepton Identification
in High Energy Experiments

V. SAVELIEV (MOSCOW)

Content of Abstract: Lepton identification is the most crucial features of HEP
experiments. HERA-B experiment to stady CP violation in the B system Using
an Internal Target at the HERA Proton Ring. The main goal of the HERA-B
experiment is the CP violation measurement in BO -£ J/psiKOs decays, generally
accepted as the best candidate, both theoretically and experimentally, for the
study of CP assymetry. Good lepton identification is an inmportant condition
of decay reconstruction, lepton tadgging and the additional physics study. The
electron identification by Transition Radiation (TR) is realized by the detection of
Transition RadiationX-rays which radiated by the charge particles with Lorentz
factor more than 1000. Monte Carlo simulation of transition readiation (TR)
has been made on base of model compatible with GEANT - Detector Description
and Simulation Tool. The MC TR model describes the process of particle passing
through the matter taking into account: the radiation of transition radiation X-
rays including their energy and angular spectra, T R photons absorption including
the secondary fluorescent X-ray for the Xe K,L shell, absorption of TR X-rays
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in radiator and various materials. Detailed simulation of ionization losses in thin
gas layers, takin into account the primary collisions distribution, calculation the
energy deposition in gas layers, electron s drift with real dependance of drift
velosity vs electric field.

|ABS-47 1

How hard should you cut when the event sample is finite?
J. LlNNEMANN (MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY)

A given statistical method for separating signal and background generates a
curve of background rejection as a function of signal efficiency. However, the curve
by itself offers no clear motivation for choosing a particular selection criterion,
that is what efficiency to choose to operate at, since the curve typically has no
maximum for efficiency I 0. Transforming the curve to "significance", s/sqrt(b),
as a function of efficiency may in limited circumstances provide a maximum point.
But when the problem at hand is "discovery", that is demonstrating the existence
of a signal above background with a finite sample, it is shown that criteria can
be developed which actually do identify an optimal efficiency for accomplishing
this task. Several related criteria are developed and the relations among them
are illustrated.

ABS-35
BR9737124

The Statistical Basis of Neural Network Algorithms:
Theory, Applications, and Caveats

J. SWAIN (NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY BOSTON)

There is a growing interest in the use of algorithms based on artificial neural
networks and related methods in order to perform data analyses, and even
triggering, in modern high energy physics experiments. For the increasingly
complex tasks faced by the HEP community, they are becoming more and more
attractive, especially in view of their apparent power and ease of implementation.
Common to the methods under consideration is their use of correlations between
input variables. Frequently, the algorithms are treated as "black-boxes" which

are essentially incomprehensible, but provide almost magically good results. This
paper describes in some detail the statistical basis by which these techniques
actually function, and its connection to classical methods. Strong emphases are
made on : a) the dangers of the blind applications of these newer techniques, and
b) some methods to use them more wisely. Specific examples of relevance to high
energy physics, and, in particular, to particle identification, are constructed to
illustrate the importance of the ideas presented.

A.4 PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM FOR
DATA ANALYSIS

| ABS-151 [

Image Reconstruction of X-ray Astrophysics Observation
by Direct Demodulation Method

FANGJUN LU (BEIJING-).
Tipei Li, Xuejun Sun and Mei Wu (Beijing)

The direct demodulation method is a newly developed technique to solve the
image reconstruction problem in high energy astrophysics with a high sensitivity
and spatial resolution. Applying this method in ME/EXOSAT galactic plane
observation data analyses, we have gotten several new images of the galactic
plane X-ray emission,and these images show a number of point sources which
were unresolved in the previous analysis. HEAO1-A4 all sky survey is the only
one in high energy X-ray band(13-180kev) until now, but the previous analysis
on these data is a model-dependent fitting procedure by using the positions of
known sources in other energy band. Direct demodulation image reconstruction
analysis also gives very good results from the survey data only.

ABS.94
BR9737126

The Parallelisation of an Existing Offline Software Package
- a case study

R.SCHIEFER (EINDHOVEN)
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D.Francis (Boston)

The increasing complexity of HEP experiments leads to a proportional
increase in the performance requirements of analysis software and an increase
in computing capacity of several orders of magnitude compared to today.

Industry is increasingly offering high performance computing platforms
based on commodity micro -processors with a low latency / high bandwidth
interconnection network. These platforms can give cost effective scalable
computing power provided a high degree of parallelism can be introduced into
the applications.

Event farming in HEP has proven to be an effective technique to boost an
application's performance. The throughput scales well, as the ratio between
communication and computation is low. However, the event latency and the
utilisation of the computing resources (memory) are not addressed. A finer
grain parallelisation of an off-line package with reduced latency and resource
requirements could allow the introduction of off-line event analysis techniques
into the domain of real-time event analysis.

Given the potential gains in parallelising HEP software, What is the scope for
parallelisation other than farming? How easy would it be to take an existing
HEP application and parallelise it? How should sequential software be written
now to allow a smooth transition to a parallel platform at a later date? A case
study has been performed on the fine grain parallelisation of an existing off-
line event reconstruction program to address these questions. Our results on
improved latency, throughput and resource usage in terms of the effort necessary,
methodology and tools required to introduce fine grain parallelisation into this
package are presented.

ABS_92 BR9737127

ON-line event reconstruction using a parallel in-memory
database

M. MEESTERS (CERN)

PORS is a system designed for on-line event reconstruction. It uses the
CPREAD reconstruction program of the CPLEAR high energy physics (HEP)
experiment at CERN. Central to the system is a parallel in-memory database.
This database is used as communication medium between parallel processes,
which is possible because of its high performance. The database is applied

to implement a farming strategy providing high CPU utilization. Farming
is a simple example of one of many communication structures which can be
implemented by using the in-memory database. The database provides structured
storage of data with a short life time. PORS serves as a case study for the
construction of methodology on how to apply fast parallel in-memory databases
and database techniques to HEP software, providing easier and better structuring
of HEP data, simpler development, maintainability and reusability of code, and
straightforward exploitation of parallelization. PORS runs on a SPARCcenter
2000 8-node shared memory computer and is able to reconstruct events at 117
Hz.

BR9737128
ABS-89

The Nile Fast-Track Implementation: Fault-Tolerant
Parallel Processing of Legacy CLEO Data

M. OGG (TEXAS)
The Nile Collboration (affiliated with CLEO), K. Birman, D.

Cassel, R. Helmke, D. Kreinick, D. Riley, M. Rondinaro (Cornell)
A. Calkins, K. Marzullo (U. California) M. Athanas, P. Avery, W.
Hong, T. Johnson (U. Florida) C. Chan, A. Ricciardi, E. Rothfus

(Texas)

NILE is a multi-disciplinary project building a distributed computing
environment for HEP. Nile will provide fault-tolerant, integrated access to
processing and data resources for collaborators of the CLEO experiment, though
the goals and principles are applicable to many domains. Nile currently has three
main objectives: a realistic distributed system architecture design, the design of
a robust data model, and a Fast-Track implementation providing a prototype
design environment which will also be used by CLEO physicists. This talk will
focus on the Fast-Track implementation.

The goal of the Fast-Track implementation is to provide a fault-tolerant local-
area analysis system for CLEO data, compatible with the pre-existing CLEO
data format and analysis codes. The Fast-Track system implements parts of the
local-area job management features of the Nile system architecture, providing a
test-bed for design ideas and an opportunity to gain early real-world experience
with local-area job scheduling and management issues. The Fast-Track will not
incorporate the full Data Model. However, we are investigating using other data
storage and access methods, such as persistent object stores (e.g. Ptool+-f)
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and CORBA-compliant toolkits. This testbed will provide valuable information
that is needed for the Data Model design. In terms of the overall Nile system
architecture, the Fast-Track includes prototype implementations of the Provider
and the Local Resource Manager:

o Provider. The Provider is the representative of an individual processor node.
It is responsible for providing machine-specific services to the Local Resource
Manager, including reporting the local machine state and implementing the
execution service which runs user data analysis jobs in the Nile system, o
Local Resource Manager. The LRM is responsible for monitoring, allocating, and
coordinating resources at a geographic locality. It maintains complete information
about local processors and data use. A user submits a job to the LRM, which
decides where the job can be processed. The LRM breaks down the job and
allocates it to processors, exploiting both parallel execution and data locality.

The Fast-Track is being implemented using the ISIS toolkit. Our talk will
discuss the design of the Fast-Track system, design issues arising from the
requirements of backwards compatibility with existing CLEO code and data,
performance of the Fast-Track implementation compared to the existing CLEO
data analysis system, and the contributions of the Fast-Track implementation to
the ultimate Nile system architecture.

IABS-61
BR9737129

BATRUN - DPS
E. W. ANDERSON (IOWA)

F. Tandiary, S. C. Kothari, A. Dixit (Iowa)

BATRUN-DPS (Batch After Twilight RUNning - Distributed Processing
System) will extend the first BATRUN system based on Condor, which was
presented at CHEP'92, and has now been extensively used by the Alpha HEP
group at Iowa State University. The system was developed to automate the
execution of jobs in a cluster of workstations where machines belong to different
owners. The objective was to use a general purpose cluster as one massive
computer for processing large, parallelizable applications such as HEP monte
carlo simulations. In contrast to a dedicated cluster, the scheduling in BATRUN
must insure that only idle cycles are used for distributed computing, and that
the local users, when they initiate access, must have the full and immediate
control of their machines. BATRUN-DPS will have several unique features: (1)
group-based scheduling policy to ensure execution priority based on ownership of

machines, and (2) multi-cell distributed design to eliminate a single point failure
as well as to guarantee better fault tolerance and stability. The implementation
of the system is based on multi-threading and remote procedure call mechanism.
The continuing developments in workstation performance coupled with decreasing
price, indicates that the system we have developed will continue to be a very cost-
effective means for collaborating institutions to contribute to the large simulation
requirements of current and future HEP experiments.

ABS.42 BR9737130

Parallel Event Analysis under UNIX
F. RANJARD (CERN)

S. Looney (Wisconsin), B. Nilsson (Niels Bohr Institute), T. Oest,
T. Pettersson (CERN), J.-P. Thibonnier (Digital Equipment Corp.)

The ALEPH experiment at LEP has collected a total of 3 million ZO decays.
Analyzing this amount of data in a reasonable time requires some level of
parallelization.

The most common approach could be termed job parallelization and simply
consists of logically splitting the data into subsets and submitting jobs on multiple
machines to process these subsets simultaneously. This method is simple, but it is
inflexible, incurs administrative overhead, and causes contention in accessing the
data files. In a joint project with Digital Equipment Corp. a more sophisticated
approach involving event parallelization was studied as a means to improve the
elapsed time while reducing administrative overhead and easing data contention
for these long analyses.

The ALEPH analysis software was modified to use an event parallelization
paradigm. A master process reads and distributes event records to slave
processes. Each slave then performs the requested analysis on each event record
it recieves and produces the desired output. These slave processes can be of
almost any number and can be running on almost any number of machines.
Interprocess communication and management is performed by PVM (Parallel
Virtual Machine), a public domain software package for UNIX well known for its
portability and performance. It is important to choose an appropriate CPU farm
configuration that takes into account the different resource demands of master and
slave. In our tests, optimal performance was gained with a DEC Alpha 3000/900
as the master host and 8 DEC Alpha 3000/400's as slave hosts. All machines were
connected via an FDDI crossbar switch (GIGA switch) to ensure elimination of
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network bottlenecks. The elapsed time was found to be approximately inversely
proportional to the number of slave processes with a CPU overhead of about 10
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Interactive and Batch Analysis at DESY
K. KUENNE (DESY)

Besides the data taking and reconstruction the analysis of the Physics Data is
a major part in Physics Computing. Currently a new structure, which should last
for the next years (maybe the next millenium), is introduced in the computing
for Physics Analysis at DESY which closely follows a Client-Server-Model and
which is based on the Workgroup-Server-Concept (first introduced at CERN).

The talk will give an overview about this new structure, which includes File-
Servers, Workgroup-Servers, and Batch-Servers. Special emphasis will be given
to the handling of different classes of data inside of such a distributed system.
The important point here is how to avoid unnecessary network traffic. Other key
topics include management of that distributed system and load balancing issues.

Also presented in this talk are experiences with that system and future
developments.

ABS.30
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of parallelism and produced four ASTRA machines (presented at CHEP'92)
with 4k processors (which are expendable to 16k) based on "yesterday's chip-
technology" (chip presented at CHEP'91). Now these machines are providing
excellent testbeds for algorithmic developments in a complete, real environment.
We are developping e.g. fast pattern recognition algorithms which could be used
in high energy physics experiments at LHC (planned to be "operational after
2004 at CERN) for triggering and data reduction. The basic feature of our ASP
(Associative String Processor) approach is to use extremly simple (thus very
cheap) processor elements but in huge quantities (up to millions of processors)
connected together by a very simple string-like communication chain. In the
paper we present powerful algorithms based on this architecture indicating the
performance perspectives if the hardware ( i.e. chip fabrication) quality would
reach the " present or even future technology level".

Parallel algorithms on the ASTRA Simd machine
F. ROHRBACH (CERN)

G. Odor (KFKI-ATKI), G. Vesztergombi (KFKI-RMKI), G. Varga
(Technical University, Budapest)

In view of the tremendous computing power jump of modern RISC processors
the interest in parallel computing seems to be thinning out. Why would
one use a complicated system of parallel processors, if the problem could be
solved by a single powerful microchip? It is a general law, however, that the
exponential growth always will end by some kind of a saturation, and then
the parallelism will become again a hot topic. We try to prepare ourself for
that eventuality. The MPPC project was started in 1990 in the hay-days
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A Pilot Mass-Storage system for KEK Belle Experiment
H. FUJII (KEK)

R. Itoh, A. Manabe, A. Miyamoto, Y. Morita, T. Nozaki, T. Sasaki,
Y. Watase and T. Yamasaki (KEK and Sony)

A pilot mass-storage system for KEK Belle (B-meson Physics) experiment has
been developed. This experiment requires a high speed and large data recording
system. The required recorinding speed is about 3 MB/sec in average and 15
MB/sec at maximum. The requried volume is more than 30 TB/year. We
have developed a pilot system to study the high-speed and large volume data
recording system which satisfies the above requirements. The system consistes
of (1) SONY-DIR 1000M data recorder with SCSI-2 Fast/Wide interface; the
recording capability of the device is 16MB/sec at maximum. (2) SONY-DMS 24
tape robot (tape library) of which volume capacity is about 2 TB (3) high-speed
TCP/IP network of HIPPI and (4) three workstations running under UNIX. For
the system software, the CERN-SHIFT system has been installed for the study.
Because that the tape device and the robot (tape library) system are completely
different from currently running SHIFT systems, we have rewritten the tape
server part. The tape device and the robot(library) control path are directly
connected to UNIX workstations. To achieve the required recording speed, we
also developed an application interfaces for this tape server. We have made the
user interface without using tape staging mechanism. This user interface reduces
the overhead of the recording system which is critical for the Belle expriment.
This tape server system has developed based on TCP/IP, so that the system is
easy to expand and free from network media.

ABS.73
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Object Based Data Access at The DO Experiment
S. FUESS (FERMILAB)

S. Ahn, M. Galli, L. Lueking, L. Paterno (Fermilab), H. Li (Stony
Brook)

B Data Access and Storage

The DO Experiment at Fermilab is finishing approximately three years of
data taking at the Tevatron. Over 30 Terabytes of reconstructed data have
been accumulated. In the next collider run, scheduled to begin circa 1999, DO
expects to collect approximately 160 Terabytes of data per year. The access
to these vast quantities of data is one of the greatest problems of experimental
data analysis. DO is currently participating in the Fermilab Computing Division
"Computing for Analysis Project" (CAP) to investigate a solution using object
based data storage and access. The CAP solution is to divide events into objects
and independently store these objects on disk or tape. Disk storage is on an
IBM SP-2 system, allowing high speed parallel access. A IBM 3494 robotic tape
library provides the bulk of the storage.

DO has taken its current ZEBRA data model and produced a corresponding
object model. Data has been imported from ZEBRA into object stores, which
are subsequently available for data mining activities. Control of the scanning
is achieved via a query language accessible on a World Wide Web page, and
is further customizable with an explicit user-supplied FORTRAN, C, or C++
function. Output of a scan may be kept in object format or exported back into
ZEBRA format. We will present details of the model, progress to date, and future
plans.
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Study for possible storage solutions for KLOE
M.L. FERRER (FRASCATI)
F.Donno, E.Pace (Frascati)

The requirements of KLOE represent a challenge in this field, since we have to
deal with data rates (about 10**11 events/year) considerably higher than those
of typical collider experiments such as LEP or TEV-1, albeit a factor ten smaller
then those foreseen at the LHC. It is estimeted that the average event size is
5 kBytes, corresponding to a total bandwidth requirement of 50 MBytes/sec.
The amount of data collected each year of running is then of the order of 500
TBytes. The total storage requirements are even greater due to the MonteCarlo
data that will be required and could only be managed with special robotics and a
good computer organization. In this paper we discuss the characteristics of actual
tape drive systems and robotic libraries that could be of interest for KLOE (DLT,
IBM 3590, STK Redwood, AMPEX DST 310) and results of test are shown for
DLT's (under HP UX and Digital UNIX). The software that will be used for
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reading/writing data is also described. Home made software will be employed to
drive the robotic parts.
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Data Access and Management using the DMI Filesystem
Interface

M. GASTHUBER (DESY)

Several months ago DESY started using a new scheme to access the physics
data from UNIX based batch machines using the hierarchical Mass-Storage
system called OSM (Open Storage Manager). This system provides a network
based, file-oriented put/get repository together with a simple set of user
commands for access and management. The applications usually requires random
access, where the Mass-Storage system only supports a sequential byte stream.
This fact leads to the use of dedicated staging systems. These staging systems
seem to be sufficient in the case where enough disk (stage) space is available
and/or the staging rate is moderate. To allow a better disk-cache efficiency one
need to have extended knowledge about the access statistics which recently is
only available through the UNIX filesystem. To incorporate site specific access
policies this tight connection to the filesystem is also required. The connection
between a migration capable filesystems and the hierarchical Mass-Storage system
is the first goal. The second goal is the ability to manage large amount of
diskspace, distributed between various machines and building something like
a 'data-domain' while still having a high performance distributed data access.
The Data Management Interface (DMI) recently becomes available and offers all
requested functionalities for efficient filesystem controlling and management. It
allows standard, kernel independent filesystem control and 10 operations and will
be available on various UNIX flavors soon.

This talk will show the design and first practice of such a system using Silicon
Graphics DMI implementation and the OSM as the hierarchical Mass-Storage
system managing large tape libraries.

R. GERHARDS (DESY)
U. Kruener-Marquis (DESY)

The electron proton collider HERA at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg and
the HI experiment are now in successful operation for more then three years.
Electrons and protons collide at a bunch crossing rate of 10.41 Mhz, placing
demanding requirements on the data acquisition system but also on the data
storage and data access.

The HI experiment is logging data at an average rate of 500 KB/sec which
results in a yearly raw data volume of several Terabytes (e.g. 2.5 TB in 1994).
The data are reconstructed with a delay of only a few hours, yielding another
Terabytes of reconstructed data after physics oriented event classification. Both
the data logging and the quasi-online event reconstruction are performed on an
multiprocessor SGI Challenge computer which is in particular providing a very
powerful I/O performance. An Ampex DST 800 mass storage system with 3 DST
600 recorders has been connected to this Challenge to store both the raw and
reconstructed data. This allows much faster and more convenient access to the
data at rate of up 10 MB/sec.

Physics analysis is performed on another SGI Challenge computer, equipped
with about 500 GB of disk and, since a couple of months, direct access to a
StorageTek ACS 4400 silo, using the Open Storage Manager (OSM) software. The
disk space is mainly devoted to store the reconstructed data in very compressed
format (typically 5 to 10 KB per event). This allows for very efficient and fast
physics analysis which needs random access to the data. Monte Carlo data, on
the other hand, are kept in the ACS Silo and st.aged to disk on demand.

A detailed report will be given ĉn the experience with this system in a
demanding comuting environment ayHERA.1,
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The RITA network. How the high energy tools can be
used in order to transmit clinical hadrontherapic data

S. SQUARCIA (GENOVA)

M. Ferrari, P. Risso (Genova)
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We present the realization done in Genova for the organization, selection,
transmission of Radiotherapy's data and images.

The RITA (Rete Italiana Trattamenti Adroterapici) Network will be in
2000 (Computing for the Next Millennium) a geographical nation-wide and
international network to establish communications among one National Centre
of Hadrontherapy, few Centres equipped with Compact Proton Accelerators and
peripheral Hospitals, University Departments and Research Centres involved in
hadron treatments for cancer's cure. It is an important part of the Hadrontherapy
Project (TERA) proposed in 1991 by Ugo Amaldi and Giampiero Tosi.

, Six are the main functions of the network:

• Remote consultations for patients selection,

• Real-time support for planning and optimizing the patients flow,

• Remote transmission and computation of treatment planning,

• Exchange of information about pathologies and treatments,

• Management of research and statistical activities,

• Exchange of information with radiotherapy Centres in Europe and in the
world.

While the Hadrotherapy Center will be available only in the next century a
pilot project has been realized in order to test, just from now on, the multimedia
connections needed for RITA:

• Creation of a standard-based healthcare file, based on the stereotactic and/or
conformational radiotherapy (who is very similar to the hadrontherapy
available in future) containing data definitions, data sets, thesauri,
specialized messages, and basic functions for accessing and communicating
data and images;

• Implementation of the healthcare file into a distributed data-base using the
World Wide Web platform for data presentation and transmission;

• Realization of technical tests among Physics Institutes for data transmission,
data flow access, images compression and transfert;

• Healthcare file validation among the Clinical Centers. At this stage the
medical certification is compulsory.

The solution chosen is a good example of technology transfert from High
Energy physics and Medicine and opens new interesting ways in this field.

The general idea of the RITA network for transferring knowledge and
informations, the results obtained in the prototype, the image compression
problems linked to the

project and a first cost extimation showing the advantage of data transfert
instead of patient transfert will be presented.

More informations about the TERA ,and the RITA projects can be found in:
http://asgea.ge.infn.it/tera

f
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Putting all that (HEP-) Data to work - a REAL
Implementation of an Unlimited Computing and Storage

Architecture
M. ERNST (DESY)

Since Computing in HEP left the 'Mainframe-Path', many institutions demon-
strated a successful migration to workstation-based computing, especially for
applications requiring a high CPU-to-I/O ratio. However, the difficulties and
the complexity starts beyond just providing CPU-Cycles. Critical appli- cations,
requiring either sequential access to large amounts of data or to many small
sets out of a multi 10-Terabyte Data Repository need technical approaches we
haven't had so far. Though we felt that we were hardly able to follow technology
evolving in the various fields, we recently had to realize that even politics overtook
technical evolution - at least in the areas mentioned above. The USA is making
peace with Russia. DEC is talking to IBM, SGI communicating wit HP. All these
things became true, and though, unfortunately, the Cold War lasted 50 years,
and -in a relative sense- we were afraid that '50 years' seemed to be how long
any self respecting high performance computer (or a set of workstations) had to
wait for data from its 'Server', fortunately, we are now facing a similar progress
on friendliness, harmony and balance in the former problematic (computing-)
areas. Buzzwords, mentioned many thousand times in talks describing today's
and future requirements, including Functionality, Reliability, Scalability, Mo-
dularity and Portability are not just phrases, wishes and dreams any longer.

At DESY, we are in the process of demonstrating an architecture that is
taking those five issues eaqually into consideration, including Heterogene- ous
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Computing Platforms with ultimate file system approaches, Heterogeneous Mass
Storage Devices and an Open Distributed Hierarchical Mass Storage Management
System. This contribution will provide an overview on how far we got and what
the next steps will be.
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Data Handling and Post-Reconstruction Analysis at Next
Generation HEP Experiments

M. FISCHLER (FNAL)
M. Isely, M. Galli, S. Lammel, D. Sachs, J. Mack (FNAL)

A new generation of experiments in high energy physics is approaching. With
the approval of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN and the revised Main Injector
plans at Fermilab, high statistics experiments will start operation within five and
10 years. With luminosities of 1033 and 1034l/cm2s and several hundred thousand
readout channels data from these experiments cannot be handled and analysed
in the traditional old-fashioned HEP way. This paper discusses approaches to
the data intensive phase of post-reconstruction analysis, characterised by a wide
variety of physicists intitiating multiple scans through large bodies of data.

Approaches to analysis can be characterised by the type of investigations they
support efficiently, the nature of selection criteria the user can supply, and the
data and results delivered. Currently, experiments handle raw data in banks that
are handled by FORTRAN memory management packages. A reconstruction pass
creates objects of interest, again stored sequentially in files. In a second "pre-
analysis" production pass events are sorted by characteristics like the existance
of lepton candidates. Early data-intensive analysis handles the event information
much like these production passes, fragmenting data and controlling organization
through memory management packages. In the next analysis step, specific
information per event is collected and saved in n-tuples. This information is then
rapidly available for histogramming, visual- ization, and statistics. While bank
headers provide limited information about the object stored, the organization of
n-tuples is defined by the code that produced them. Access to data other than
that extracted for n-tuples can be very time consuming. One approach to future
analysis is to retain the current data handling methodolgy, and rely on improved
computing hardware to cope with the factor of about 20 increase in data volume.

PAW and PIAF tools are already in use for data analysis. All hot information
is collected and stored in n-tuples, distributed over several CPUs. Users then

extract their desired information - histograms or further n-tuples - from this
master n-tuple. Future analyses could be based on this second approach, which
becomes especially attractive once n-tuples have been formed.

The Fermilab CAP project is focusing on a third approach, suitable where
limitations imposed by n-tuple methods impede analysis. Data are loaded into
the CAP system and hot information for event selection is stored in an object
sriented format. Queries can provide full or summary event information; the
volume of data extracted is assumed to be rather small and thus manageable on
a standard workstation. An Event Query Language extends the familiar PAW
style, automating conditions involving multiple particles or objects within the
event and links between objects. The intricate hierarchical structure present in
experiment data is expressed in a C++ -based paradigm of "physics objects".
Efficient processing, avoiding repeated scans of the full data set, is achieved
by grouping the physics objects of each kind into stores which can be scanned
individually as needed. To implement relations between objects, and smoothly
handle the data organization, lightweight persistent object management software
is used. Starting from the Ptool persistent object API, we have created a Physics
Object Persistency Manager (POPM) designed to support optimum query rates
on a large parallel system. New features include data parallelism, low-overhead
access to persistent data by locked "physical pointers", and read- ahead logic
to achieve very high performance on individual queries. The DST data for DO
Run IB has been brought into the CAP system and can be "mined" via EQL
queries.

A fourth approach manages the data in an even earlier phase of the analysis
cycle. All information about an event, whether from the data aquisition
system, the reconstruction passes, or even generated during the analysis phase,
is collected in a database system. This data is available for distribution to
processors requiring the information. Frequently accessed information stays
at the workstation or analysis cluster; additional data is also present so that
when small changes in selection criteria are applied, the missing information is
made available to the user quickly and transparently. This approach is being
investigated on the same testbed hardware as the CAP project.

The common feature of any approach to this phase of analysis is the need for
high-performance access to large datasets. We discuss pros and contras of these
four different analysis approaches currently being considered for the next Collider
and Fixed Target runs at Fermilab. Ideally, various methods could be integrated
on one or more systems, preferably sharing one copy of the event data on disk.
Since efficient implementations of each approach have distinct data organization
needs, a compromise must be reached trading some duplication of data for some
efficiency improvements. We illustrate instances where efficient data sharing can
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be implemented, and present problems which may prevent this in other cases.
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The Nile System Data Model
M. OGG (TEXAS)

The Nile Collboration (affiliated with CLEO), K. Birman, D.
Cassel, R. Helmke, D. Kreinick, D. Riley, M. Rondinaro (Cornell)
A. Calkins, K. Marzullo (U. California) M. Athanas, P. Avery, W.
Hong, T. Johnson (U. Florida) C. Chan, A. Ricciardi, E. Rothfus

(Texas)

NILE is a multi-disciplinary project building a distributed computing
environment for HEP. Nile will provide fault-tolerant, integrated access to
processing and data resources for collaborators of the CLEO experiment, though
the goals and principles are applicable to many domains. Nile currently has three
main objectives: a realistic distributed system architecture design, the design of
a robust data model, and a Fast-Track implementation providing a prototype
design environment which will also be used by CLEO physicists. We will discuss
the Data Model, its design issues, and its interactions with the Nile System
Architecture.

The purpose of the Data Model is to allow the application layers to access
any arbitrary data attribute with low latency. In the case of CLEO II, the
accumulated data is about 10 TB (growing by a factor of 10 over the next 4
years). The quantity of data and processing resources require the latency to be
no more than a few milliseconds At the same time, the Data Model must hide
the details of the data storage from the application, and not prejudice analysis
schemes, present or future.

The principal challenge with a distributed architecture is to balance the
intelligence in query servicing between the extremes of client or application-
centered (as is mostly the case today in HEP), and server-centered (as with
a traditional database). The Nile Data Model is layered: the lower layers handle
the physical storage, while the upper layers interact with the application. In this
way, we gain flexibility and do not have to make a fixed choice between the two
extremes.

At the lowest level, data are partitioned into "chunks" which are selections
of events, and projections of data attributes. Associated with each chunk is
a descriptive chunk table. The ensemble of chunk tables provides a complete

description of the current data location. A chunk may be controlled by a
hierachical storage manager; if part of a chunk that is not on disk is needed,
the entire chunk will be cached to disk.

Higher up, the data server processes requests (from jobs or job managers) and
can do restricted database operations, sending the final data stream to the client.
Ideally, only attributes that are actually needed are sent to a client, and the data
can be pre-fetched to overcome latency.

We are now designing the storage manager, and considering the appropriate
caching strategies. Issues that are being investigated include the optimum data
layout, the assignment of events and attributes to chunks, chunk size, query
language, and user interface. It is an open question whether the best performance
will come from a relational or object-oriented approach, or a combination of the
two.
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ZARAH - the Central Computing Facility for the ZEUS
Experiment

O. MANCZAK (DESY)

0. Derugin, D. Gilkinson (DESY)

In this paper we would like to present most important technical issues
concerning design and implementation of ZARAH - the central computing facility
for physics analysis for the ZEUS experiment. We would like to present to the
HEP community our achievements, open problems, and ideas for the future
concerning transparent access to the hierarchical mass storage, indexed data
access method, data compression, ORACLE based data bookkeeping and data
processing in a high performance distributed "batch" environment.

Our approach has proved itself to be very successful for the ZEUS experiment.
However, we belive that our ideas and concepts are truely "reusable" (i.e. not
ZEUS-specific) and our experience can be profitable for other experiments and
the whole HEP community.

ABS.80
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A client/server tape robot system implemented using
CORBA and C + +
Y. MORITA (KEK)

K. Urquhart (KEK)

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is an object-
oriented communications framework that allows for the easy design and
development of distributed, object-oriented applications. A CORBA-based
implementation of a distributed client/server tape robot system (KIWI Tape
Robot) is developed. This approach allows for a variety of data-modelling options
in a distributed tape server environment. The use of C++ in the handling of HEP
data that is stored in a Hierarchical Mass Storage System is demonstrated.
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Scalable Digital Libraries of Event Data
R. GROSSMAN (ILLINOIS)

S. Bailey, D. Hanley (Illinois), D. Benton, B. Hollebeek
(Pennsylvania)

In this paper we present the design, implementation, and experimental results
of a system to mine and visualize event data using cluster computing built upon
an ATM network. Our approach is to build a system using light weight, modular
software tools for data management, resource management, data analysis and
visualization developed for local, campus and wide area clusters of workstations.

This work was done as part of the National Scalable Cluster Project whose
goal is to develop algorithms, software and model applications exploiting high
performance broad band networking in support of local and wide area clusters
of workstations and high performance computers. Currently, the collaboration
involves UIC, UMD, and PENN, as well as IBM, Xerox and other corporate
sponsors. The project is in its initial phase and consists of campus ATM clusters
at UIC and PENN as well as an IBM SP-2 at PENN. In the next phase, clusters
will be added to UMD and all three clusters will connected to form a meta-cluster
using an ATM cloud. The meta-cluster will be operated as shared resource.

The architectural design of the system is based upon the following ideas: Light
Weight Object Management. We employ an underlying object data model for
the event data and manage the events with a light weight persistent object
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manager instead of full functioned object oriented database. In essence, we
exploit the fact that HEP event data is essentially read-only to trade functionality
for performance. For this project, a version of PTool was developed optimized
for clusters of workstations.

Formal Modular Components. We are beginning to experiment with using
formal methods to define the interfaces between different components in our
system. For example, the APIs provided by light weight object managers may
be all that is needed for some data analysis and visualization applications, while
others may require the additional functionality provided by a CORBA interface.
Formal methods provide an easy way for different components to access the
underlying persistent object store through a variety of interfaces.

Resource Management. Jobs submitted to the meta-cluster are provided,
the necessary nodes and storage resources using resource management software
developed by Platform Computing.

In the paper, we describe our experimental results which use PTool to create
persistent object stores of HEP data on a cluster of Unix workstations connected
with an ATM switch. We compare queries on this cluster to queries on the high
performance cluster provided by the PENN IBM SP-2. To improve performance,
we striped the HEP data across the cluster.

To visualize the data we used Histoscope, developed at Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, and a C++ interface for Histoscope developed at PENN.
We verified that we were able to analyze Gigabytes of event data without
performance degradation and that striping improved performance linearly up
to the bandwidth of the equipment.
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The Computing for Analysis Project - A High Performance
Physics Analysis System

M. ISELY (FERMILAB)
K. Fidler, M. Galli, S. Kalisz, J. Mack, D. Sachs, R. Ullfig

(Fermilab), A. Nigri, R. Pecanha, L. Whately (LAFEX)

The Computing for Analysis Project (CAP) goal is to enable rapid HEP
analysis and event selection from very large (multi-terabyte) HEP datasets.
Because these datasets must reside on cost-effective media such as tape, large
analyses typically require weeks and even months of time to complete. The
CAP prototype system is designed to remove the bottlenecks encountered in
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such applications and provided significant improvements in throughput. Careful
consideration has been given to scalability in all aspects of the system design.
Parallel I/O and execution streams, asynchronous processes, high performance
networking and datapaths, and data management techniques including intelligent
read-ahead strategies are all part of the system design to achieve both peak
performance for single jobs as well as excellent aggregate performance for multiple
jobs running simultaneously .

The project has developed and /or integrated a number of major components
to achieve its performance goals. Use of C++ data structures to represent physics
quantities along with a light-weight persistent object manager substantially
reduces I/O by focusing this bandwidth on the subset of data needed for event
selection. This also enables event data to be quickly and efficiently reloaded
from disk to memory for subsequent accesses. Integrated mass storage including
high performance robotics and tape drives are implemented to provide good
data access performance to multi-terabyte data stores. Lastly, a PAW-like query
language. EQL, along with a set of tools, SQS. has been implemented to enable
physicists to easily create, manage and execute event selection and query jobs.
Tools and procedures for converting between ZEBRA-structured data and the
system's native object format have also been developed.

The CAP prototype system currently consists of a 24-node IBM SP2 system
with 300 GB of SCSI-attached disk and is connected to a NSL-Unitree managed
mass storage system with an IBM 3494 automated tape library. Ultranet is used
to provide high speed data paths between several of the SP2 nodes and the Unitree
storage servers. Use of the new IBM 3590 tape technology enables the 3494 to
hold 30TB of data while providing high aggregate bandwidth when accessing this
data. Fermilab's collider experiments, CDF and DO, are beginning to use this
system for analysis of datasets in the hundreds of gigabytes class. These early
tests are providing feedback to ongoing design improvements that will enable
this system to handle the multi-terabyte datasets expected for Fermilab collider
experiments running in the next 5 to 10 years.
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An Analysis Framework and Data Model Prototype for the
BaBar Experiment

F. PORTER (CALTECH)

D. Quarrie (LBL)

The BaBar experiment is a high energy physics experimnet to do physics
with e+e- colliding beams in the 10 GeV center-of-mass energy at the PEP-II
accelerator at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The principal objectives
are to study CP violation and rare processes in decays of B mesons. The
experiment is under construction, with first data anticipated in 1999.

The BaBar experiment is expected to accumulate of order 109 events per
calendar year, with over 108 interesting hadronic events. The data must be stored
efficiently, but must be easily accessible in order for multiple and frequent physics
analyses to be carried out. The analysis framework must be flexible enough to
accommodate a variety of analysis modules and multiple input/ouput streams.

The BaBar collaboration has developed a prototype for the analysis framework
and data access, written in C++ using an object-oriented design philosophy. The
data access is based on the Farfalla package. The base class is a "node". Various
types of node objects can be associated into a "tree" organization to form the
record of an event. Because of an existing Fortran code base and expertise, access
from Fortran 90 as well as C++ is a requirement, and various implementations
have been studied.

The analysis framework is intended to be a system which can accomodate code
from a variety of sources in both online and offline environments. The prototype
is based on the idea of forming sequences of modules which can be linked together
to obtain the desired processing of data streams. There are standard modules,
which perform tasks such as input, output and filtering. In addition, the user
can create modules for particular analysis needs. A complete execution sequence,
called a path, can be active or inactive, or can be terminated prior to completion
based on the event data in the filtering process. Multiple paths can be specified.
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Some Remarks on Parallel Data Mining Using a Persistent
Object Manager

R. GROSSMAN (ILLINOIS)
N. Araujo, D. Hanley, and W. Xu (Illinois), K. Denisenko, M.

Fischler, M. Galli, and S. C. Ahn (Fermilab), D. Malon and E. May
(Argonne)

High performance data management will be as important as high performance
computing by the beginning of the next millennium. In this environment,
data mining will take on increasing importance. In this paper, we discuss our
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experience with parallel data mining on an IBM SP-2, focusing on the following
four issues which we feel are emerging as critical for data mining applications in
general:

Lightweight Data Management. Since data mining applications read data
often but write data rarely, the full functionality of a database is not needed.
As an alternative, we view the data as a collection of persistent objects and use
lightweight software tools to create, access, manage, and query it. This has the
important added advantage that such a lightweight data management system can
be more easily parallelized and tuned than can a full-function database.

Balancing Parallel Input-Output and Parallel Execution. Our study used the
CAP IBM SP-2 at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which consisted of
twentyfour nodes. Eight of the twenty-four nodes of the IBM SP-2 were configured
as input-output nodes, with approximately ten gigabytes of disk attached to
each one. The other sixteen nodes were designated as query nodes. Multiple
queries ran simultaneous ly on each of the query nodes, and each query node
could request data from any of the input-output nodes, allowing each of them to
obtain, in principle, an eightfold speed up in the delivery of data. While some
data mining applications can effectively exploit complete data parallelism, with
data analyzed locally on each node and no data communication necessary, for
others such as ours, it is important to balance data-centered parallelism with
parallel input-output.

Data Placement. We developed an object oriented data model which logically
viewed the data as a collection of events whose attributes were the banks of
the underlying data. There are at least three ways of physically clustering the
data on disk: by event, by attribute, or by some hybrid combination of event
and attribute. An initial understanding was gained of the trade-offs for these
different clustering strategies.

Resource Management. We were caught unawares by the amount of effort
that we had to devote to resource management. For example, even with only 24
nodes, a more flexible scheme was needed to dynamically reassign the function
of a node, for example, from a query node to an input-output node. As another
example, our multiple gigabyte data sets were divided into tens of thousands of
physical collections, called folios. The folios were stored on disks attached to
the input-output nodes, but their location would change from time to time. In
retrospect, a more efficient and flexible scheme for tracking the physical location
of the folios was needed. As a third example, the index sets for the data sets
were too large to fit on the disks of the* query nodes and they themselves had
to be managed.
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Object Database Standards, Persistence Specifications, and
Physics Data

D. M. MALON (ARGONNE)

E. N. May (Argonne), C. T. Day, D. R. Quarrie (LBL), R.
Grossman (U. Illinois)

Petabyte Access and Storage Solutions Project (PASS)
Designers of data systems for next-generation physics experiments face a

bewildering array of potential paths. On the one hand, object database
technology is quite promising, and serious standardization efforts are underway
in this arena. On another, lighter-weight object managers may offer greater
potential for delivering the high performance needed from petabyte-scale data
stores, and may allow more efficient tailoring to specific parallel and distributed
environments, as well as to hierarchical storage. Adding to the confusion is
the evolution of persistence services specifications such as those promulgated
by the Object Management Group (OMG). In this paper, we describe what we
have learned in efforts to implement a physics data store using several of these
technologies, including a lightweight object manager aiming at plug-and-play
with object databases, and a trial implementation of the OMG Persistent Data
Services

Direct Access protocol.
Object databases provide a formidable technology, and increasing standardiza-

tion of interfaces, as exemplified by the evolution of the Object Data Management
Group's ODMG-93 specification, bodes well for their future role in physics data
storage. Lightweight object managers, on the other hand, offer less functionality,
but have already been shown (for example, in the PASS Project and in Fermi-
lab's Computing for Analysis Project (CAP)) to be adaptable to specific high-
performance environments, to operate effectively with hierarchical mass storage,
and to provide a consistent interface both at the workstation and at the parallel
supercomputer level.

In a trial implementation, we have aimed to provide access to a physics
data store by means of a lightweight object manager, in a way that is upward
compatible with ODMG-93-compliant databases. The idea is not merely that
the object manager can one day be replaced by a true database, but further,
that the two facilities can coexist perhaps with the lightweight object manager
used where performance is critical, and the database used where transactional
integrity is paramount and that a user need not necessarily know which data are
stored by means of which technology.
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A litmus test is the ability to support a reasonable subset of the Object
Management Group's Query Services Specification with an interface that can be
supported consistently by both a lightweight object manager and a true object
database. We describe our efforts in this direction, and their connection with
efforts to implement the OMG's persistence services specification, which offers
a different (and in some ways, philosophically conflicting) view of how objects,
apart from databases, manage persistence.
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Data compression in the DELPHI experiment
N.SMIRNOV (PROTVINO AND CERN)

E.Tcherniaev (Protvino and CERN)

An application of general data compression methods to the data involved in
the physics analysis at the DELPHI experiment is considered. The main goal of
this is to save disk space without essential changes in the data processing chain.

The DELPHI data processing chain consists of the following experimental
and simulated data types: RAW data, Full DST, Long or Leptonic DST, Short
DST, and mini DST. It is clear that the most essential data for physics analysis
(LDST.SDST and mDST) should be located on disks. At the present time this
requires 250 Gbytes of disk space. The 1995 data will require approximately the
same space. Such an amount of information produces definite difficulties even for
large computer centres like the DELPHI off-line analysis centre at CERN, and
for home labs it can be a real problem to keep all the information on disks.

One of the resonable ways to solve this problem is an application of
generaldata compression methods. Such an approach has been implemented
in the scope of the PHDST I/O package, which is being developed for the
DELPHI experement to provide a user-friendly access to the data with computer-
independent specification of external media.

The PHDST package uses the ZEBRA memory management system to
manipulate internal data structures and for computer-independent input/output.
The implementation of data compression in PHDST is essentially based on a
possibility of the ZEBRA package to read/write data not only from external
media (disk, tapes) but also from the internal memory of the program. Such a
possibility allows to introduce the data compression in very natural way without
visible changes in the user interface. For the user it is enough just to relink his
program with new library to be able to work with compressed data.

We considered several data compression methods as candidates to be used
in PHDST, but the final choice was more-or-less evident: it is the deflate/inflate
method available in GZIP and some other programs. Based on the GZIP's sources
two routines were implemented for in-memory compression/decompression, which
are suitable for use inside a FORTRAN program.

In addition to the technical details of the realisation of data compression in
the PHDST package, the article contains several tables with I/O timing and
compression ratios for different kinds of data. The compression ratio varies
between 3050possibilities for further improvement of data compression are also
discussed.
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Data Analysis in an Object Request Broker Environment
D. MALON (ARGONNE)

E. May (Argonne), C. Day (LBL), D. Quarrie (LBL), R. Grossman
(Chicago)

Computing for the Next Millenium will require software interoperability in
heterogeneous, increasingly object-oriented environments. The Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) is a software industry effort, under the
aegis of the Object Management Group, to standardize mechanisms for software
interaction among disparate applications written in a variety of languages and
running on a variety of distributed platforms. In this paper, we describe some
of the design and performance implications for software that must function in
such a brokered environment in a standards-compliant way. We illustrate these
implications with a physics data analysis example as a case study.

The promise of brokered-request object architectures is alluring. My software
will talk to your software, even if I know neither in what language your software
is written, nor where it runs. The idea is this: no matter what language you use
to implement your software, you describe its interface in a single, application-
language-neutral Interface Definition Language (IDL), and place an interface
description in a repository. You then register your implementation so that it
can be found by system utilities.

When I wish to invoke your software, I use standard utilities to find its
interface, and pass my request to an Object Request Broker (ORB). The ORB
looks for a server capable of handling my request ,its location may be transparent
to me. The ORB may instantiate such a server if none is already running. The
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ORB then forwards my request to your software and returns any results, handling
the language mapping at both ends.

Services commonly required by many objects-lifecycle services, persistence
services, query services, and others are the subjects of standardization
specifications as well.

Is this environment appropriate for high-performance physics applications? If
the physics community ignores these approaches, does it do so at its own peril?

Among the questions that must be addressed are these:
o Is the Interface Definition Language rich enough to capture the interfaces

required by data-intensive physics applications?
o Is the performance penalty of brokered interactions inherently too great?
o Can we use an ORB simply to connect our applications, and then get it out

of the way?
o If the ORB does get out of the way, do we lose language-independence, and

are we back to home-grown low-level interfaces?
o What is the appropriate level of granularity for brokered interactions?
o The potential location transparency provided by an ORB is appealing, but

will performance considerations require that I provide a "smart proxy" to run
on your machine when you invoke software on my machine, in order to sustain
brokered interactions at a reasonable cost?

o If so, is proxy support a nightmare for providers of general-use software, or
can proxy generation be standardized or automated?

o What are the implications of proposed persistence services specifications in
this environment?

We explore these and other issues in a case study, in which we use
commercially available request brokers in an examination of a variety of potential
implementations of a statistical computation on physics data extracted from a
persistent data store.
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RD45 - Object persistency for HEP - Status report
JAMIE SHIERS (CERN)

RD45 is a CERN project to investigate the issues concerning the storage and
manipulation of a persistent objects for LHC era HEP experiments. Objects
are typically created by a given process and cease to exist when that process
terminates. Such objects are called Transient objects. Persistent objects, on the

other hand, are those which continue to exist upon termination of their creating
process.

There are a number of existing efforts committed to the exploration of Object
Oriented (OO) techniques in a wide variety of key areas for HEP computing in
the LHC era. All of these projects will need to handle persistent objects but none
of them are addressing this question directly.

The goal of the RD45 project is to address the requirements of these projects
and of the LHC experiments themselves in terms of object persistency.

An important theme of the project is the use of standards. We start by
identifying the standards involved, we explain their interaction and examine
their suitability for HEP computing environments. We then describe the various
prototyping activities that we have undertaken and present the results that have
been obtained so far. Finally, we examine future directions and discuss the impact
of the proposed technologies on HEP computing in general.

BR9737152
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Experience using a distributed Object Oriented Database

(OODB) for a DAQ system
B. JONES (CERN)

To configure the RD13 data acquisition system, we need many parameters
which describe the various hardware and software components. Such information
has been defined using an entity-relation model and stored in a commercial
memory-resident database. During the last year, Itasca, an OODB, was chosen
as a replacement database system. We have ported the existing databases (hw
and sw configurations, run parameters etc) to Itasca and integrated it with the
run control system. We believe that it is possible to use an OODB in real-time
environments such as DAQ systems. In this paper, we present our experience
and impression : why we wanted to change from an entity-relational approach,
some useful features of Itasca, the issues we meet during this project including
integration of the database into an existing distributed environment and factors
which influence performance.
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DSPACK - Object Oriented Data Manager for HEP
R. ZYBERT (BIRMINGHAM)

P. Buncic (Birmingham)

DSPACK is an object manager designed for data processing in High Energy
Physics experiments. It handles C or F77 structures giving calling programs
access to data through pointers, handles and names. The system implements
several concepts of Object-Oriented programming - object have CLASSES and
METHODS and cen respond to MESSAGES. DSPACK can be used from C,
C or F77 programs and UNIX platforms. It may operate in a server/client
mode - where several processes on the same machine have access to data via
shared memory. All objects are defined at execution time and the persistent
I/O system works in such a way that their definitions can be reconstructed in the
programs which subsequently read the data. A number of classes has been written
to provide interface of the system with external world (for instance HEPDB).
Among the available tools there is a Motif/KUIP based DATA BROWSER DSS
- it provides access to DSPACK objects from PAW and KUIP. DSPACK is used
for data management in CERN experiment NA49.

B Data Access and Storage

The needs of handling complex data structures are perfectly fulfilled by the
ADAMO entity relationship model.

DAD, the Distributed Adamo Database library, was developed to fulfil the
rest of the needs. DAD is based on the ADAMO entity relationship model but
extends ADAMO by fast machine independent I/O drivers which do not rely
on the slow ZEBRA code. For parallel processing of events on multi processor
machines the data stream can be split and events can be sent to the next idle cpu.
Easily configurable filters evaluating expressions on the data stream can be used
to select user defined subsamples of the data set. DAD Databases containing
time dependent data sets can be accessed on a distributed set of servers from
different processes and machines in parallel, e.g. analysis processes request the
calibration data which is valid for the currently analysed run from a DAD server.
DAD also includes a message system used by processes in slow- and experimental
control for interprocess communication. Defined messages and data packages can
be booked by clients and be used for hardware access, monitoring and control.
Last but not least the DAD library contains object oriented interfaces to the
ADAMO TAP library which simplyfy the development of generic tools in C a
lot: PinK, a tk/tcl an extension to DAD and ADAMO based on the dad library,
was developed by members of our collaboration which is used extensivly for the
HERMES experimental- and slow control system.

1
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DAD - Distributed Adamo Database system at Hermes
W. WANDER (ERLANGEN)

Software development for the HERMES experiment faces the challenges
of many other experiments in modern High Energy Physics: Complex data
structures and relationships have to be processed at high I/O rate. Experimental
control and data analysis is done on a distributed environment of CPUs with
various operating systems and requires access to different time dependent
databases like calibration and geometry.

Slow- and experimental control have a need for flexible inter-process-
communication.

Program development is done in different programming languages (here C,
tk/tcl and f77) where interfaces to the libraries should not restrict the capabilities
of the language.

ABS-13 BR9737155

PinK: A TCL/TK based Database Interface to ADAMO
and DAD

K. ACKERSTAFF (DESY)
M. Funk (DESY)

PinK is a TCL/TK extension deveioped initially for the HERMES experiment
at HERA/DESY investigating the spin structure functions of the nucleon. Like
other HEP experiments, HERMES needs a highly structured database to cope
with the comply and amount of data being handled. HERMES uses the
ADAMO Entity Relationship database concept together with the DAD package
(developed at HERMES) which extends the use of ADAMO towards a distributed
multiprocess database with flexible,fast 10 and time dependent data handling.
With a large and complex time dependent database and many programs working
with it there is a strong demand for a flexible common user interface. PinK
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incorporates the functionality of ADAMO and DAD providing an Object Oriented
interface to the database. It provides easy access to the database using the data
structures and relationships as objects in an interpreted language. It can be used
as an interactive as well as graphical user interface to acceand manipulate data
on the distributed database servers and files. Hence PinK merges the complex
relational data structures of a HEP experiment with an easy to use shell language
and all its extensions, like interfaces to other databases and graphics packages.

Making use of the TCL/Tk event handler and Xll-features, PinK is used to
develop GUI's to monitor and control the experiment via DAD servers on different
platforms.

The HERMES experimental- and slow-control is distributed among different
hardware platforms interconnected via DAD-servers. PinK applications control
and monitor the experiment and the various programs which aquire the
information from the hardware.

Visualisation and monitoring of online calibration and alignment information
as well as the control of the online dataflow is provided through PinK user
interfaces. PinK clients of the database servers also provide easy access to
all HERMES information for multiple users via internet. Apart from this
PinK can be used in a stand alone environment to create and manipulate
ADAMO databases. PinK is completely generic and offers a wide range of future
applications in HEP experiments using the DAD/ADAMO database

C DAQ AND EVENT BUILDING
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The BaBar Trigger and DAQ Architecture
J. KRAL (LBL)

The BaBar Collaboration

Future high-luminosity high energy physics experiments at fixed target and
colliding beam experiments are facing heavy demands on rapid processing and
transfer of large volumes of data. In order to meet the stringent requirements
posed by operation at a high-rate facility, the BaBar trigger and data acquisition
architecture has been designed to take advantage of recent advances in integrated
circuit technology, field programmable gate arrays, fiber optics technology,
network switches and microprocessors.

The e+e- beam crossings at the PEP-II machine will occur essentially
continuously (at 238 MHz) when compared to the electronics response time.
Under severe conditions, beam-induced backgrounds are expected to produce
very high occupancies (e.g. hundreds of megahertz per layer in the silicon vertex
tracker that contains a total of 150,000 channels), as well as large trigger rates
(e.g. several kilohertz of interactions with two or more charged tracks reaching
the calorimeter). The rate of physics to be recorded is about 100 Hz. These
rates, predicted by detailed calculations of detector response to both physics and
background, were used to model candidate trigger and DAQ systems.

An innovative architecture based on a philosophy of early data processing and
data reduction is proposed to handle the high occupancies and large trigger rates.
The trigger is comprised of two levels: a hardware processor (LI) that reduces the
trigger rate to a maximum of 2 kHz, followed by software algorithms executing in
commercial CPUs (L3). During the LI latency of 10 s, data are stored digitally
in circular buffers either on front-end integrated circuits or in back-end video
RAMs.

After an LI strobe, time slices from the front-ends are transferred via fast
links to back-end buffers, where they are available for feature extraction and
data sparsification by commercial microprocessors. These will be located on
VME-based printed circuit boards that are uniform across all detector systems.
Processed data from each event (about 25 kbytes each for a maximum sustained
rate of 50 Mbytes/s) are assembled into an L3 workstation via a commercial
high-speed network.
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While this architecture was designed primarily for the BaBar experiment, the
adopted strategies are applicable to many detectors at future high-luminosity
machines. Prototype results, from integrated circuits containing both digitizers
and buffers, from a common VME-based DAQ board with video RAMs and a
PowerPC, from a general-purpose programmable logic trigger card, from event
assembly switches, and from high-speed software trigger algorithms, illustrate our
progress towards meeting the challenging demands of future experiments.

ABS-141 BR9737157

Design and Simulation for Real-Time Distributed
Processing

I. LEGRAND (DESY)
A. Gellrich, U. Gensch, H. Leich, P.Wegner (DESY)

The high event and data rates of the future high energy physics experiments
require complex on-line parallel processing systems with large I/O band-width
capabilities. The design and the optimization of such dedicated distributed
processing systems require large scale simulation which must be able to describe
many processing nodes running complex data processing tasks and interconnected
by a communication network.

The aim of this work is to provide a proper framework for the simulation and
the optimization of the event building, the on-line third level trigger, and complete
event reconstruction farm for the HERA-B experiment, designed primarily to
search for CP violation in decays of B mesons. An optimal design of the event data
collection and the dynamic allocation of processors for different data processing
tasks which varies more than three orders of magnitudes in the processing time
are necessary for an efficient use of the resources.

A discrete event, process oriented, simulation developed in concurrent micro-C
is used for modelling the farm nodes running with multi-tasking con- strains and
different types of switching elements and digital signal processors interconnected
for distributing the data through the system. By connecting the simulation
program with an adequate graphic interface which allows to animate, monitor
features, and analyze trace files provides a powerful development tool for
evaluating and designing large parallel processing architectures.

Optimal control software and data flow protocols for event building and
dynamic node allocation for the third level trigger and complete event
reconstruction tasks are presented for several architectures.

| ABS-1401 BR9737158

The CMS data acquisition architecture
S. ClTTOLIN (CERN)

The architecture of the detector readout and data-handling systems planned
for the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the LHC is reviewed. The
systems are expected to operate with events of average size 1 MByte at a level-1
trigger rate of 100 kHz.

A network-based readout architecture is described and the problems to be
solved are highlighted. These include specialized data acquisition and event
filtering units and advanced data communication techniques (buses, links and
switches) for readout and event building. Solutions are presented which exploit
the future industrial developments which are expected in telecommunications and
computing technology.
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Extensions to the VME Hardware and Software Standards
for the Physics Community

R. PORDES (FERMILAB)
The US VME-P and Cern VSC committees

With the ubiquitous availability of commercial VME modules and interface
chips many Experiments in all branches of Experimental Physics are turning to
VME as the module packaging and backplane protocol of choice for application
specific modules.

The current VME backplane, electrical and mechanical standards are clearly
lacking when it comes to implementing the analogue and digital front end modules
that Physics experiments rely on to provide the needed high speed, intelligent,
cost effective, solutions to their data collection requirements.

To address these needs the European ESONE and American VME-P
committees are collaborating with the ANSII and ISO standards committees, and
the VME VITA/VSA manufacturers associations, to define standard extensions
to the VME protocols for such HEP needs as "sparse data scans", standard
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uses and implementations of previously user defined pins and connectors,
standardization of the 9U form factor VME cards etc. In addition, based on the
overall positive feedback to the definition of CAMAC and FASTBUS software
interface standards, definitions of standard software access mechanisms for use
with VME modules are being defined.

This paper reports on the current status and directions of this standards
effort - with emphasis on the overlap of European and American High Energy
Physics needs and on the overlap of the requirements and directions of the Physics
community with the needs and directions of the wider VME commercial sector.
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A millenium approach to Data Acquisition: SCI and PCI
HANS MULLER (CERN)

A. Bogaerts (CERN)

The international SCI standard is on its way to become the computer
interconnect of the year 2000 for cost effective implementations of cluster
computing and to provide very low latency to MPP systems. The PCI bus
is a local bus extension, implemented in all major computer platforms as well
in VMEbus as a self configuring system with hierarchical architecture. The
eventbuilder layer for a millesium DAQ system can therefore be seen as a
large data routing switch in between numerous local PCI segments on the front
end units side and PCI or SCI interfaces on the CPU farm side. This paper
describes our proposal for a scalable SCI DAQ system, based on PCI-SCI bridges,
optical SCI links and multistage SCI switches. Advantages of using SCI and
PCI are amongst others, transparent data access allowing to scale up to data
rates and event sizes of LHC experiments with embedded flow control and event
synchronisiation. First RD24 eventbuilding results are reported.

Detailed Description
The Scalable Coherent Interface IEEE/ANSI standard has not only proven

existence and applicability to Data Acquistion ( RD24 project), it is emerging
today like a 'tip of the iceberg' as scalable computer interconnect of the year
2000. Industry projects and products range from cost effective cluster computing
to low latency MPP interconnect.

(Some Public References: IEEE/ANSI 1596 Standard, Convex Exemplar
MPP system, Byte April 1995: article on P6 page 56, Nixdorf PCI-SCI Press

release, SCIzzl association information on SCI via WWW http://sunrise.scu.edu/
Experiments at CERN 1994 ( grey book ) page 370,371 )

In a complementary way, the hierarchical PCI local bus is the de facto interface
of all major computer platforms for local subsystems, local memory and video
data. The VMEbus industry like other established bus manufacturers adopt the
PMC mezzanine card environment with PCI protocol. This allows building simple
crate interconnects via PCI, multiport access to data and provides a standard way
to interface to embedded processors.

(References: PMC IEEE P1386 Draft, PCI-PCI bridge architecture, PCI Local
Bus Spec 2.1 available via the SIG distributors, PCI'95 Proceedings St.Clara
March 27-31, Available via 1995 Annabooks San Diego ISBN 0-929392-27-1, Fax:
619-673-1432 )

The architecture of large DAQ systems of the year 2000 and beyond can
therefore be seen as a link-switch layer between PCI based DAQ front end units
on one side and a CPU farm with PCI and/or SCI interface on the other side.
This DAQ layer contains a large superswitch, being investigated by competing
technologies and standards.

( References: Talks on SCI on DAQ conference at FNAL see
http://wwwl.cern.ch/RD24/ slides of talk to ALICE Collaboration pages 12-16
of 8.6.95 http://sunshine.cern.ch:8080/DAQ PCLALICE.ps )

The SCI standard can naturally implement this switch in a uniform and cost
effective way using a network of SCI ringlets and switches. The RD24 project is
constructing a first DAQ demonstrator with PCI-SCI interface to VME, a first
4-ring by 4-ring SCI switch with up to 80 interconnected nodes by integration
of SCI components from SCI industry callaborators in particular from Apple,
Dolphin, IBM, and more.

The first eventbuilder skeleton tests yield very good figures beyond 25 kHz
event rate for SUN stations, interconnected via SCI ringlets. Increasing speed of
SCI components, today's availabilty of SCI switches and SCI's built-in scalabilty
allow us predictions towards 100 kHz for 1 Mbyte events.

(Reference will be the RD24 Status report 1995, due 16 August 1995 and oral
presentation to LCRB September 5, 1995)
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BaBar On-line Prototype Development

G. ARAMS(LBL)
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G.S. Abrams, R.G. Jacobsen, S.A. Lewis (LBL), T. Glanzman, J.L.
White (SLAC)

The BaBar detector will begin partial operation in late 1997, with full
operation expected by Fall of 1998, and continuing for at least five years.
Construction has begun on a prototype which will serve as a test bench and
beam test system. One goal of this work is to assemble and operate many of the
software components needed in the final online system. The system architecture
is based on Power PC and Motorola 68040-based single board computers running
VxWorks, linked to Sun Unix workstations via ethernet (as well as tests with
FDDI and ATM). This early system is based on the Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System (EPICS), which provides control of state transitions
and monitoring/adjustment facilities. This functionality is achieved with little
software investment: native EPICS utilities are used to develop screen displays
and control panels. Emphasis at this time is on the incorporation of reusable
code. The first application of this work is the creation of a testbed for the BaBar
dataflow R&D, followed by bench test facilities for silicon strip, drift chamber
and calorimeter development.
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Triggering and Event Building Results using the C104
Packet Routing Chip

D. FRANCIS (BOSTON U.)

J. Moonen (Eindhoven). R. Heeley, R.W. Dobinson and B. Martin
(CERN)

The data acquisition (DAQ) systems of future large HEP experiments will
continue the trend towards large scale multiprocessor systems. These systems
are an order of magnitude larger than present. To date DAQ systems have been
based on buses and bus interconnects which rapidly become bottlenecks in large
multiprocessor systems. Giga-bit switching networks is an emerging technology
whose implementation into future DAQ systems could reduce bottlenecks and
lead to more naturally scala -ble systems.

The C104 is an asynchronous 32-way dynamic packet routing switch which
has Data Strobed links (the proposed IEEE P1355 standard) and currently
operates at 100 Mbits/s. It has a 300 MBytes/s bidirectional bandwidth

and a lusec switching latency. It offers high density cost-effective commodity
communications, which allows large switching networks to be constructed.

A 64 processing node machine with 256 links has been constructed at CERN,
where full inter-connectivity between the nodes has been achieved using 56 C104s.
The architecture of the C104s has been arranged to provide four independent
folded clos networks between the processing nodes. A larger network, with a
variable topology and supporting 1000 links is currently under construction.

Results will be presented on the performance of this switching technology
within the context of the Atlas level II trigger architecture and event building.
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Extending DART to meet the Data Acquisition Needs of
Future Experiments at Fermilab

RUTH PORDES (FERMILAB)

E. Barsotti, G. Oleynik (Fermilab)

The DART project at Fermilab is a major collaboration to develop a data
acquisition system for multiple experiments. Versions of DART have been used
to take data in small experiments in this Collider Run, pieces of DART are in
use at CDF, and all collaborating experiments have working - albeit incomplete
- data acquisition systems for sub-system commissioning and hardware testing.
The DART architecture design is complete and the system itself will be complete
for the start of the Fixed Target Run in 1996.

While the initial implementation of DART has concentrated on providing
working data acquisition systems for the (now eight) collaborating experiments
in the next Fixed Target Run, the architecture and design of the system are such
that the system can be extended to meet the requirements of a new round of
experiments at Fermilab - such as those proposed for the Fermilab Main Injector
era and beyond.

One of the challenges in the development of DART has been the need define an
architecture - both in hardware and software - that provides a common yet cost
effective solution for experiments from the small, 500 KBytes/sec throughput,
to the large, 200 MBYtes/sec data collection rate; for DC and spill structured -
where the spill might change - experiments; and for experiments which record all
the data collected, to those who employ thousands of mips to reduce the data to
be logged by factors of up to forty.
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In this paper we explore ideas for extending these paradigms and architectures
adopted to the requirements of the expected range of future experiments needs at
Fermilab. We describe some of the concepts and implementations of the existing
DART hardware and software architectures that make it a cost effective solution,
suitable for extension to future technologies and experiment needs.

Additionally we will describe ongoing current R and D developments in
the Computing Division that can be interfaced to and integrated with these
architectures, in the areas of: high performance, parallel, programmable trigger
processing; ATM and Fiber Channel switch networks; integration of and interface
of online systems to centralized data storage and data analysis facilities; multiple
on-detector ASICs which need downloading, control and monitoring.

Some of the areas we cover will include discussion of
a) the data collection and processing levels and layers.
The decoupling of the upper level hardware and software are from the front

end readout scheme and number of "levels" of the data acquisition readout
architecture. Event data is delivered to buffer memories up multiple parallel
cables with minimal control - initial wordcount either in the data or pre-pended
by a readout controller, or an End or Record strobe (EOR), and a BUSY return;
Event data is readout and collected into sub-events or events from these buffer
memories independently without the need to know the source of the data.

b) whether, when and how to build events.
Current DART experiments have no common definition of the "Event Builder".

Each experiment has chosen the most efficient and effective point at which to
finally tie together all the data from a single event - and it turns out that this is
different from experiment to experiment.

Within DART there is a loose coupling between the level 3 event filter
processors and the event collection system itself. This allows easy replacement
by other event building and delivery paradigm. In the current implementation
the event data is provided to level 3 filter processors independently over multiple
VME crate backplanes and workstation-VME adaptors. The locally attached
processors perform readout, processing and logging of sets of the events. Delivery
of the data to filter processors through an alternative switch architecture can
easily be accommodated.

c) distributed standard communication and control protocols and interfaces.
The DART control and communication architecture implements management

and monitoring of arbitrarily connected, heterogenous, loosely-coupled systems.
It supports integration of the needed slow control and monitoring sub-systems
with the control of the main high speed data acquisition system, as well as
the implementation of sub-systems for commissioning and testing with later
integration to a orchestrated whole.

ABS.118
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Integrating Data Acquisition and Offline Processing

Systems

J.STREETS (FERMILAB)

B.Corbin, W.Davis, C.Taylor (Fermilab)
APEX and MINIMAX are two small experiments currently taking data during

the Fermilab Collider Run. Because of the small size of the experiments, their
low data collection rates (50-100 Hz event rate and 400-1000 byte event size) and
the very restricted manpower available, they take data with the legacy VMS
based VAXONLINE system. During their six-twelve months of data taking,
the experimenters have been proactive in extending the "counting room" to
the central Fermilab UNIX analysis computers through the use of Andrews File
System (AFS).

Services on the central Fermilab UNIX cluster - FNALU - are in the process
of being developed to support future experiments offline processing and analysis
requirements. APEX and Minimax use of these facilities at this time is acting as a
prototype and beta testing project to help in determining the right configuration
and mix of services to be provided.

We report on the infrastructure and services used - integration of the centrally
provided AFS disks in the online environment, batch job scheduling and feedback
to the counting room and data transfer and analysis rates obtained. We include
observations of the positive and negative aspects of migrating legacy experiments
and experimenters to this new operating paradigm.

ABS.115 BR9737165

The DAQ and Trigger system of the ATLAS experiment at
the LHC

B. JONES (CERN)

L. Mapelli et al. (CERN)
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The ATLAS Collaboration has developed a functional model of a Data
Acquisition and Trigger architecture. The architecture under study foresees
a 3 Level trigger and a highly parallel and scalable Data Acquisition system.
In order to cope with the high prompt trigger rate (up to 100 kHz) and huge
data throughput (150 GByte/s from the FE electronics) a mechanism has been
introduced to reduce by two order of magnitude the data required by the Level 2,
which provides a high rejection before full Event Building. This paper describes
the requirements of the ATLAS experiment in terms of trigger rates and data
throughputs, and the main aspects of the hardware and software architecture
presently under study.

ABS.114 BR9737166

Studies on Switch-based Event Building Systems in RD13
B. JONES (CERN)

One of the goals of the RD13 project at CERN is to investigate the feasibility
of parallel switch-based event building systems for LHC detectors. First Studies
have been carried out by building a proto- type using the HiPPI standard and
by modelling the prototype and extended architectures with MODSIM II. The
prototype uses commercially available VME-based HiPPI modules and a HiPPI
switch, and has been tested successfully in different configurations and with
different data flow control schemes. The total data throughput is about 40 MB/s
and scales with the number of destinations due to the modular structure of the
software. The simulation program is written in MODSIM II and was used to
understand the measurements with which it shows good agreement. The program
could then be used to simulate large-scale event buil- ding systems and to extend
it to simulations of event building sys- tems using the FibreChannel standard.

ABS-108 BR9737167

Overview and Performance of FNAL KTeV DAQ System
T. NAKAYA (FERMILAB)

V. O'Dell (Fermilab), M. Hazumi, T. Yamanaka (Osaka)

KTeV(FNAL E799/E832), a new fixed target experiment at Fermilab, is
designed to measure the direct CP violation parameter "0=" as well as measure
rare decays in the neutral kaon system. In order to acheive a high precision on
the measurement of "0="(0(10-4)) an order of magnitude increase in statistics
over our previous measur ement is needed: hence a high kaon flux and a DAQ
that can handle the rate. KTeV uses a multi-level trigger approach, with Levels
1 and 2 being comprised of specifically designed hardware, and Level 3 being a
software filter running on a multi-processing

Challenge L deskside server. The Level 2 trigger rate is expected to be 20kHz
with an average event size of 8 kbytes, therefore, the data flow into the DAQ
approaches 160 Mbytes/sec. The KTeV DAQ system, which is part of the
Fermilab DART project, is designed to meet the above requirements.

The basic concepts of the KTeV DAQ are "simple", "parallelized" and
" expand- able". The KTeV DAQ is visualized as a matrix in which each element
corresponds to a memory node in VME for event storage. Data from sub-detector
systems flow into the memory nodes along RS485 cables, which we call "stream" s.
There are six such streams, linked via VME bus, and their data is shipped to
the Challenge L machines via a VME/VME interface. There are a total of 4
sets (or "planes") of streams, giving a total of 24 memory nodes in the DAQ
matrix. The numbers of streams and planes are determined based on throughput
considerations, and the numbers are flexible. We can increase overall throughput
by increasing the number of streams or planes or both.

In addition, each Level 2 triggered event can be sent to a specific plane
according to trigger type. This gives us the flexibility to send specific trigger
types to specific tape drives and thus do an online "split" of events.

Once the events arrive in the UNIX workstations, the events are further
selected by the on-line Level 3 filtering. The computing power for this filtering
corresponds to about 3600 Mips with three SGI Challenges, each of which has 8
R4400/200MHz

CPU's. In each Challenge, a process reads the data from the memory modules
in VME and sends it to one of 8 Level 3 filtering jobs running in parallel. The
Level 3 code reconstructs the events, performs the filtering, and finally builds the
event and sends it to a seperate process which handles the tape media I/O. The
built event is then written to a specific tape drive depending on trigger type.

The KTeV DAQ is well along in developement and is currently scheduled to
take data in the spring of 1996. A prototype system is running with 4 streams
and 3 planes and is being used to commision pieces of the KTeV detector.
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A DEAD TIME FREE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
FOR THE NA48 CERN EXPERIMENT

M. LUCIANO (CAGLIARI)
L. Adriano. (CAGLIARI)

We describe the read out system of some subdetectors in the NA48 CERN
experiment: the charged hodoscope and the large angle veto anticounters. NA48
is a high precision experiment on CP violation in the KO-KObar system. It needs
•very high statistics to reduce the error on its measurement to the desired extent.
For this purpose the trigger and data acquisition systems of NA48 have been
conceived to be completely dead time free. That has been achieved by basing the
read out and trigger systems on a fully pipelined synchronous architecture.

From the logical point of view, our system consists of a sufficiently long circular
buffer, where data are stored to wait for trigger decision, and a sufficiently deep
FIFO, to store triggered data for slow read out via the system bus. The DAQ
system that we have designed, built and tested consists of an in principle arbitrary
number of DAQ channels. Eight DAQ channels are housed in a so called Pipeline
Memory Board (PMB). From an architectural point of view, a PMB consists of
a scalar part, the Board Controller (BC), and a vectorial part, the acquisition
channels. Both the controller and the acquisition channels work synchronously
under the master clock frequency of 40 MHz. The DAQ channels usually perform
the same operations simultaneosly under the control of the BC. People who are
familiar with computer architectures, will notice here a typical SIMD parallelism.
The BC can also control one single channel at a time. This is useful expecially
for test purposes.

A crate of PMBs (about 130-140 channels) is controlled by a Data Routing
Module (DRM). An arbitrary number of PMBs' crates can be linked together
by daisy-chaining two or more DRMs via a special ECL data bus, capable of
40 MBytes/s of transfer speed. The DRM interfaces the crate DAQ channels
with the Control Crate. The Control Crate contains a certain number of
modules with different tasks. They are commercial VME modules and/or custom
modules. They are: a Single Board Computer (SBC), CES FIC8234, the Read
Out Controller (ROC) and the Trigger Interface Controller (TIC), both custom
modules based on a CES RIO, and finally the VFIFO, which sends collected
data to the NA48 Data Merger. The DAQ channels crates are linked together
also through a proper number of VME crate repeater. This allows to control
each single DAQ channel by means of the SBC software in monitoring and test
operations.

We show the hardware architecture of the data acquisition system, its protocols
and its performances in data tranfers. A description of the system building blocks
is also given. Technical results obtained in the summer 1995 test and physics runs
with the full read out system are described.

ABS.60
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Event Building in Future DAQ Architectures Using ATM
Networks

D. C. DOUGHTY JR. (CHRISTOPHER NEWPORT U.)
D. Game, L. Mitchell, S. Holt (Christopher Newport U.), G. Heyes,

W. A. Watson III (CEBAF)
Data acquisition architectures in the next millennium will face the challenge of

moving hundreds to thousands of megabytes of data each second from front end
electronics crates to on-line processor farms. Event building in such environments
requires an approach that is both scaleable and parallel, and which minimizes
contention for links and processor resources. We have investigated ATM switches
and links for use as the event building fabric for future DAQ architectures, and
plan to employ them in the CLAS detector at CEBAF.

One of the often-cited problems with ATM is that of link contention and
cell-loss. To avoid these problems a linked dual token passing algorithm has
been developed, with two different types of tokens being passed through the
switch. The Tfarm processor token circulates among the farm processors (FPs)
and controls which of them will receive a specific block of events. As each FP
takes an event block it sends a second type of token, an Tevent request tokenXJ
down to the first data concentrator (DC), identifying itself as the recipient of
data from that event block. Each DC may be a readout controller (ROC), or
may collect data from several ROCs.

The first DC enqueues these tokens (in event order); when it has collected its
fragments of the events specified by the token on top of the queue, it sends that
event fragment block to the requesting FP. It then sends the token through the
switch to the next DC in the chain, which does the same. This continues until
the last DC has sent its fragments to the FP, after which it sends the token back.

Since multiple data request tokens may be active simultaneously, with each
DC sending its data to a different FP, this leads naturally to a Tbarrel shifterU
type of parallel data transfer. This architecture is also scaleable since larger
numbers of DCs or FPs can be accommodated either by using larger switches,
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or by cascading smaller ones. Phased event building may be achieved by adding
additional DCs at various points in the switch cascade.

We have developed a simulation of this architecture using the MODSIM
language. The simulation uses tables to set the parameters of the model, which
include the event rate, event size in each DC, number of DCs and FPs, the
MIP ratings of the DCs and FPs, the computational power required by the link
protocol, and the amount of analysis required of the DCs and FPs. The results
of our simulations for systems of various sizes will be presented, and will be
compared with the actual implementations of small systems using a recently
acquired switch.

ABS-49 BR9737170

The ALICE Data Acquisition System
P. VANDE VYVRE (CERN)

J.Nelson, O.Villalobos Baillie (Birmingham), E.Denes, A.Holba,
G.Rubin, L.Szedrei (KFKI-RMKI), T.Kiss, Z.Meggyesi (Technical

University of Budapest), G.Harangozo, R.McLaren, H.G.Ritter,
E.Van Der Bij, P.Vande Vyvre (CERN), B.Kolb, M.Purschke (GSI),
G.Maron, M.Beldishevski (INFN, Legnaro), B.Kvamme, B. Skaali,

B.Wu (Oslo), H.Beker (Roma), The ALICE Collaboration

ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the future LHC experiment
dedicated to study the physics of strongly interacting matters. The trigger and
data-acquisition system of ALICE will have to manage three different kind of
processing:

- The first one consists of the acquisition and reduction of the huge volume of
data produced by Pb-Pb interactions. The experiment will produce a low rate
(50 Hz) of very large events (25 MBytes) resulting in an unprecedented volume
of data of the order of 1 GBytes/sec after zero-suppression. A large computing
facility will preprocess the events with the goal of reducing the volume of data
recorded onto permanent storage.

- The second one concerns a possible extension of the physics covered by
ALICE which proposes to measure high-mass lepton pairs. This would result
in an additional higher event rate superimposed to the previous one. For these
events, the TPC which is producing 90 will not be readout.

- Finally, the ALICE experiment will take data with heavy-ion beams 4 weeks
per year. The rest of the running period will be used to acquire data produced

by pp interactions which produces less data. During this period of the year, the
computing infrastructure will be used partly for data acquisition and partly for
data analysis.

These different, and sometimes conflicting requirements require that the
computing system is flexible enough to cope with them. In particular, a data
acquisition of a new generation has therefore to be simulated, designed and
developed. The efforts of the collaboration is therefore engaged in several
directions.

- A flexible simulation program has been designed to simulate the current
requirements and to evaluate the relative merits of the possible architecture
proposed for the data acquisition system and the different technologies existing
to implement it.

- The usage of point-to-point high speed links and of a switch is the most
promising technique today. Different standards or technologies (ATM, HiPPI,
Fibre Channel, SCI) could be used for the high-speed links and the switch which
will transport the data and build the events. We have started an effort to study
the applicability of Fibre Channel in this area and to prototype some of the DAQ
components. In parallel, the different methods of switch-based event-building are
studied.

- This foreseen large data-acquisition system will require a distributed and
flexible control system. Cooperation has started with the CERN ECP control
group to define the user requirements to build a run control system.

The paper will show how the different requirements have led to a flexible
architecture. It will present the latest results obtained from the ALICE simulation
program. It will also revue the latest developments of prototyping work done by
the collaboration.
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The software of the slow control system for the CMD.-2
detector.

I. LOGASHENKO (NOVOSIBIRSK)

A. Shamov (Novosibirsk)

The CMD-2 / Cryogenic Magnetic Detector / was designed as a general
purpose detector for experiments at e+e- storage ring VEPP-2M (BINP,
Novosibirsk)with the center-of-mass energy 360 1400 MeV. The detector consists
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of the drift chamber, the Z-chamber, the Csl and the BGO barrel and endcap
calorimeters and the muon system.

In addition there are a number of technical systems, such as the gas, the
magnetic, the cryogenic systems, the high- and low-voltage supply, the luminosity
monitors. To monitor and control these technical systems the slow control system
was designed.

The slow control system is distinguished from the data acquisition system,
which is responsible for the digitizing and recording of physics events, registered
by detector.

The slow control operates at single VAX-3300 under the VMS operating
system.

The slow control is based on the XonLine software being developed for high
energy physics experiments in BINP. As the database the HEPDB is used. An
interactive access to slow control data is provided with PAW software.

All hardware of the systems controlled are made in CAMAC standard. Each
CA-MAC crate has the serial line controller, and there is a special interface
board for Q-bus. Up to 16 CAMAC crates can be connected to VAX with the
single board. For now the 13 CAMAC crates is used and about 500 variables are
monitored/controlled by this system.

There are a number of slow control processes, which control different
subsystems.

Each of these processes is made under XonLine, which is functionally equivalent
to the well known MODEL system, but has less overheads on VAX and is
potentially expandable to mixed multimachine system. Each program developed
under XonLine has following features: 1. the process is autonomous, but can be
attached to any terminal of the VAX;

2. both the menu-style and the command-style human interface may be used;
3. each process can communicate with the any other slow control process, with

the data acquisition system and with programs on the same way;
4. the program may be written using event-handlers style (like X-Windows

programs) with the user defined set of events
From any terminal of the host VAX an operator can oversee the status of

all slow control system and communicate with any process. XonLine itself has
two autonomous server processes, one responsible for processes control, and
another for communications. A special program is used as the status display.
The slow control database is based on the HEPDB database system. The time
between updates of database is varies from a few minutes to a few hours for
different systems. The access to database from slow control processes and offline
reconstruction program is realized via HEPDB program library. To make the
data access easier, the special unified data structure is designed. There is

no appropriate interactive user interface in HEPDB itself, therefore all data
is automatically copied from database to set of Ntuples, which are used for
interactive access to data via PAW. The number of PAW macros was designed
to facilitate the data access.

The slow control system is linked with the data acquisition system via special
hardware and each slow control process can get events from and can send any
data to main event flow. This way the slow control and the data acquisition
systems can inform and control each other in case of problems. Besides, this
allows to direct the slow control data to tape together with physical records.
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The Level-3 Trigger of the L3 Experiment at LEP.
(Upgrade for High Luminosity and future evolution)

ALEXEI KLIMENTOV (ITEP AND MIT)
S.Falciano, C.Luci, L.Luminari, L.Ludovici, F.Marzano, G.Medici,
G.Mirabelli (Roma), B.Martin (CERN), X.Cai (World Laboratory)

The third level trigger of the L3 experiment at LEP initially has been based
on four IBM 3081/E emulators working in parallel. In 1993/94 trigger has been
upgraded to cope with the high luminosity and a new bunch scheme currently
implemented LEP. The trigger evolution is described in terms of hardware
implementation and software architecture. The new trigger system is based on a
farm of VAXStations 4090 connected via SCSI bus to the central DAQ system and
via FDDI to the main online computer, VAX7000-610, and L3 off-line facilities
(a farm of SGI computers). Advantages of current implementation, software
algorithms, future upgrade for Alpha computer family are discussed. Performance
is given in terms of data rates, rejection factors and trigger efficiencies.

ABS.9 BR9737173

CASCADE, an evolutive construction set to build
distributed multi-platform real-time data-acquisition

systems
C. BIZEAU (CERN)
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W. Bozzoli, D. Burckhart, R. Divia, F. Lamouche, J.P. Matheys, Y.
Perrin J. Petersen, A. Saravia, L. Tremblet, P. Vande Vyvre, A.

Vascotto, P. Werner (CERN)

— CASCADE, a distributed multi-platform real-time data-acquisition package
developed at CERN by the Data-acquisition System group of the Electronics and
Computing for Physics division has now reached maturity after a year of use
in the field. The paper presents CASCADE and puts a special emphasis on
the concepts and the design principles which aimed at achieving a high degree
of homogeneity and scalability while leaving openings for the future. A review
is made based on the experience gained with the present applications and the
most recent developments and on the suitability of CASCADE to recent requests
for new applications. Finally, some conclusions are attempted on the validity
of this approach and on its applicability to the demand for data-acquisitions
systems in the years to come. The availability of standards, the power of
today's technology combined with a modular design has allowed CASCADE to
be developed as a consistent set of software building blocks enabling physicists to
design data-acquisition systems for a wide spectrum of applications. The current
implementation supports configurations based on VMEbus processors running
OS-9 as well as UNIX workstations interconnected via VICbus and Ethernet. In
addition to the basic data collection, it provides facilities such as parameterised
multi-level event building, local and remote event monitoring, data recording,
run control and error reporting capabilities. The NOMAD experiment's data-
acquisition system, for which CASCADE was originally developed, will be
presented. The use by the Energy Amplifier project, the adoption of CASCADE
by other experiments, the integration of new platforms such as the Lynx'S
operating system, the SCI Scalable Coherent Interface, the CES Fast Data Link
and of new services such as event-builder farms will also be described to illustrate
the flexibility and the potential of this approach. The CASCADE package
eases the building and the maintenance of distributed multiple platform data-
acquisition systems by providing uniformity across the entire architecture. The
high degree of modularisation of its components facilitates the integration of
the most recent advances in technology. The capabilities of its building blocks
in terms of connectivity helps the extension and reconfiguration of systems
as imposed by changes in the requirements of the experiments. The debate
about the mutual exclusion of generality and performance should certainly be
reviewed in light of what today's hardware and software technology permit.
This is particularly important when the size and complexity of experiments
become so large that the development and integration of special data-acquisition
packages dedicated to subsets of the whole system become virtually impossible
and unmanageable. Use of such solutions should remain limited to exceptional

cases motivated by a particular demand in terms of performance or service, rather
than imposed by hardware and software environment considerations. In that
sense a package like CASCADE, although not applicable to experiments with
extremely high rate and complexity such as the ones foreseen at LHC, could
provide flexibility and consistency in the way many data-acquisition systems for
small and medium size experiments could be built.
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Level 1 DAQ System for the KLOE experiment
A.ALOISIO (NAPOLI)

A.Anastasio, S.Cavaliere, F.Cevenini, D.della Volpe, D.J.Fiore,
L.Merola (Napoli)

Level 1 DAQ in the KLOE experiment is an event-driven system built around
custom protocols and readout controllers.

Both the DAQ slave boards (ADCs, TDCs) and the controllers share the same
trigger pulses, incrementing their on-board event number counters. When a
trigger occurs, slave boards perform data conversion, label the acquired data with
the respective event number, then push the frame in a data queue. Controllers
store event numbers in a trigger queue, then proceed to read out the slave boards
on a event-by-event basis, retrieving the event number to be processed from the
trigger queue.

Level 1 DAQ adopts a modular structure of VME crates tied by a vertical
connection. This chain houses up to 8 crates, each with up to 16 slave boards
and a local read-out controller - the ROCK. The vertical connection links all the
ROCK boards to a chain controller - the ROCK Manager. Ten chains fullfill the
KLOE experiment Level 1 DAQ needs.

The ROCK performs crate level read-out, gathering data from slaves on a
event number basis. It builds data frames consisting of an event number, slave
data and a parity word. In the same fashion, the ROCK Manager performs chain
level read-out, collecting the data frame belonging to a given event number from
all the ROCK boards.

Both crate and chain level operations rely on custom protocols which
have been developed to improve the KLOE Level 1 DAQ performances. At
crate level, the AUXbus protocol allows for sparse data scan operations,
broadcast transactions and high speed random-length block transfers on a custom
backplane. Furthermore, AUXbus protocol carries out cycles labeled by event
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number, simplyfing event scheduling and data driven behaviour. At chain level,
Cbus protocol implements a token-ring architecture with synchronous block
transfer capability. It adopts, as physical media, twisted pairs copper cable.
Like the AUXbus, the Cbus tags data transactions with event numbers, making
the whole chain an event-number-driven machine.

In this paper we describe the ROCK and the ROCK Manager boards we have
designed for the Level 1 KLOE DAQ System. We also present the AUXbus and
Cbus protocols we have defined for crate and chain read-out. The preliminary
version of the two controllers will be shown and their field performances will be
briefly discussed.

C.2 TRIGGERS BR9737175
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The ATLAS Second Level Trigger
J. HANSEN (NIELS BOHR INSTITUTE)

The Second Level Trigger Group in ATLAS

The design of the second level trigger for the ATLAS detector at the LHC, is
based on the assumptions that the first level trigger will accept 10s events per
second and that the event builder and third level trigger system can sustain a
event rate of 1000 Hz.

To achieve the necessary event reduction of 100, it is suggested to use a
combination of local data processing and global pattern recognition, based on
the features found by the local processors.

Different architectural models has been developed based on data driven
processors and farms of RISC processors connected through networks, such as
ATM, SCI, DSilinks, HS-links or custom designed router modules.

The decision on which architecture and which technologies to use, will be
based on results from extensive laboratory and beam tests, together with model
simulations, using various commercial and home made tools. These simulations
will provide predictions of the behaviour of the full size system, based on results
from the smaller prototypes.

A discussion of the system requirements, the basic models and results from
simulations of the proposed systems is presented.
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The implementation of a first-level calorimeter trigger for
LHC-type detectors as a special purpose parallel processor

using large high-speed ASICs
C. BOHM (STOCKHOLM)

M. Engstrom, K. Jon-And, S. Hellman, S-O. Holmgren, E.
Johansson, K. Prytz, N. Yamdagni, X. Zhao (Stockholm), R.

Sundblad, S. Gustafsson, A. Cranesceu (Sicon, Linkoping), P. Bodo,
H. Elderstig, H. Hentzell (LMC AB, Linkoping-Kista)

A design study and demonstrator program to achieve a compact solution
to the first-level calorimeter trigger for the ATLAS detector will be described.
The design has been tailored to fit the specific requirements of the chosen first-
level trigger algorithms, taking advantage of modern system design methods and
utilizing advanced system components. The latter include high-speed BiCMOS
ASICs, MCMs and optical fibers for transmission of the input data. The
computation task has been partitioned to obtain weakly interacting modules
suitable for implementation in large custom-designed ASICs. The system
topology is such that it allows a considerable flexibility for future modifications
by redesigning a limited number of ASICs. In the ASIC layout phase special
care has been taken to utilize inherent computation symmetries. This greatly
simplifies layout and design verification as well as it later facilitates hardware
tests. The construction will use 4096 optical fibers to convey trigger-cell data
from the hadron and electromagnetic calorimeter data at a rate of 800 Mb/s
to the trigger processor. Here they are fanned out to their destinations via
fiber splitters and entered into specially designed opto-electrical converters (using
MCMs) located on the 16 processing boards. A major part of the computations
are performed in dedicated processing ASICs. The merging of results from these
circuits occur in a second type of custom-designed ASICs. Both types, however,
will be implemented in a 0.5 m BiCMOS process. After being merged at the
board level results are also merged on the system level so that they may be sent
to the central trigger processor for the final decision. The use of bit-serial data
representation for most of the calculations has led to a fast and compact design.
The project, which is part of the CERN based research and development activity
RD-27, has now reached a point where the ASIC layout is under way, aiming
at a first processing run in the late fall and preliminary tests during the spring
1996.
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Fast Neural Electron/Pion Discrimination With a Fiber
Calorimeter

J.M. SEIXAS (RIO DE JANEIRO)

L.P. Caloba, H. Gottschalk (Rio de Janeir)

A high-performance electron/pion discriminator has been designed using
neural processing on scintillating fiber calorimeter data. For this design, neural
networks using hyperbolic tangent as the activation function are easily trained
by using backpropagation, but the implementation of the hyperbolic tangent on
integrated circuits presents difficulties in terms of precision and speed. On the
other hand, networks using threshold neurons can achieve quite fast processing
times and are easily implemented for high precision performance, but multilayer
networks of this kind present difficulties in wich training is concerned.

A new training procedure for neural networks is developed in this paper in
order to achieve a very fast electron/pion discrimination by means of analogue
integrated circuit implementation. Departing with hyperbolic tangent neurons,
the training procedure, in the first phase, makes the network to learn the particle
discrimination while efficiently saturates each output neuron (including those at
the hidden layer). Then, the activation function is switched to a signal function,
so that the network acts as a multilayer perceptron. As a consequence, the
neural discriminator can be implemented using fast comparators and resistive
networks, which are realized by active elements in the final design. This simple
and sufficiently precise analogue implementation can achieve processing times of
the order of a few nanoseconds.

The described technique is applied to a fiber calorimeter, using experimental
data obtained from testbeam. For 98achieves pion rejection factors of up to
several hundred in the energy range of 40 to 150 GeV and at different impact
points, which improves the performance of classical methods.
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Concept, Design and first Results of the fast HI Second
Level Trigger using Artificial Neural Networks

T. KRAMERKAMPER (DORTMUND)
H. Kolanoski (Berlin), H. Getta, D. Goldner, M. Kolander, J. Fent,

W. Frochtenicht, F. Gaede, A. Gruber, J. Huber, C. Kiesling, T.
Kobler, J. Kohne, J. Mock, P. Ribarics, S. Udluft, D. Westner, T.

Zobel (Munchen)

The background rate (O(100kHz)) at the HERA ep collider ex- ceeds the rate
of interesting physics events (O(10)) by several orders of magnitude. To cope in
the HI experiment with this trigger chal- lenge we built a highly parallel trigger
system based on commercially available VLSI neuro computers. In the multi-
stage HI trigger scheme it will be used as a second level trigger. The system
consists of up to 16 autonomous triggerboxes, each dedicated to one specific
physics channel. A single triggerbox can hold 64 to 256 processors. It can not
only be used with artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms, but also with any
other algorithm which needs parallelly organized computing power to calculate
a decision in the time limit of 20s. The system was installed during may/June
1995. We present the concept, design and usage of the hardware and soft- ware of
one of the first trigger systems using ANN-techniques. We will also show results
from the first run period of our trigger system.
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Neural Discriminating Analysis for a Second-Level Trigger
System

J.M. SEIXAS (RIO DE JANEIRO)
L.P. Caloba, F.S. Pereira (Rio de Janeiro)

The second-level trigger system at LHC is expected to handle events at 100
kHz input frequency. To achieve this goal, the operation of the system is
being conceived in two phases. Firstly, raw detector data are translated into
meaningful variables (features) from the point of view of the physics of interest
in the experiment. These features are extracted from regions of interest (ROIs)
identified by the first level trigger system for each detector that participates in
the trigger decision. In the next phase, features are combined by means of a
global decision unit.

For calorimeters, neural networks have been used to perform feature extraction
based on electron/jets discriminators. To have a compact design and to minimize
the processing time for this extraction, techniques that are able to reduce the
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dimension of data input space can be very useful. In this paper we use neural
processing to find the principal components of discrimination, so that a high
efficiency feature extractor for calorimeters can be designed. The number of these
discriminating components is reduced when compared to the original dimension
of data input space and the data vector from a ROI is projected onto these
discriminating directions.

In order to test this approach, simulated LHC data for a fine-grained
calorimeter with electromagnetic and hadronic sections were used. Events
were selected by a first-level filtering. Two different techniques for identifying
the principal discriminating components were investigated. The first approach
was to use backpropagation training procedure for a scalable network built by
increasing the number of discriminating components up to the point where the
discrimination error for jets can not decreased while keeping a high electron
efficiency at the single output neuron. For this network, each time a new
component is added, in the form of adding a new neuron in the hidden layer,
the hidden layer of the network is trained just for the weights which connect the
input nodes to this new added neuron. The other weights are kept frozen, as
they represent the discriminating components already extracted.

The second method studied extracts each component by using a network with
just one neuron. The first component is extracted by training the network with
backpropagation for maximum discrimination performance. For the following
components, the network is trained in order to optimize the discrimination
performance on input vectors which have their projection onto each of the
previous components subtracted from the original data. Then, a neural network
acting as a classifier combines all projections of the input data onto the
discriminating components to achieve a final classification.

In which results are concerned, using only three discriminating components
from a ROI described by 121 calorimeter cells, the neural discriminator achieves
97electrons. The system is being implemented on digital signal processor
technology running at 40 MHz clock speed. Using a single processor, the
processing time is smaller than 18 microseconds.
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The Implementation of the ATLAS Level-1 Muon Trigger
in the Barrel Region
E. PETROLO (ROMA)

R.Cardarelli, F.Ceradini, A.Nisati, E.Petrolo, R.Santonico and
S.Veneziano (Roma)

The level-1 muon trigger of ATLAS in the barrel region is based on fast,
finely segmented detectors to identify penetrating charged particles, pointing to
the interaction region. The trigger is designed to unambigously identify the
interaction bunch-crossing and to provide a sharp threshold over a large interval
of transverse momentum. For the muon trigger system in the central toroid,
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are proposed for their good time resolution,
easiness in the segmentation and low cost of production. The transverse
momentum selection is done with a fast coincidence between strips of different
planes. The number of trigger planes is defined by the need to minimize the rate
of accidental coincidences and to optimize the efficiency. The different momentum
selection criteria required by the physics processes are met using a low and a high
Pt triggers. In the barrel we propose to use three trigger stations, two located
close to the middle muon chambers and one located close to the external muon
chambers. The middle stations are each made of two RPC planes and the external
station is made of three RPC planes. The low Pt trigger requires a threefold
majority coincidence of the four middle planes, while the high Pt trigger requires
a twofold majority coincidence of the three external planes and the low Pt trigger.
The trigger logic is done with a dedicated coincidence matrix circuit, based on an
ASIC. The X-Y inputs to the coincidence matrix are given by the discriminated
and shaped signals from the RPC of different planes. The transverse momentum
threshold is defined by a road in the matrix and the trigger signal is generated
when there is a valid coincidence within the road. The combination of trigger
planes and the size of the road are fully programmable. In the final design of the
trigger, three trigger threshold can be used simoultaneously in one coincidence
matrix. A coincidence matrix demonstrator ASIC was developed and tested,
within the RD27 CERN collaboration. The size of the matrix is 8x24 and the
circuit can operate with two different thresholds. To implement the low and high
Pt triggers we use two ASIC's. For the low Pt trigger the input to the ASIC are
the four middle RPC planes and the logic is a 3/4 majority coincidence. For the
high Pt trigger the inputs are the three external RPC planes and the combined
output of the first matrix; the logic is a (2/3 majority coincidence)x (low Pt). To
compensate for different propagation times of the signals from different detector
planes, the delays of each group of X and Y inputs to the coincidence matrix
can be adjusted inside the circuit with programmable micropipeline delays. The
demonstrator prototype of the coincidence matrix ASIC, has been developed
using a gate-array from FUJITSU in 0.5 micron CMOS technology. The trigger
system is subdivided into 48 sectors and in order to minimize the cable lenght and
trigger latency the coincidence matrices will be distributed along the apparatus on
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boards attached to the detector. The information from the coincidence matrices
of each sector will be collected by a local Sector Muon Trigger, located in the
center of the detector. The outputs of the sectors will be sent via optical links
to the Central Muon Trigger that generates the global muon trigger information
that is passed to the Level-1 Central Trigger Processor.
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The ZEUS Central Tracking Detector Second Level Trigger
H. UIJTERWAAL (OXFORD)

R. Devenish, A. Quadt, S. Topp-Jorgensen (Oxford)

The Second Level Trigger (SLT) for the ZEUS Central Tracking Detector
(CTD) consists of a network of 129 INMOS transputers (microprocessors with
hardware support for parallel processing), running a track-finding algorithm. The
algorithm combines a high efficiency and resolution with a processing rate of
about 750 Hz. This paper presents the hardware and software of the CTD-SLT
and shows results obtained during the 1995 data taking period.

The CTD is a cylindrical wire chamber. It is divided into nine superlayers,
each with eight layers of sense wires. The CTD has an FADC readout
system, providing (r; OE) information, and a z-by-timing readout for the inner
superlayers.

The ZEUS experiment uses a 3-level trigger system to cope with the high
interaction rate of 105 Hz of the HERA collider. The first 2 levels each consist
of a trigger system per detector component and a global box. The global box
combines the results of the component triggers and makes a decision. The third
level consists of a computer farm.

For the 1995 data taking period, the expected output rates of the 3 trigger
levels are 700, 70 and 5 Hz respectively.

For readout and trigger purposes, the CTD is divided into 16 sectors. Each
sector has 2 crates with electronics. The electronics in each sector are controlled
by 7 transputers, 3 of which are dedicated to the SLT. The transputers are part
of a network of 129 processors. The transputers in this network also control
the system, collect the data from each sector and communicate with the other
components in the system.

The SLT algorithm finds tracks in the CTD and uses the intrinsic parallelism
in track-finding. The algorithm consists of 4 separate steps, all steps in every

sector run in parallel, the first 3 on the processors in every sector, the last step
on a single processor.

The first step looks for track segments in (r; OE). z-by-timing information
is added in the second step and the track segments are transformed into 3-
dimensional vectors.

The vectors are combined into tracks by the third processor. The last step
determines the event vertex.

Simulations show that the CTD-SLT has a track finding efficiency of close to
lOOThe J>T of the tracks is found with resolution of about a — px ~ O.lpj. (pr
in GeV), compared to afT ~ 0005pj- for full offline reconstruction. The event
vertex is found with a resolution of about 10 cm. These resolutions are sufficient
for triggering purposes. Studies have shown that the CTD-SLT will be essential
to obtain the necessary background rejection whilst maintaining a high efficiency
for physics events, at the higher luminosities expected at HERA in 1995.

The performance of the system has been measured by feeding events
with known characteristics into the readout-buffers and processing them.
Extrapolating from these measurements gives an estimate of 750 Hz as the
maximum processing rate. The actual performance of the system during physics
data taking will be measured this summer.

The ZEUS CTD-SLT shows that a track-finding algorithm can be implemented
on a network of parallel processors and provide reliable tracking information
within the time constraints set by the high interaction rate at HERA. As faster
processors become available, a similar approach could be used for future HEP
experiments.

1
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Level-1 Calorimeter Trigger for CMS detector
S. DASU (WISCONSIN)

J. Lackey, D. Panescu, W. Smith, W. Temple (Wisconsin)

We describe conceptual design and simulated performance of the 160 MHz
pipelined calorimeter trigger system for the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
detector planned for the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). At full LHC
luminosity, this system has to identify electrons, jets, taus and neutrinos amid
the 1 GHz rate of proton-proton interactions that occur at the 40 MHz LHC
crossing frequency. It must perform these operations in a deadtimeless manner
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within a latency of less than 1 microsecond and produce a background rate of
less than 30 kHz. These requirements of 21st century experiment are orders of
magnitude more complex than those of present day experiments.

In our conceptual design, each level 1 calorimeter trigger crate receives digital
trigger sums via optical fibers from the front end electronics system. This
crate consists of Receiver Cards, Electron Isolation Cards, and Jet/Summary
cards, along with support/service cards. Each crate is designed to fully process
256 trigger towers using eight pairs of Receiver and Electron Isolation cards.
The Jet/Summary card summarizes the data processed in the crate and drives
the output signals to the global level 1 trigger processor. This high density
of packaging is achieved by using high speed fiber optic input, high density
connectors, 160 MHz point to point backplane links for inter-card communication
and custom ASICs to implement algorithms.

Electron/photon trigger decision is computed on electron isolation cards based
on a simple algorithm which identifies isolated electromagnetic energy clusters
surrounded by quiet hadronic regions. EM isolation logic on EIC cards is
implemented in two ASICs each of which processes 8 channels fully. The minimal
amount of neighboring tower data needed for implementing this algorithm,
determined using simulation program, is shared on the backplane.

The jet and missing energy triggers are based on energy sums obtained using
a tree of 160 MHz Adder ASICs. The transverse energy from two halves of
the Receiver Card is independently summed and forwarded to the Jet Summary
card. On the Jet Summary card these Et sums are used to continue the energy
summation tree and sorted to form a list of jets contained in any crate. The
sums are also applied to a set of lookup tables to generate Ex and Ey for missing
energy calculation.

Conceptual design of the circuitry needed on all ASICs needed in the system
have been made in order to understand trigger decision latency, optimum IC
technology and package size, and, to produce cost estimates. For detailed
evaluation of the technology choice we have designed a fully functional Adder
ASIC and are in the process of building them. This ASIC adds eight signed
10-bit numbers tracking any input or arithmatic overflows every 6.25 ns with a
latency of 25 ns.

The specifications for this conceptual design have been made after extensive
simulation of the physics processes and backgrounds for the CMS detector at
LHC using a fast parameterized Monte Carlo program. The trigger algorithms
including the details of limited resolution of integer arithmatic in the trigger
system has been used to study the performance of this conceptual design. The
results from this study include background rates for electron/photon, jet, tau
and missing energy triggers aswell as the efficiencies for various physics processes

that produce these signals.
In the presentation we will discuss the conceptual design, performance of the

Adder ASIC and simulation results.
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The Processor Farm for Online Triggering and Full Event
Reconstruction of the HERA-B Experiment at HERA

A. GELLRICH (DESY)
U. Gensch, I. Legrand, H. Leich, P.Wegner (DESY)

The goal of the HERA-B experiment at the HERA proton ring at DESY in
Hamburg is to study CP violation in the decay channel B -i J/Psi KOs. The B
mesons are produced in the interaction of the high energy proton beam of HERA
with the nuclei of an internal target in the beam halo. The high event rate
of 10 MHz containing on average five interactions and the long running period
require a complete event reconstruction and almost final selection of interesting
events already "online". A sophisticated trigger and data acquisition system,
consisting of three trigger levels, has to reduce the event rate by about five orders
of magnitude.

The first and second level trigger will operate only on a subset of the full event
data. The third level trigger will be based on the full event data after the event
building, which is done in the current scheme of the data acquisition system
right after the second level trigger decision. The full event reconstruction will be
performed with the same hardware as the third level trigger.

For the common third level trigger and forth level event reconstruction a
distributed processing environment (processor farm) with more than 100 powerful
processing nodes which provides enough flexibility to the data acquisition and
processing tasks is necessary to handle the expected third level input rate of
2000 events/s. The design of the HERA-B processor farm is based on a proper
simulation of the real-time multi-processor system.

The consideration of different scalable and flexible parallel processing
architectures lead to a system of embedded processors. Powerful RISC processors,
based on commercial hardware boards will be used. The necessary software to
distribute the data and to steer the system is developed by using a small test farm
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consisting of only a few nodes. It contains already the main building blocks:
Dedicated processing nodes, high speed data links, and a distributing switch.
The test system will be used to evaluate different switching technologies and to
simulate the architecture of a full scale system. It is used also to adapt the
offline programs for event reconstruction and triggering which should be used on
the farm and to perform benchmark tests for this programs. In the context the
implementation of CERN libraries the usage of FORTRAN and the handling of
system calls on the embedded system is a main issue.
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Experience on using Databases in the Aleph Data
Acquisition and Control System

P. MATO (CERN)
O.Carmona, M. Frank, J. Harvey, B. Jost, D.Michaud, W. Tejessy
(CERN), A. Pacheco (Barcelona), 0. Callot, I. Videau (Orsay), D.

Botterill (Rutherford)

The data acquisition and control system for the Aleph experiment has been
running successfully during the last 5 years and needs to be maintained for
another 5 years. Just to maintain such a system as it is is a challenge in itself,
especially taking into account the reduced manpower available. We believe the
only way we can survive is by re-engineering parts of the system to simplify and
standardize as much as possible. For example, during the last year we undertook
a major hardware upgrade by replacing 4 different types of in-house developed
Fastbus processors by a unique commercial VME processor. More recently we
have also made efforts to improve the tools and packages we use to manage our
on-line databases and we are now seeing large benefits in the maintenance of our
system and configuration management software.

The DAQ system management and configuration software relies heavily on the
use of databases to hold descriptions of the detector, the readout, the trigger,
control and data monitoring systems. It is important that the contents of
these databases are described in a complete and consistent way and without
redundancy. Using these databases makes our DAQ system completely "data
driven", therefore changes in the configuration don't require any program to
be re-compiled or re-linked. We have currently about 25 databases, each one
specialized on a given domain of the on-line system. Examples of these databases
include the Fastbus database, containing descriptions of the front-end electronics,

the VME database, which describes the readout configuration, the trigger and
slow control databases, as well as databases describing software components, such
as the histogram database. We have estimated that at least 50effort for the Aleph
DAQ system was put into development of these databases.

In this paper we are going to describe the problems we have encountered with
the current system not too much on the conceptual design but mainly on the
implementation. Some of these problems arise from the duplication of information
in different databases, the direct coupling of some application code to the data,
the difficulty of developing applications which need to navigate through several
databases, etc. In addition, each database originally had its own application
program interface (API) and utility tools, such as an editor, which were developed
independently and require substantial maintenance effort.

We have recently developed a new database management tool (DBTool) which
was designed to overcome the problems listed above. This new tool, which will be
briefly described in the paper, allows to have a very simple and unique API (with
C, Fortran and C++ interfaces) for each database in each domain and it also
allows easily to make associations of objects in different domains, thus avoiding
duplication. The data model of DBTool is object-oriented, it incorporates bi-
directional associations, aggregation, inheritance among others.

We believe that the experience we have acquired during the years of running a
large DAQ system at LEP can clearly be useful for next generation of experiments.
It is clear that the read-out technology used in LEP experiments is not adequated
for LHC experiments. However some of the practical lessons we have learned
concerning system configuration and management are certainly relevant.
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Status of the ZEUS Expert System ZEX
U. BEHRENS (DESY)

Mariusz Flasinski (Jagellonian U.), L. Hagge (DESY-ZEUS), J.
Jurek (Jagellonian U.), K. Ohrenberg (DESY-ZEUS)

A. Description of ZEX
The ZEUS detector is controlled and read out by a highly parallel distributed

online system. An expert system helps to increase both efficiency and reli- ability
of experiment operation while reducing the required efforts and expertise of the
shift crew. The task of the expert system is to detect anomalous behavior in any
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part of the experiment, to trace errors to their origin, and to recover or help to
recover the system as quick as possible.

ZEX is based on the commercial expert system shell RTworks. The large
number of human experts in the ZEUS environment requires the knowledge to be
stored in an intuitive way, and extending the knowledge base has to be possible
without expert system experts. A rule based system was considered to be the
only appropriate way of knowledge storing. Experience of this way of keeping
the knowledge of human experts available will be discussed.

ZEX is put on top of existing systems, and the layered structure of ZEX reflects
the structure of the online system: - a slow control sub-expert-system monitors
the basic hardware of the experiment. It surveys the states of power supplies,
racks, crates, photomultipliers, temperature and radiation sensors, cooling, etc.
Based on this information, it decides if efficient data taking is possible, and
proposes what to do to regain an acceptable state. - a data quality sub-expert-
system tries to ensure a high quality of the data written to tape. It monitors
the beam quality and background rates, and it checks the data from the major
components for miscalibration, dead channels, etc. - a data flow sub-expert-
system surveys the data taking. It monitors the central components of the data
acquisition system (ie front-end systems, trigger stages, data storage task) for
data rates, deadtime, response times etc. - at the top level, ZEX is combining
the information about the subsystems to an overall system understanding.

For the 1995 data taking period, ZEX is tuned to speed up the procedure
of expanding and modifying the knowledge of the system, thus enabling fast
reactions to changes in the run conditions, and preparing ZEX to handle short-
term conditions in the ZEUS environment (eg crate failures).

B. Impact on future experiments
In a fast-changing environment like a HEP experiment, where experts are not

always available at the location of the experiment and are frequently changing
their positions, an expert system provides a central knowledge repository, which
makes information available to anybody whenever (maybe also wherever) it is
needed. Parts of the experiment operation (eg data acquisition operation, readout
configuration etc) can even be automated with an ES.

A mandatory condition for successful operation is the availability of monitoring
information from and access to the different detector parts, their readout and the
trigger system. It is thus beneficial to incorporate an expert system already at
very early stages into the experiment design (protocols, network layout etc).

Knowledge engineering and artificial intelligence are branches of computer
science which are mostly alien to high-energy physicists. It should thus be
considered to involve computer scientists into the design and development of
expert systems in HEP.
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OO-CHSM: Integrating C++ and Statecharts
F. RICCARDI (CERN)

A. Guerriero(CERN)

Statecharts are a very powerful language for specifying system's behaviour as a
set of Concurrent Hierarchical Finite State Machines. They have recently become
very popular, and have become an integral part of the most popular 0 0 Analisys
and Design methodologies (Booch, Rambough, Harel, ...) Neverthanless, tools
for implementing them are extremely scarce, and the programmer is left alone
with the burden of their implementation.

We describe an implementation of the Statechart language that has been
integrated in the C++ language, supporting Clusters (states in exclusive-
or relationship), Sets (states in a and relationship), Events (triggering state
transitions), Actions (executed by the scheduling of Events), and Conditions (to
guard the execution of Actions).

The 0 0 features of C++ have been preserved in the Statecharts, as one can
derive a machine from a plain C++ object, or from another machine, orthogonally
incrementing its state and behaviour, in conformity with the views of the most
appreciated methodologies.

This language system has been used for the implementation of the upgraded
Run Control system and Event Builder of the CHORUS experiment at CERN,
with great benefits in terms of code maintenability and reliability.
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Advanced Operating System Technologies

F. RICCARDI (CERN)
S. Cittolin, S.Vascotto (CERN)

In this paper we describe an R&D effort to define an OS architecture suitable
for the requirements of the Data Acquisition and Control of an LHC experiment.

Large distributed computing systems are foreseen to be the core part of the
DAQ and Control system of the future LHC experiments. Neworks of thousands
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of processors, handling dataflows of several gigaBytes per second, with very
strict timing constraints (microseconds), will become a common experience in the
following years. Problems like distributyed scheduling, real-time communication
protocols, failure-tolerance, distributed monitoring and debugging will have to
b*e faced. A solid software infrastructure will be required to manage this very
complicared environment, and at this moment neither CERN has the necessary
expertise to build it, nor any similar commercial implementation exists.

Fortunately these problems are not unique to the particle and high energy
physics experiments, and the current research work in the distributed systems
field, especially in the distributed operating systems area, is trying to address
many of the above mentioned issues. The world that we are going to face in
the next ten years will be quite different and surely much more interconnected
than the one we see now. Very ambitious projects exist, planning to link towns,
nations and the world in a single "Data Highway". Teleconferencing, Video on
Demend, Distributed Multimedia Applications are just a few examples of the
very demanding tasks to which the computer industry is committing itself. This
projects are triggering a great research effort in the distributed, real-time micro-
kernel based operating systems field and in the software enginering areas.

The purpose of our group is to collect the outcame of these different research
efforts, and to extabilish a working environment where the different ideas and
techniques can be tested, evaluated and possibly extended, to address the
requirements of a DAQ and Control System suitable for LHC.

Our work started in the second half of 1994, with a research agreement between
CERN and Chorus Systemes (France), world leader in the micro-kernel OS
technology. The Chorus OS is targeted to distributed real-time applications,
and it can very efficiently support different "OS personalities" in the same
environment, like Posix, UNIX, and a CORBA compliant distributed object
architecture.

Projects are being set-up to verify the suitability of our work for LHC
applications, we are building a scaled-down prototype of the DAQ system foreseen
for the CMS experiment at LHC, where we will directly test our protocols and
where we will be able to make measurements and benchmarks, guiding our
development and allowing us to build an analytical model of the system, suitable
for simulation and large scale verification.
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Acquisition System
G.OLEYNIK (FERMILAB)

DART is the high speed, Unix based data acquisition system being developed
by the Fermilab Computing Division in collaboration with eight High Energy
Physics Experiments. This paper describes DART run-control which implements
flexible, distributed, extensible and portable paradigms for the control and
monitoring of data acquisition systems. We discuss the unique and interesting
aspects of the run-control - why we chose the concepts we did, the benefits we
have seen from the choices we made, as well as our experiences in deploying and
supporting it for experiments during their commissioning and sub-system testing
phases. We emphasize the software and techniques we believe are extensible to
future use, and potential future modifications and extensions for those we feel
are not.
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Evaluation of DAQ Performance
Y. YASU (KEK)

M.Nomachi, Y.Nagasaka, H.Fujii, H.Kodama, E.Inoue (KEK) and
Y.Tajima (Tokyo IT)

We describe the evaluation of DAQ performance from several viewpoints. First,
we discuss the competition of a resource for 2 processes. When 2 processes try
to get a resource and access data, the competition occurs. We investigated the
behavior of the competition. Second, DAQBENCH, a evaluation tool of DAQ
performance will be described. DAQBENCH shows the distribution of interrupt
task response time on real-time UNIX and standard UNIX. The distributions
on both operating system are completely different. DAQBENCH also shows
DAQ performances, inter-process communication, data copy, UNIDAQ, CAMAC
access and VME access. As results, the DAQ performances depend on CPU
architecture and operating system of computer systems. Various computer
systems, PowerPC/LynxOS, Alpha/OSF and HP74x/HP-RT are evaluated.

Run Control techniques for the Fermilab DART Data ABS.93
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A Scalable Data Acquisition System Using the Chorus
Operating System and Serial Point-to-Point Links

D.FRANCIS (BOSTON)

R.Heeley, M. Ward (Liverpool), R. Dobinson, W.Lu, J-L-Page's
(CERN)

Current data acquisition systems are based on buses and bus interconnects
which rapidly become bot -tlenecks in large multiprocessor systems inhibiting
their inherent scalability.

A scalable data acquisition system must be able to scale at both the level
of its hardware and software. The addition of microprocessors, I/O capability
and communications bandwidth to a data acquisition system should lead to
a proportional increase in its performance. This implies that the supporting
software environment must be able to scale to and efficiently use the available
resources. If the services offered by the software environment can be distributed
across the multiprocessor system bottle -necks may be avoided and scalability
easily realised.

A Scalable Data Acquisition System (SDAS) has been designed using Chorus,
a modular distributed real-time operating system, and serial point-to-point links.
The SDAS is based on data driven clients and servers which allow the scalability
of the software through their distribution and hierachy. The distribution of
the clients and servers is underpinned by the Inter Process Communication
(IPC) facilities of the Chorus operating system. The IPC offers communication
indirection, which allows the communication interface between clients and servers
to remain constant thus aiding distribution across multiprocessor systems. The
scalability of the hardware is acheived using point-to-point links.

The design of the SDAS and its initial implementation onto a Transputer
platform operating as a real -time processor farm in the CPLEAR experiment at
CERN will be reported.
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The KLOE experiment uses a parallel event building system based on chains
of VME crates with custom Readout Controllers, a FDDI/ATM Gigaswitch and
a farm of about 100 processors where complete events are built, reconstructed
and written onto a set of tapes, at an aggregate throughput of 50 MBytes/sec.
The modular farm housed in an open bus standard crate with a total processing
power of about 16000 specint92 will contain both the network interface to VME
and high speed peripheral bus interfaces for magnetic media.

The talk will concentrate on the software techniques for interprocess and
interprocessor communication between the numerous processors in the system.
Processors sharing the same memory as well as network interconnected are
addressed. We will try to demonstrate that standard UNIX communications
protocols even without the use of specific real time extensions can address many
of our needs trying to avoid context switching and 'rendezvous'. These techniques
will be demonstrated on the example of a new buffer manager semantics used both
in the transport of the main KLOE data stream as well as in monitoring. This
solution was triggered by the somewhat recent availability of high level operating
systems on front end microprocessors. This has created a new degree of comfort
and more important portability for hardware-close real time applications.
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Interprocess and interprocessor Data flow in the KLOE
Data Acquisition System

H. BEKER (ROMA)

M.L. Ferrer, W. Grandegger, A. Martini (Frascati)
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On the Relevancy of Efficient, Integrated Computer and
Network Monitoring in HEP Distributed Online

Environment
D. CARVALHO (RIO DE JANEIRO)

J. N. Albert (LAL), N. Bellas (Rio de Janeiro), Ph. Gavillet, J.
Javello, Y. Miere, D. Ruffinoni (CERN)

The operation of the acquisition system of large HEP experiments is nowadays
based on a distributed architecture of hundreds of CPU nodes structured around
central servers and workstation partitions controlling the various sub-detectors
by means of embedded intelligent controllers, all connected to a backbone LAN
(The Online Computer Complex - OCC).

The OCC primary task is the real time control of the acquisition of the
detector information (raw data, slow control parameters,...) in safe conditions.
On the other hand the less time critical tasks of monitoring the quality of the
collected data, of distributing fresh information for local interactive consultation
and analysis are also very important. Their overall impact is growing regularly,
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due to the wish to fully and continously monitor the data quality and the detector
and accelerator conditions.

The flow of raw physics data from sub-detectors follows a tree like data
path through which all data ultimately arrive at a single collection point.
Monitoring applications which most of the time rely on a distributed Client-Server
configuration do not follow such a structured flow. In fact the" Client-Server traffic
shares randomly the LAN as communication media.

In these conditions the administration, the monitoring and the optimization
of performance of the computer nodes and the connecting network are of first
importance to ensure the safe running of the whole complex and to guaranty the
expected level of performance.

Although rapidely evolving, the commercial offer of integrated tools for systems
and network management and monitoring is rather chaotic, super-imposing rather
than combining systems and networks. Moreover, they very rarely address the
monitoring of custom applications and are not really designed for real time
environment.

The DELPHI experiment has been running at the CERN LEP accelerator for
five years. Its OCC has regularly evolved driven by the luminosity increases, new
user requests, and the fast evolution of the computer and networking equipment
market.

It currently consists of two mainframes, 35 workstations, some 200 embedded
CPU nodes. The LAN is based on a FDDI ring connecting the I/O intensive
machines and a multiswitch interconnecting the Ethernet segments.

Since the beginning of the DELPHI running, substantial effort has been put
on the management and monitoring of the nodes, the network and the custom
applications.

In order to fill the commercial gap, dedicated packages have been developed
in house.

One of them has been developed as a Joint Project with the computer supplier
DEC, aiming at monitoring the systems resources. A special attention was put
on the LAN itself, in particular since its recent upgrade, when it was redesigned
to meet the most recent online needs. The target specifications, the approach
undertaken, the tools and their use are described.

The experience accumulated in these five years allows us to draw precise
conclusions on the evolving needs for efficient, integrated system and network
monitoring tools well adapted to the specific HEP online environment.

C Data Acquisition

ABS.33
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The new ZEUS run control system: An exercise in
modularity

J. MILEWSKI (HAMBURG AND DESY)
C. Youngman (DESY)

After the first two years of ZEUS data taking it became clear that the original
run control system has little chance to hold out till the end of the experiment.
Its operation was just fair enough to take data, but apart from that it suffered
from numerous problems:

- Run sequencing assumed unnecessary dependencies between participating
processes, so that global transitions were very slow and blocked in the presence
of any difficulties.

- The central run control program was dealing with almost everything: run
bookkeeping, producing fat run, summaries, and - worst of all- collecting all
kinds of status information from the components and serving it in turn to many
other processes.

- The underlying code was of strong Fortran, VMS and DECnet provenance,
with added-on UNIX and TCP/IP patches.

- All this made the design over-complicated, highly centralised, non-portable
and at the end almost unmaintainable.

To overcome those diffculties, the ZEUS Central Data Acquisition Group
has developed a brand new ZEUS run control system during the 94/95 winter
shutdown. The resulting system is a nice example of a highly modular, open,
portable and distributed design.

(1) The ZMP message-passing system [see CHEP'94], based on platform-
independent data representation and a dynamic name service frees the processes
to work on any definite machine; on-the-fly fallover to another machine or even
to another computer type is no more a problem.

(2) The central run control program (RCM) deals with run control information
and **only** with it: monitoring and bookkeeping has been delegated to other
processes.

(3) In particular, numerous data servers available at generic information
sources have replaced the centralised data service (trigger rates served by the
triggers, luminosity information served by the LUMI component, etc.).

(4) Run sequencing has been cleaned up and organised in parallel steps,
which shortened the global transition time by 300depending on trigger type and
participating components.

(5) Run summaries are collected from component-supplied pieces by a facility
totally independent from the central run control program (RCM). Even the RCM
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portion of the run summary is not produced by RCM, but by an 'independent'
client of the RCM data service.

(6) The new system changed the message protocol with the components.
Nevertheless, due to highly modular design it is able to talk to and control
both the 'new style' and 'old style' ZEUS components; the latter will gradually
disappear during 1995.

(7) The use of ZMP enables setting up of virtual but complete RC environments
(including all the RC tasks), so that the whole system as well as the connections to
individual components may be tested without disturbing the 'proper' RC system.

The whole development of the system took 4 months (September-December
1994), including 2 weeks for a reach operator's interface. The tools used included
C++ (the central run control program), XDR (all protocol specifications) and
Tcl/Tk (graphical user interfaces). What we obtained is a highly modular,
portable, efficient and maintainable system which is sure to survive till the end
of the ZEUS experiment.

Builder Farm. The Data Flow network map creation and test is implemented
using SNMP applications. Private KLOE MIBs are defined to manage active
processors in the DAQ system, and to implement Run Control messages
distribution.

The general philosophy and some results, including response times and needed
resources, will be described.

ABS.26 BR9737194
The use of the SNMP (Simple Network Management

Protocol) implementing Run and Data Flow Controls in
the KLOE experiment

E. PASQUALUCCI (ROMA)
A. Doria(Napoli), M. Ferrer (Frascati), E. Pace(Frascati), W.

Grandegger(Frascati)

The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), proposed as a standard
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is largely used for the
management of network devices, to obtain and/or set informations about network
configuration, performances, faults, accounting and security. Managed objects
are defined in a Management Information Base (MIB) by working groups within
IETF, but extensions or proprietary MIBs are developed by vendors of hardware
or software when their new products require them.

SNMP is implemented using a reliable UDP protocol with retransmissions,
through a well defined UDP port. Every managed device activates at boot time
a daemon that is able to understand SNMP requests, and to obtain or execute
by dedicated agents, the information or action required.

A GIGAswitch from Digital is used in the KLOE experiment to concentrate
data from different chains of VME crates, into a given processor in an Event
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D.I NETWORKS AND VIDEO TELECONFERENCING
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Remote Data Monitoring for CDF
Y. MORITA (KEK)

H.A. Kippenhan, W. Lidinsky, G. Roediger, Mark Leininger, E.
Wicklund Fermilab), F. Abe (KEK), T. Watts (Rutgers), S. Aota,

S. Kim (Tsukuba), G. P. Yeh (Academia Sinica)
Remote data monitoring from the physicists' home institutions has become an

important issue in large international experiments to ensure high performance of
the detectors and high quality of data and scientific results. CDF experiment is
a collaboration of 450 physicists from 36 institutions in the US, Japan, Canada,
Italy and Taiwan. Future experiments at Fermilab, CERN and elsewhere will be
even larger, and will be performed over a period of order 10 years. The ability
of collaborators at remote sites to monitor the increasingly complex detectors
and feed the results back into the data acquisition process will be increasingly
important.

CDF data accquisition monitoring includes accelerator status, detector
statistics, collision rates, trigger, event pictures, selecting events to perform
online and offline analyses. High-end networking enables access and monitoring
at remote sites. Packet video conferencing provides communication between
collaborators at the remote site and collaborators in the CDF control room,
on-site at Fermi Lab, or at other remote institutions.

We report on the status and performance of CDF data monitoring from Japan.
We also discuss feasibilities for modest Remote Control Rooms.

ABSJ.30 BR9737196

VUPAC: An Integrated Circuit/Packet Switched
Videoconferencing System

W. LIDINSKY (FERMILAB)

G. Roediger, H. A. Kippenhan Jr. (Fermilab)

The HEP Network Resource Center (HEPNRC) at Fermilab and the Collider
Detector Facility (CDF) collaboration have evolved a flexible, cost-effective,
widely accessible videoconferencing system for use by high energy physics
collaborations and others wishing to use videoconferencing. No current systems
seemed to fully meet the needs of high energy physics collaborations. However,
two classes of videoconferencing technology: circuit-switched and packet-
switched, if integrated, might encompass most of HEP's needs. It was also
realized that, even with this integration, some additional functions were needed
and some of the existing functions were not always wanted. HEPNRC with the
help of members of the CDF collaboration set out to develop such an integrated
system using as many existing subsystems and components as possible. This
system is called VUPAC (Videoconferencing Using PAckets and Circuits).

This paper begins with brief descriptions of the circuit-switched and packet-
switched videoconferencing systems. Following this, issues and limitations
of these systems are considered. Next the VUPAC system is described.
Integration is accomplished primarily by a circuit/packet videoconferencing
interface. Augmentation is centered in another subsystem called MSB (Multiport
multiSession Bridge). Finally, there is a discussion of the future work needed in
the evolution of this system.

ABS.124 BR9737197

The Fermilab ISDN Pilot Project: Experiences and Future
Plans

D. MARTIN (FERMILAB)
A. Lego (Fermilab)

Fully operational in June of 1994, the Fermilab ISDN pilot project is a test
network linking 14 homes of Fermilab employees with the Fermilab data network
using basic rate ISDN. ISDN Bridges at Fermilab and each home transparently
send IP, DECnet and Appletalk traffic across the link when needed and drop the
link when no traffic is passing. Detailed usage tracking began in July of 1994.
From the detailed tracking data we are able to show usage patterns and predict
the number of central site connections required to support a large group of users.
It is expected that the usage of ISDN will increase dramatically when it becomes
generally available to all lab personnel.
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Use of Network Modeling Tools in the Nile System Design
M. OGG (U. TEXAS)

The Nile Collboration (affiliated with CLEO), K. Birman, D.
Cassel, R. Helmke, D. Kreinick, D. Riley, M. Rondinaro (Cornell)
A. Calkins, K. Marzullo (U. California) M. Athanas, P. Avery, W.
Hong, T. Johnson (U. Florida) C. Chan, A. Ricciardi, E. Rothfus

(U. Texas )

NILE is a multi-disciplinary project building a distributed computing
environment for HEP. Nile will provide fault-tolerant, integrated access to
processing and data resources for collaborators of the CLEO experiment, though
the goals and principles are applicable to many domains. Nile currently has three
main objectives: a realistic distributed system architecture design, the design of
a robust data model, and a Fast-Track implementation providing a prototype
design environment which will also be used by CLEO physicists.The focus of
this talk is the use of a commercial network modeling package as an integral
part of the design phase for the entire Nile system. We will discuss our need for
network modeling and simulation, the technology underlying various offerings,
and compare the products we evaluated.

Modeling and simulation packages are fast becoming indispensable tools
in every planner's toolkit. Network designers and systems architects are no
exception. Network modeling packages allow the designer to test designs about
network and protocol behavior without having to commit resources and build the
actual system. Modeling allows the designer to make protocol and architecture
decisions based on simulated experiments rather than feelings or guesses about
how the software will perform.

A successful modeling package which is applicable to fault-tolerant HEP
distributed computing must be capable of simulating various multi-domain
transfer mechanisms in a "lossy" and "bursty" environment. A network
simulation allows us to gain insight into the behavior of the Nile architecture
and data model over a realistic (i.e. lossy and bursty) wide-area network. It
allows us to experiment with the number and location of distributed data sites,
the appropriate granularity of data movement, the effect of local caching policies,
and the tradeoffs in job scheduling algorithms that favor proximity to data versus
processor power. It will also allow us to examine the granularity and distribution
of various types and sizes of switching fabrics.

We evaluate three network modeling packages: COMNET III from CACI
Products Company, BONeS Designer from the Alta Group of Cadence Design,
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and OPNET Modeler from MIL 3 Inc. Our initial efforts are directed at modeling
a switched Ethernet network of workstations, currently in use as the Nile Fast-
Track test bed. We will present results of this study as well as relevant lessons
and observations learned about our network modeling tools.

ABS.19 BR9737199

Distributed Computing Environment Monitoring and User
Expectations

R. COTTRELL (SLAC)
C.Logg (SLAC)

The HEP communitity is rapidly moving to a client/server distributed
environment.

Though there are many benefits in such an environment, there are major
challenges to deliver the levels of "system" service that users expect and will
need in the increasingly global environment of the next millenium.

These user expectations are often based on the local performance of an
individual workstation. This has a single operating system, file system, set
of system services and physical backplane. In comparison today's networked
environment includes equipment and software from multiple vendors, multiple
protocols, distributed file systems and "system" services, and, a "backplane"
with both hardware and microcode components and which is constantly being
modified by people with widely varying skills and responsibilities.

Subjectively, the ultimate measures of "system" performance are the users'
perceptions of the performance of networked applications. System performance
is affected by physical network plant, computers and peripheral devices attached
to it, and the software (from device interface through application) running on the
computers and devices. To set and meet user expectations for system performance
we must monitor all the above components. With increasingly constrained
budgets, tools are needed to automate the monitoring and enable effective
management with limited resources.This paper will briefly describe the current
state of monitoring products, and summarize findings of the Energy Sciences
netork (ESnet) Network Monitoring Task Force. It will then describe how the
above challenges are being tackled at SLAC, how service level objectives are
being defined and tracked, how the information is gathered, distilled, exceptions
identified, alerts are enunciated, and how the information is made available via
WWW for quick perusal by concerned personnel and end users.
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Accessing HEP Collaboration Documents using W W W
and WAIS

TRANG D. NGUYEN (FERMILAB)

Liz Buckley-Geer, David Ritchie (Fermilab)

Recognizing the needs to share documents among collaborators, with capability
to do content as well as catalog searches, ease of use, run on multi-platforms,
support various file formats which is how this project came about. Using the
powerful tools of world wide web and freeWAIS-sf, Fermilab and the CDF
collaboration implemented a mechanism to allow collaborators to view and
to search for cdfnotes using title, author and other information. The same
mechanism implemented for searching DOnotes collection also available.

This talk will describe the benefits and the effectiveness of this system as well
as pointing out some of the components which this system lacks.

ABS.134
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Use of the W W W as a collaborative tool in a large HEP
collaboration

A.S. JOHNSON (SLAC)
G. Bower, R. Dubois, L. Moss, J. Perl (SLAC), M. Langston

(Oregon), E. Weiss (Washington)

As the phenomenal growth of the WWW continues it is easy to view it purely
as a tool for PR and advertising, and to forget its roots as a collaborative tool for
HEP research. The SLD collaboration has made extensive use of WWW in this
latter role, using it to allow collaborators to sign up for shifts, to monitor physics
data-taking in near real time, and as a tool to educate and inform collaborators.

D Worldwide Collaboration

By their nature such tools are accessible to all collaborators wherever they are
located.

In this talk we will describe our current system and comment on its
effectiveness, and discuss possible enhancements based on forthcoming more
powerful web browsers.

ABS.123
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HEPIC: Integration of HEP Network Resources
D. MARTIN (FERMILAB)
J. Dingbaum (Fermilab)

The High Energy Physics Information Center (HEPIC) is an Internet
information server for the high energy physics community. Information is
available via the worldwide web, gopher, anonymous ftp, AFS, and DECnet
COPY, with the primary delivery mechanism being the WWW. Because of the
explosion in the number of WWW servers and the massive increase in WWW
traffic there is a critical need for both good search tools and replications of
WWW data. To address this problem, HEPIC is evolving from a storehouse
for information unavailable elsewhere to a set of highly-available resources (some
local, some remote) that are well organized and seemlessly searchable. Searching
is provided by the Verity TOPIC search engine that regularly catalogs specific
web sites and generated a complete index. Replication of WWW sites is
provided by several pieces of custom software. A system is under development
to automatically direct WWW queries to the "nearest" replicate.

ABS.50 BR9737203

A Distributed Control and Data Base System for the
Production of High Quality Crystals

J. VlALLE (CERN)

CMS Collaboration
Content of Abstract: The electromagnetic calorimeter of the CMS experiment

will be made of 1109000 crystals of lead tungstenate. This new technology was
chosen in order to reach very high performances, typically of 2
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These crystals which are still under development will be grown in at least
3 factories spread around the world. They will be equipped and mounted in
modules of the calorimeter in some other centers. The process of fabrication will
last at least 5 to 6 years.

To reach the design performance of the calorimeter, the quality and the
homogeneity of the production must be maintained over its duration in these
physically widely spread centers, it therefore will be necessary to setup a quality
insurance scheme based on industrial standards, and to have the control in real
time of all the operations, from the raw material before the growth of crystals
to the final test in beam of the modules fully equipped. All the informations of
the operations in the various centers will be recorded, analyzed, and compared to
insure that no problem or shift of quality occur in one of the centers with respect
to the others, and that the production fulfill the requirements.

We therefore plan to setup in each center automatic control lines with data
acquisition systems in order to automatically measure and record in a data base
the information (which can be of many types : pictures, spectrum, physical
parameters, etc ...) at each step of the production/mounting phases. All these
local data base will be connected to a central data base at CERN, with object
oriented flavour, from wich a global follow up of the production will be done.
Data will be transfered automatically during nights to this central data base.
Access to the central data base via the WEB should be available to everybody
in the collaboration in order to allow them to have informations on the state of
the process of building the calorimeter.

The talk wiH give the basic concepts of the system, its status, and the plan for
the future.

ABS.41
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Hypertext, the new language of collaborations:the
experience of the Heal Electronic logbook

G.ZITO (BARI)
G.Gelao, G.Raso (Bari)

As WWW continues its impressive growth on the Internet, it is more and more
clear that WWW hypertext in the HTML format, is becoming the language of the
Net. A new language, with its potentialities largely unexplored, that unites all
people with a common interest independently from space and time. Although now
all experiments use WWW to implement the experiment information system and

to pubblish results,its potentiality to support the collaborative work of a group
has not yet been fully exploited.

We will report here on the experience of using HTML hypertext as the support
of a group of around 50 people responsible for monitoring a piece of the Aleph
detector called Hadron Calorimeter(Hcal). The hypertext has been called "Heal
Electronic Logbook" to relate it metaphorically to the medium used in the past to
document the monitoring of hep detectors. But of course the "electronic logbook"
is a lot more than its paper counterpart:in fact it contains all information relevant
for Heal monitoring. But it is more than an information system since it allows
the collaborators to communicate among them through hypertext and also to
monitor the apparatus directly from the hypertext.

There is nothing more easy to use than a paper logbook, so why replace it with
a WWW hypertext? The main reason is the possibility of the electronic logbook
to be accessed by the expert, from everywhere in the world,instantly. The WWW
technology makes this possible from any platform,without the necessity to install
special software or to connect by remote login to the online computer: a dial-
up connection to Internet is enough to access the electronic logbook and start
monitor the apparatus and communicate with other collaborators.

Another reason for the use of WWW is that you can, not only document
monitoring procedures, but actually start them directly from the hypertext. This
is accomplished with links that activate scripts on the online computers and this
is,of course not possible from paper!

The last important feature of the WWW hypertext as used in this
application,is the possibility to make easy the access of informations to novices.
Since experiments like Aleph, run for many years the problem of the training
of new collaborators is crucial. Up to now there were many different sources of
information that the novice should consider:

- inline help - paper logbooks - paper or online manuals - sheets of paper glued
in the place where some information was needed - Oral tradition etc

In fact any collaborator contributed his or her part of information in a format
different from other collaborators and the training of novices was a formidable
task. Now with WWW hypertext, it is possible to have all information added
in a uniform way and connected to a single address:the URL of the electronic
logbook. This will make the training more easy.

Our experience will be beneficial to all collaborations where communication
among members is crucial to accomplish a task. They can learn from how we
dealt with problems like - Protection of information and especially monitoring
procedures from unauthorized access. - Exploitation of the WWW interface
through forms to make more easy the monitoring of the apparatus and the
communication among collaborators. - Training of collaborators in this new
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technology:in principle every collaborator should know how to write hypertext
since this IS the "language" of the collaboration. - Maintenance of the hypertext

How reliable is tras new technology? Although we have to report a few
problems, the rewards are so big, that we heartily recommend it to any
collaboration.

The work described above was done in tight collaboration between the
"DELPHI Online Team" and the "WWW Support Team" at CERN.

ABS-10
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Advanced Use of World-Wide Web in the Online System of
DELPHI (CERN)

M. DONSZELMANN (CERN)
S. Du(LAL), K.Rodden (U. Strathclyde), F. Tennebo (Molde

College)

The World-Wide Web technology is used by the DELPHI experiment at CERN
to provide easy access to information of the 'Online System'. Four different
projects are described in detail showing advanced use of WWW technology.

A WWW browser and server are installed to facilitate a context sensitive help
system. The system is used for the quality monitoring of the data acquisition.
Via the CCI (Common Client Interface) users may request help on histograms at
any time, browse the local web and annotate the help text.

A structured server/gateway was created to provide users with the information
of the many slow controls channels available in DELPHI. This system uses an
already established in-memory database and merely provides access from the Web
to this "floating" information.

Access to DELPHI'S event-driven publish-subscribe protocol is provided by
yet another gateway. Data of this system is distributed via HTML files, which
include user-defined tags that are substituted by "Online" information at request.
The server is set up as a converter.

DELPHI'S electron-positron collisions can normally only be viewed by
specialized programs on specific type of machines. A WWW-event gateway makes
it possible to view them on basically every machine in the world. Selecting events,
rotating and zooming them is possible at reasonable response times. This server
is not only for practical use but also for educational purposes.

The World-Wide Web has its advantages concerning the network technology,
the practical user interface and its scalability. It however also demands a stateless
protocol and format negotiation. Advanced users and programmers of WWW are
facing these and other problems.

D.3 MANAGING
DEVELOPMENT

THE DISTRIBUTED SOFTWARE

| ABS_III BR9737206

Software Standards, Methods and Quality Control for the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey

DON PETRAVICK (FERMILAB)
E. Berman, D. Holmgren, C-H. Huang, T. Nicinski, R. Pordes, R.

Rechenmacher, G. Sergey, C. Stoughton (Fermilab), R. Lupton
(Princeton)

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey is a collaboration between the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, the Institute for Advanced Study, The Japan Promotion
Group, Johns Hopkins University, Princeton University, The United States Naval
Observatory, the University of Chicago, and the University of Washington. The
SDSS will produce a five-color imaging survey of 1/4 of the sky about the north
galactic cap and image 108 Stars, 108 galaxies, and 105 Quasars. Spectra will
be obtained for 106 galaxies and 105 Quasars as well. The survey will utilize a
dedicated 2.5 meter telescope at the Apache Point Observatory in New Mexico.
Its imaging camera will hold 54 Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDS). The SDSS will
take five years to complete, acquiring well over 12 TB of data.

The SDSS Collaboration involves upwards of 50 scientists, many of whom are
involved in the development and use of the software needed to acquire, process and
archive the image and spectroscopic data sets. Fermilab has major responsibilities
in the development and maintenance of the project's software and for its software
engineering practices. We report on the standards and methodologies we have
developed in support of these activities.

At the beginning of the project we launched a concerted effort to establish a
base line for standards and methodologies in support of the software development
activities - the details of which were reported at Chep in 1994.

These practices were then ratified by the project at large and have been used
and extended significantly. Through two years of development and support we
have successfully organized the development of greater than 200,000 lines of
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source, and integration of more than one million lines before the start of data
taking. We successfully orchestrate centralized integration at Fermilab of software
developed over six physically separate institutions.

The survey continues to follow the spirit of the POSIX standards, and to
incorporate them to the greatest extent feasible. ANSI-C, Extended F77 and
C++ are the allowed programming languages. We include much public domain
software into our central code repository and support infrastructure. As reported
previously, other software standards in use are: XI1, WWW and HTML, perl,
TeX, CVS and RCVS, Fermilab UPS, tcl/tk, and an Object-Oriented Database
for the survey's DBMS.

In this paper we report on our experiences and the perceived benefits in
using and "enforcing" these standards. We report on further developments and
directions we are taking for organizing and managing the software of the survey.
In particular, we are now placing emphasis on developing tools for quality control
and analysis and we present details of our tools and methods in these areas.
The successful implementation and adoption of our methodologies within the
collaboration gives us the confidence that new tools we develop can and will be
applied to good effect across the breadth of the collaboration's software.

ABS.81 BR9737207

Offline Computing and Communications in the BES
Collaboration

XINCHOU LOU (TEXAS)
BES Collaboration

This paper describes the offline computing, data handling and communications
in the BEijing Spectrometer (BES) Collaboration.

Unlike other major High Energy Physics experiments at CERN, Fermi Lab
and other laboratories, the BES experiment, centered, at the Institute of High
Energy Physics, in Beijing, P.R. China, has lacked funds to purchase or lease
mainframe systems such as IBM or CRAY to facilitate the experiment's needs
for event reconstruction and data handling. A distributed, RISC processor based
Unix computing system and data farm provides the natural, economical solution
to BES's long standing problem of shortage in computing power. A new Unix
system is rapidly being built at IHEP in China for offline reconstruction. Several
Unix sites have been developed in the US, each maintains a specific set of data
and provides the collaboration with access to the data. Codes and constants

are managed by CODEMAN simuntaneously at many sites. Software tools have
been developed to facilitate batch job processing and tape handling automation.
The steady improvement in computing and data handling in BES has enabled
the collaboration to study a broad spectrum of physics topics recently. The low
cost BES Unix systems serve as a example for small university groups as well as
labs in developing countries.

I
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Using WWW to improve software development and
maintenance: Application of the LIGHT system to ALEPH

programs
B.ROUSSEAU (CERN)

A.Aimar, M. Aimar, A.Khodabandeh, P.Palazzi, M.Ruggier,
P.Comas Illas (CERN)

Programmers who develop, use, maintain, modify software are faced with the
problem of scanning and understanding large amounts of documents, ranging
from source code to requirements, analysis and design diagrams, user and
reference manuals, etc. This task is non trivial and time consuming, because
of the number and size of documents, and the many implicit cross-references that
they contain. In large HEP collaborations, where software and related documents
are produced at various sites, the problem can be even more severe.

LIGHT, Life cycle Global HyperText, is an attempt to solve the problem
using WWW technology. The basic idea is to make all the software documents,
including code, available on the WWW, with all cross-references automatically
established. For instance a click on an external subroutine call in the code takes
you to its documentation, a click on a data element leads to the corresponding
data definition, etc.

The first practical application of LIGHT is for JULIA, the reconstruction
program of ALEPH. Programmers, documentation writers, maintainers of the
data model and end users will be able to view through the web the entire
Fortran source code, data definition, data design diagrams, as well as the JULIA,
ALEPHLIB, CERNLIB, ADAMO and BOS manuals. All these documents are
connected with hypertext links in such a way that, just using the mouse, helpful
inspection can be performed.

For instance, from the code of a JULIA subroutine it is possible to navigate to:
* the source code of calling and called subroutines, * the ALEPH data definition
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files and design diagrams, * ALEPH Library manual and source code, and more.
Hyperized indices and dependency trees help the navigation.

The LIGHT system is generic by design; it can be applied to projects that
use languages and formats other than those employed in ALEPH. The system
is made up of two software layers. The first consists of an extensible set of
converters to HTML (the HyperText Markup Language used in WWW), one
per source language or format, to ensure the automatic conversion of individual
documents. These are plugged into the generic second software layer that
automatically performs the hypertext interconnection among all the converted
documents, according to the preferences expressed in configuration rules.

Other ongoing applications of LIGHT concern the interactive access to physics
data through WWW, and the wider coverage of the software life cycle, according
to standards such as PSS-05 for which LIGHT is an ideal complement. The
JULIA Web generated with the LIGHT system exists now in the form of an
advanced demonstrator containing 6000 HTML pages and more than 110000
hypertext links. At the time of the conference it will hopefully be in production.

We have implemented several converters for Fortran 77, ADAMO Data
Definition Language, OMTool diagrams and FrameMaker documents. LaTeX
manuals are converted using LaTeX2html. Converters for C and C++ are in
progress. The specification of the interface to build new converters or adapt
existing ones for LIGHT compatibility are being finalized.

More information about LIGHT, as well as several examples can be accessed
on WWW at the following URL:

http: //www .cern .ch/Light/

ABS.39
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Code Management in a Large International Collaboration
T. GLANZMAN (SLAC)

T. Hung (SLAC), R. Jacobsen (U. California)

The BABAR collaboration is a large international initiative with over 450
members spanning 78 institutions in 10 countries. Work is now underway
to develop the software for this experiment, an effort which will extend well
past the commencement of data collection in 1999. This software development
must reflect the highly distributed nature of the collaboration in that people
working on code, databases and documentation need to fully participate from
their home institutions. The challenges associated with this requirement are

many, and include: a robust organization of the software such that files and
directories may be readily located and accessed, new ones added, old ones retired;
a mechanism to automatically and safely coordinate the updating of a master file
repository; a degree of protection against accidental file/directory corruption;
and, a mechanism to precisely identify and access a specific release of the entire
set of production software. In addition, we must contend with the relatively
poor network connections in place between certain collaborating institutions, and
the need to support computing platforms from different vendors. The BABAR
collaboration has developed a number of basic guidelines and identified a set of
technologies to simplify the problem and limit the complexity of implementation.
Important among these is the exclusive use of Unix as an operating system,
reliance upon standard networking protocols such as TCP/IP and the desire to
use existing commercial or freely available software where applicable. Obviously,
the system must also be easy to use, extend and maintain. Software organization
relies on a single directory tree hierarchy based upon a standard Unix root
directory structure and allows for differences associated with different vendor
architectures. Unix groups are used for directory protection within the NFS
implementation, and ACLs within the AFS implementation. Coordinators for
individual software "packages" have rights and responsibilities within a portion
of this directory tree. Within high energy physics, software is in a continual state
of development. BABAR has adopted the CVS package as the component to
manage and regulate changes to individual files. CVS, however, only operates on
a local file system, thus it was necessary to design and develop a means to extend
this functionality to other institutions within the collaboration. The result, rCVS,
is a continuing R and D project and we are gaining experience with the concept
of distributing software across less-than-ideal network connections. A person
running collaboration software, whether it be online data acquisition, offline
reconstruction, simulation or an analysis needs some mechanism to determine just
what is being used, along with the option of specifying a particular version (or
combination of versions) of the software. This is production release management.
A prototype mechanism has been installed and is currently in use.

D.4 OPEN SOFTWARE STANDARDS AND INTER-
CHANGEABILITY

ABS-95
BR9737210
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Mailbook: An Aplicative for electronic mails alias
M.JOFFILY (LAFEX/CBPF)

M.Marquina, M.Miranda, A.Nigri, A.Santoro (LAFEX/CBPF)

The eletronic mail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet and many
other networks. Nowadays, there are several mail softwares available for different
systems. One of their usual features is the handling of alias and lists that make
it easier the mails adressing. Unfortunately, different electronic mail softwares
have different alias format.

In High Energy Physics, it is quite common the delivery of distribution list
files between different collaborations. However, many times, those collaborations,
and even the collaborators, don't share the same mail softwares. So, it is very
annoynig to have to translate all those lists to the desired format and insert them
in the alias file every time a new one is received. Trying to avoid this sort of
problem, Mailbook program was created.

Mailbook interprets a standard alias file and translates it to some other mail
alias format. Ever since, the distribution list files just need to be delivered in the
mailbook format to anyone have it automatically translated and inserted in his
or her mail alias file. Actually, Mailbook is able to generate the UNIX, the VMS,
the ELM and the XMH mail formats.

Mailbook standard alias file, called sourcemail, just need to be created once
by the user. This creation and any later update may be done through any text
editor or directly by the Mailbook interface. The Mailbook interface is based
in the curses library, which emulates a window environment compatible with
almost every terminal. Mailbook is more than a translator, it is a mail alias
and list manager. It controls all the alias and lists defined in the sourcemail file,
avoiding any possible error or incoherence between them. Beyond that, it also
provides some other facilities such as the extraction of distribution list files and
the creation of list server files. Mailbook is ideal for anyone who deals with large
amount of mail aliases and lists.

ABS.78 BR9737211

MOAST - A CORBA-Based Physics Analysis Framework
C.E.TULL (LBL)

W.H. Greiman, D.L. Olson (LBL)

We present in this paper the design for and preliminary test results of MOAST
(MOdular Analysis framework for STAR), a distributed analysis framework based
upon the software bus concept and implemented through CORBA client-server
technology.(Specifically, we are currently using Orbix, a full implementation of
the CORBA standard from Iona Technologies of Dublin, Ireland.)

MOAST is being developed by the STAR (Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC)
collabo- ration to address many of the challenges inherent in a sophisticated
analysis of large quantities of complex physics data in a diverse computing
environment.

Object-oriented programming techniques provide a powerful tool for the
development and maintenance of complex software systems. However, until
relatively recently,there was no attractive industry standard for combining an
OOP approach to software development with a software model distributed over
a computer network.

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) from the Object
Man- agement Group (OMG) offers a well-supported, and powerful standard for
client-server applications using OOP concepts to enhance ease of development,
robustness, and maintainability of application software.

A software bus provides a communication pathway between software
components, the interface to which is standardized across different platforms. The
software bus approach to application development allows the run-time integration
of relatively small software components into a potentially large and powerful
application.

Component applications on the MOAST software bus include browsers (e.g.
Dataset Catalog Browser, Dataset Browser, Table Browser), I/O handlers (e.g.
Error and Message Logger, Event Servers), programmable sequencers (e.g. Event
Loop Sequencer ), and various Physics Analysis Servers containing analysis
modules written by physicists(typically in C or FORTRAN).

The MOAST user interface is a combination of KUIP commands and
customized Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). The use of KUIP provides a flexible
and familiar command-line interface that allows the creation of complex KUIP
macros to perform common and/or routine analysis tasks. Pure GUIs are used
for component applications(such as browsers) that are only used interactively and
provide a simple to learn and use interface for non-experts.

The data format internal to MOAST consists of an object-oriented
implementation of the XDR-based hierarchic datasets and tables presented at
CHEP94 by one of the authors (W.H.Greiman). Because the datasets and tables
are implemented as C++ classes, they fit seamlessly into the object-oriented
CORBA environment. Since the data is based on SunSoft's XDR (External Data
Representation) standard, platform independence is guaranteed.
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The client-server nature of MOAST provides network access to both remote
data and to remote processes. This lends itself naturally to event farming.
Consequently, one MOAST session can simultaneously utilize the analysis power
of multiple CPUs, thus increasing data through put.

We believe that the software bus design of MOAST will provide a powerful
and extensible physics analysis framework that will help the STAR collaboratin
analyze data when we start data taking in 1999 and beyond... "Into the next
millennium".

E SOFTWARE TOOLS, LANGUAGES AND
ENVIRONMENT

E.I LANGUAGES

1 ABS-148 |

Modern Fortran as the Por t of Ent ry for Scientific Parallel
Comput ing

B. CELMASTER (DIGITAL C O . )

Content of Abstract: New features of Fortran are changing the way in
which scientists are writing and maintaining large analytic codes. Furthermore,
a number of these new features make it easier for compilers to generate
highly optimized architecture-specific codes. Among the most exciting kinds
of architecture-specific optimizations are those having to do with parallelism.
Fortran 90 - the current Fortran standard - is unique amongst mainstream
languages in providing semantics that are expressive of parallel formula
translation. Thus Fortran 90 is proving to be an excellent catalyst for introducing
a new generation of scientists to parallel computing.

Digital Equipment Corporation has supplemented the Fortran 90 standard
language with a standards-compliant family of directives that can be used by
the compiler to generate efficient portable scalable parallel code. These High
Performance Fortran directives help programmers design Fortran 90 programs
that are efficient on high performance networks as well as more tightly integrated
systems such as symmetric multiprocessors. In addition, Digital provides extra
Fortran optimizations that are highly tuned to shared-memory parallelism and
which can be further refined with directives that follow the Parallel Computing
Forum standard specification for shared-memory parallelism.

How easy is it to design parallel programs with Fortran 90? Three case studies
are considered. In the first, I show how easy it is to use Fortran 90 with HPF
to encode a trivial finite-difference algorithm. This example is also instructive in
illustrating the relevance to parallel performance of communication parameters
such as bandwidth and latency.

The next example to be discussed is a red-black nearest-neighbor Poisson
algorithm. With this example I show how the DEC Fortran 90 compiler is
able to generate efficient parallel code. Part of that technology involves a
proprietary communications library which has been highly tuned for networks
of Alpha platforms. That library is currently being ported over to ATM as well
as to Digital's ultra-low-latency Memory Channel interconnect. I discuss the
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communications libraries, as well as the various kinds of hardware interconnects
that Digital supports.

The final example to be considered is one that is characteristic of the so-
called pseudo-application codes in the NAS parallel benchmark suite. What is
illustrated here is the EXTRINSIC facility of Fortran 90/HPF, and how it can be
effectively and straightforwardly used to port traditional message-passing codes
to more natural easily maintainable standards-compliant codes. I also show how
this approach can naturally provide a tuned bridge to mixed architectures such as
clusters of shared-memory systems. By using the EXTRINSIC facility, a Fortran
programmer can use HPF directives to optimize the cluster communications, and
can use the PCF directives to optimize the shared-memory communications. The
resulting performance can be staggering, as is demonstrated in this talk through
an analysis of performance of a tightly-coupled cluster of Digital shared-memory
multiprocessors.

|ABS-69 1 . BR9737213

On Mixed Language Programming

B. BUROW (HAMBURG)

Computing in the next millennium will be using software from this millennium.
Programming languages evolve and new ones continue to be created. The use
of legacy code demonstrates why some present and future applications may
span programming languages. Even a completely new application may mix
programming languages, if it allows its components to be more conveniently
expressed. Given the need, mixed language programming should be easy and
robust. By resolving a variety of difficulties, the well established cfortran.h
package provides the desired convenient interface across the C and Fortran
programming languages.

In this presentation, the experience gained creating the cfortran.h package
illustrates comments on mixed language programming. The comments
extrapolate beyond C and Fortran and range from mere annoyances arising from
compiler implementations through to inherent difficulties due to the philosophy
of a particular programming language. The pragmatic advice presented aims
to help programmers benefit from the possibilities offered by mixed language
programming and to help them create software which in turn may enjoy a long
and useful life, perhaps at times in a mixed language program.

By encouraging and facilitating code reuse, one may help eliminate the qualifier
in the maxim: "Scientists stand on the shoulders of their predecessors, except for
computer scientists, who stand on the toes. "

ABS.18
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A Framework for Distributed Mixed-Language Scientific
Applications

D. QUARRIE (LBL)

The Object Management Group has created an architecture (CORBA) for
distributed object applications based on an Object Request Broker and Interface
Definition Language. This project builds upon this architecture to establish a
framework for the creation of mixed language scientific applications. A prototype
IDL compiler has been written that generates FORTRAN-90 or Eiffel stubs
and skeletons and the required C and C++ glue code from an input IDL file
that specifies object interfaces. This generated code can be used directly for
non-distributed mixed-language applications or in conjunction with the C++
code generated from a commercial IDL compiler for distributed applications. A
feasibility study is presently underway to see whether a fully integrated software
development environment for distributed, mixed-language applications could be
created by modifying the back-end code generator of a commercial CASE tool to
emit IDL instead of a programming language.

BR9737215
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The Fermilab Software Tools Program (Fermitools)
RUTH PORDES (FERMILAB)

On behalf of the FermiTools Working Group
The Fermilab Software Tools Program was established in 1994 as an initiative

under which Fermilab provides software it has developed to outside collaborators.
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During the past decade institutions outside the Fermilab Experiment user
community have only been able to obtain and use Fermilab developed software on
an ad-hoc or informal basis. There is a wide range of software already available
under the program - from the popular graphical editor nedit, to software for
embedded readout controllers - for FASTBUS.

With the FermiTools program the Fermilab Computing Division has instituted
an umbrella under which software that is regarded by its internal user community
as useful and of high quality can be provided for collaborative use and co-
development to users outside of Fermilab High Energy Physics experiments.

Software Products accepted into the program are made available on the
Fermilab anonymous ftp site - ftp.fnal.gov. Information about the software is
available through a dedicated www server at url www-fermitools.fnal.gov. An
internal Fermilab working group meets regularly to review the software provided,
the requests and feedback from outside collaborators who are making use of the
software, and discuss future offerings.

In the paper we present the goals and strategy of the program. We discuss the
experiences to date, together with an analysis of the benefits that have resulted
- to Fermilab as an institution, Fermilab's internal users and to the development
of quality software by the professionals within the Computing Division.

ABS.99 BR9737216

The HI Data Quality Tool : GUI Development with a
commercial platform-independent C-\—\- Class Library

M. ZIMMER (DESY)

The complexity of today's HEP experiments necessitates the development
of graphical user-friendly control-applications often on different computer
platforms. Unfortunately all window-based systems have independent standards.
Consequently, the adaptation of programs to several operating systems is a
lengthy and cumbersome task.

Commercial platform-independent application frameworks around C++ class
libraries promise significant simplifications by providing a uniform programming
interface to OS-specific tasks like drawing, printing and I/O for all supported
platforms. This allows one to develop programs which use the same source code
on different types of computers. Object-oriented programming techniques provide
an elegant way to extend and adapt the functionality of the class library to
application-specific requirements.

Such an Application Framework (ZINC) has been utilised to develop a user-
friendly tool for on-line and off-line data-quality checks for the HI experiment
at HERA. Important histograms, which reflect the current detector performance
and data quality are fetched from the on-line filter farm (or reconstruction task).
These are then displayed and automatically compared to nominal distributions.
The user is confronted with a intuitive and easy-to-use graphical interface, which
enables also none-experts to configure the program tailored to individual needs.

Two rather dissimilar platforms had to be supported. Macintosh computers
are used to control and monitor the VMEbus-based central HI Data-Acquisition
System. Data reconstruction and off-line analysis is performed on SGI-
workstations.

This talk will survey the capabilities of the framework used together with the
experiences gained.

ABS.98 BR9737217

ADAM: A Unix Desktop Application Manager
M. MARQUINA (CERN)

M.Liebana, R. Ramos (CERN)

Content of Abstract: ADAM stands for Affordable Desktop Application
Manager. It is a GUI developed at CERN with the aim to ease the user access
to applications. The motivation to create ADAM came from the unavailability
of environments like COSE/CDE and their heavy resource consumption. ADAM
has proven to be user friendly: new users are able to customize it to their needs in
a few minutes. Groups of users may share through ADAM a common environment
and access a common set of applications.

ADAM has been able to integrate the Unix and the PC world. PC users
can access Unix applications in the same way they access their usual windows
applications.

This paper describes all the ADAM features, how these features are used at
CERN public services, and what are the future plans for ADAM.

ABS.76
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CORBA Compliant Tools for High Energy Physics Data
Analysis

F. ROUSE (DAVIS)

M. Patel (Davis)
There are several problems in developing High Energy physics data analysis

algorithms. First, there is the problem of software reuse. Tools are con- stantly
reinvented to carry out 4-vector arithmetic, vertex tracks, link tracks to neutral
clusters, etc. Some of these tasks are truly dependent on the in- dividual detectors
but others need not be reinvented from scratch. Second, is the problem of multiple
languages. Many experimenters are now writing routines in languages other than
FORTRAN. It is imperative that we allow the different language routines to
operate together with little or no loss of efficiency. Third, there is the problem
of distributed computing environments.

It is often difficult to parallelize algorithms. However, the details of exactly how
to use and invoke methods on remote machines should not be allowed to stand
in an individual user's way of carrying out this task. Finally, Graphical User
Interfaces (GUI) are now uniformly available on modern workstations. Using a
GUI to build an analysis task can be a major help to both novice and experienced
users alike.

IconAnalysis is a project that attempts to address these problems. Ico-
nAnalysis links user tools together in a distributed computing environment. A
tool is a subroutine that consumes input and produces output. Super Tools are
collections of tools. The IconAnalysis program is a light-weight protocol that
executes a connected graph of tools from a start to an end.

All tools, including super tools, can act both as clients and servers of data.
Tools within the framework of IconAnalysis communicate with each other through
the use of communication links (CommLinks), that come in two primary flavors:
local and remote. Local CommLinks are charged with the responsibility of
managing all message transfers between tools within the same process space.
The Common Object Request Broker Architec- ture (CORBA) standard from
Object Management Group (OMG) has been adopted to handle the flow of data
across network and process boundaries.

Remote CommLinks manage dataflow via a 'forwarding broker' as specified
within the CORBA framework.

The remote CommLink has a CORBA compliant Interface Definition Lan-
guage (IDL) specification. Additionally, an IDL specification for a tool details
the tool's inputs, outputs, and operations. We are currently implementing the
automatic generation of C++ wrapper code for each IconAnalysis tool from this
IDL specification.
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In the current implementation of IconAnalysis, the Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) mechanism or RPC-ORB is being utilized as the 'forwarding broker'
within the CORBA paradigm. Because this mechanism is blocking and because
our current RPC implementation doesn't yet support concur- rent server
behavior, we have opted to use polling as a primary means of event notification.
We expect to update this behavior as better CORBA implementations become
readily available.

IconAnalysis provides a framework that can allow experimenters to pro- duce a
powerful distributed analysis environment that requires little or no modification
of existing code. Furthermore, it allows the user to change the granularity of
parallel algorithms at the tool level - a feature that will be especially important
in the coming generation of experiments.
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Designing the STAR On-line System using OMT
D. L. OLSON (LBL)

W. H. Greiman, C. P. McParland, C. E. Tull (LBL), M. G.
Cherney, T. S. McShane (Creighton U.)

This paper describes the use of the Object Modeling Technique (OMT) by
Rumbaugh for designing the on-line software system for the STAR experiment.
Examples of the methodology and model will be presented along with a
description of the CASE tool used, Select OMT.

The methodology includes describing scenarios (use cases), identifying
objects, generalizing these objects to develop the class inheritance hierarchies,
development of the dynamic model with state transition diagrams, developing
the functional model with data flow diagrams, and documenting the design at
the system and detail levels.

The areas of the STAR on-line system covered by this effort include the
overall experiment control and monitoring, hardware control and monitoring and
interfaces to data acquisition, trigger and detector hardware.

The Select OMT CASE tool runs on MS Windows. It supports the OMT
method- ology and extensions for describing scenarios, called use cases. This tool
was found to be very easy to learn and use. Although it has some possibilities for
simulation and code development it does not strongly support a tight coupling
between the design phase and code development phase of a project.
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The environment of a physics collaboration does not lend itself to a very
rigorous application of the OMT methodology for most people. However, the
effort is deemed to be of benefit even in cases where the methodology is not
completely applied

E Software Tools
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CERN's Common Unix and X Terminal Environment

TONY CASS (CERN)

The Desktop Computing Infrastructure Group of CERN's Computing and
Networks Division has developed a Common Unix and X Terminal Environment
to manage the migration to Unix workstation based Interactive Computing. The
CUTE architecture relies on a distributed filesystem. Currently Transarc's AFS
to enable essentially interchangeable client workstations to access both "home
directory" and program files.

Additionally, a suite of programs is provided to configure workstations for
CUTE and to ensure continued compatibility.

All centrally provided Unix based Interactive Computing clusters are operated
as part of CUTE and an increasing number of private workstations are being
configured in the recommended, standard way.

CUTE has benefits for both users and system managers.
Users are given a consistent view of Unix and can perform system independent

activities (such as mail handling and document preparation) on any available
system. Some CERN experiments are already exploiting clusters of different
architecture and appreciate the ability to switch between the systems as necessary
whilst keeping a consistent environment.

System Managers are provided with an environment and a set of tools which
ease management of an individual workstation and, more importantly, greatly
enhance their ability to maintain large workstation clusters.

The CUTE architecture is the basis for the provision of Unix based Interactive
Computing platforms at CERN. With CUTE we can offer an attractive
replacement for the mainframe based CERNVM system and look forward with
confidence to fulfilling the interactive computing requirements of the LHC
collaborations.

BR9737221
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Common HEP UNIX Environment
M. MARQUINA (CERN)

A. Taddei (CERN)

After it had been decided to design a common user environment for UNIX
platforms among HEP laboratories, a joint project between DESY and CERN
had been started. The project consists in 2 phases:

1. Provide a common user environment at shell level,
2. Provide a common user environment at graphical level (Xll).
Phase 1 is in production at DESY and at CERN as well as at PISA and RAL.

It has been developed around the scripts originally designed at DESY Zeuthen
improved and extended with a 2 months project at CERN with a contribution
from DESY Hamburg. It consists of a set of files which are customising the
environment for the 6 main shells (sh. csh, ksh, bash, tcsh, zsh) on the main
platforms (AIX, HP-UX, IRIX, SunOS, Solaris2, OSF/1, ULTRIX, etc.) and it
is divided at several "sociological" levels: HEP, site, machine, cluster, group of
users and user with some levels which are optional.

The second phase is under design and a first proposal has been published. A
first version of the phase 2 exists already for AIX and Solaris, and it should be
available for all other platforms, by the time of the conference.

This is a major collective work between several HEP laboratories involved in
the HEPiX-scripts and HEPiX-Xll working-groups.
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Software metrics can improve HEP software quality
E. LANCON (SACLAY)

Content of Abstract: Software for the next generation experiments will have
to be of higher quality than those of today experiments.

In particular they should be more reliable and maintainable. In those domains
software metrics can be used to build objective criteria on the quality of the
product. International standards exist and ISO recommendations for software
metrics have been published.

The ALEPH reconstruction program (more than 100.000 lines of fortran code)
has been developed 10 years ago using SA/SD technic, strict programming rules
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have been used at the coding phase. This program has been examined against
the ISO software metrics rules. 20It has been found that most of the routines
corrected for bugs in past 5 years are in these 20conforming the software to the
rules from the beginning.

This shows that including software metrics in evaluation reports of next
generation HEP software will improve reliability and maintenance.
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Representing system behaviour with dynamic models and
executing them: the new Aleph Finite State Machine

A. AIMAR (CERN)
O.Carmona, J.Harvey, P.Mato (CERN)

The behaviour of a complicated system can be simplified by modeling its
different aspects in terms of states and the valid transitions between them.
The constraints and the allowed transitions between states describe the logic of
the system, the actions associated to transitions and states represent the whole
activity of the system.

Since its start-up in 1989, the Aleph experiment has used executable state
machines to decompose, distribute and synchronise the different tasks of its data
acquisition system. However the limitations of the current implementation have
made necessary a full redesign of a new generic FSM (Finite State Machine)
model and its run-time support.

The main limitation of the existing FSM system is that each task has only one
finite state machine. The new FSM, instead, allows the creation inside the same
task of many machines, of different types, that run in parallel. This increases
the modularity of each task; so, for instance, the status of a run controller is the
combination of the status of the DAQ system and the one of the trigger system,
each of them represented by an individual finite state machine.

The new FSM has also a better model of execution of transitions. Each
machine, in addition to the actions on the transitions, has an input and an
output action associated to each state which are executed everytime the state
is reached or left. The synchronization between different finite state machines
is specified on each transition by mean of rules that refer to the status of other
FSM machines. For instance, if a rule on a transition requires that some external
tasks must be in a particular state, then all the transitions to get to the state are
fired in the remote tasks.

From the user point of view the application that wants to use the FSM engine
simply calls a programming interface to: - create one or more machines, choosing
from a database containing the definition of several machine types - define which
operations correspond to actions on states or transitions - connect the different
FSM machines, so that the rules defined on the transitions will apply to them -
pass the control to the FSM engine. From then on, every time the FSM engine
receives a request to fire a transition, it verifies the rules, executes the actions on
the transition and gets the machine to the new state.

The new Aleph Finite State Machine has been conceived and designed using
the OMT methodology, developed in C++. It has been ported to the platforms
of the Aleph DAQ system and it is interfaced to the FORTRAN, C and C++
programming languages. Because of its genericity the new Finite State Machine
engine is a good starting point towards an implementation of executable dynamic
models of popular Object Oriented methodologies, such as the Dynamic Model
of OMT.
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ZEUS online environment on its way to open, distributed
computing

J. MILEWSKI (HAMBURG AND DESY)
C. Youngman (DESY)

When we speak about Computing for the Next Millennium, we often get
fascinated with GigaFIops of computing power, GigaBauds of network throughput
or TeraBytes of storage capacity. What is equally important is how to make all
those technological wonders work together. Among others, the key issue is to
make the systems

- more open, so that the heterogeneity of computing resources does not prevent
us from gaining the best of each of them,

- more distributed, so that the coopperating resources do not disturb each
other in the work on the common goal.

The ZEUS online environment is an interesting example of a complex system
evolving in the direction of more open and more distributed computing. After
the first few years of ZEUS operation (including 2 years of 'real' data taking)
we have observed several problems in the original design of the ZEUS control
software:
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- Communication based on central message switching (such as CERN OSP)
suffered from bottleneck and single-point-of-failure problems.

- Ad hoc solutions based on direct TCP, UDP or DECnet communication did
not help; they were leading to a maze of hidden interconnections between tasks.

- Heavy-weight central facilities like the central Slow Control or central Run
Control ended up by serving all possible pieces of status/error/data information
to everybody, departing from their genuine control functions.

- The ever growing variety of 32-bit and 64-bit, VMS, UNIX-like and OS9
based machines caused data exchange and process migration problems.

In this situation the ZEUS Central Data Acquisition Group took several
decisions aiming at a radical change of the ZEUS online environment. The work
carried out in the past 1.5 years includes (among others) the following topics:

- The ZMP message passing system has been developed as a uniform computing
platform for all the ZEUS online tasks. It is a fully distributed communication
package, which may be seen as an asynchronous alternative to RPC, designed
especially for real-time control tasks. Of course, ZMP uses platform-independent
data representation standard (XDR) to ease data exchange. Moreover, ZMP uses
a dynamic name service which frees the online processes from being attached to
definite machines. [ZMP has been presented on CHEP'94]

- We started to free the central Slow Control and the central Run Control
facilities from all activities not belonging to their real competences. The general
principle is that

Every piece of information should be available at its very source.
In consequence, numerous ZMP-based data servers attached to triggers, data

taking components, etc. have emerged as a replacement for overloaded data
services of the central facilities.

- In particular, the central ZEUS Run Control system has been rewritten from
scratch. It consists now of a set of loosely coupled processes running on different
machines, so that e.g. message logging, run sequencing and run bookkeeping
are almost totally independent. An equally radical upgrade of the Slow Control
system is planned for the 95/96 shutdown. [The new ZEUS Run Control system
is a topic of another submission for this Conference]

- A preliminary version of a general-purpose process monitoring and restart
system has been released. In case of any vital process crash a replacement is
started automatically on any suitable machine, in cooperation with the ZMP
name service. What is still missing are more elaborated algorithms taking into
account process groups and process relationships.

The evolution of the ZEUS online environment towards open and distributed
computing will probably never end: we **must** keep on going in this direction
if ZEUS is to come in beyond the year 2000. We can only hope that other HEP

experiments may also learn something from the ZEUS lesson.
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Electronic Circuit Design with HEP Computational Tools
M. VAZ (CBPF AND UFRJ)

CPSPICE is a program for eletronic circuit statistical analysis and synthesis
develloped to run in a parallel environment under UNIX operating system,
using CPS - Cooperative Processes Software, SPICE program and CERNLIB
software package. It is intended to help electronic engineers to design, model and
simulate complex systems and circuits for High Energy Physics detectors, based
on statistical methods, using the same software and methodology used by HEP
physicists for data analysis.

CPSPICE simulates electronic circuits by Monte Carlo method, through
several different SPICE processes running simultaneously in UNIX paralell
computers or workstation farms. Data transfer between CPS processes for a
modified version of SPICE 2G6 is by RAM memory, but can also be done through
hard disk files if no source files are available for the simulator, and for bigger
simulation output files.

The CPS - Cooperative Processes Software is a package of software tools
intended to make it easy to split a computational task or job among a set
of processes distributed over one or more UNIX computers connected through
TCP-IP protocol. The resulting parallel computation is coarse grain, parallelism
happens at program or sub-routine level, not at code level as done by parallel
vectorial computers. CPS thus is suitable for tasks where most of the time is
spent in CPU use, and not to transfer data between CPUs. This is the case
of electronic circuit Monte Carlo simulation with SPICE. The job is divided in
three classes, corresponding to the following programs : classl.c, reads input data
file and generates SPICE input data for each simulation's circuit sample; class2.f
executes the parallel SPICE program, simulating simultaneously several circuit
samples; class3.f gets SPICE results and writes a HBOOK file to be analyzed
later.

These programs do use CPSLIB and CERNLIB, and constitute the CPS User
Processes. They are controlled by Job Manager, implemented by cpsjm program,
that refers to cpspice jdf and sdf files. With these file the user can shape the
multicomputersystem.
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Simulation results in the HBOOK file can be examined by HBOOK or PAW
- Physics Analysis Workstation - programs, visualized through histograms and
graphics, and analyzed by statistical procedures available in these programs. The
data is stored as a NTUPLE, a matrix data structure that contains as lines each
sample simulation result, as colunms the circuit ouput variables values of each
sample simulation. These variables are defined by a SPICE .PRINT command.
The HBOOK file can be stored

on hard disk for small amount of data, or into Exabyte tape file for large
amount of data.

CPSPICE also do circuit stochastic optimization using Monte Carlo
simulation, where specific circuit parameters are subject to changes in order
to minimize or maximize a given objective functions. MINUIT program from
CERNLIB is used to do the task, allowing the application of Nelder and Mead
Simplex, Gradient with numerical derivatives, Production Yield Gradient or
Simulated Annealing methods.

This paper presents the way the program is implementated together with
examples of several applications.
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An Object-Oriented Software Interface to VME
T. THOMAS (U. NEW MEXICO)

E.Gottlieb, M.Gold (U. New Mexico)

IN the next millenium, data acquisition tasks for high energy physics will
increasingly rely on distributed processing and the VME bus. To provide
transparent, general-purpose access to VME hardware modules through an
embedded front-end processor we have written a portable, easily configured,
object-oriented software interface. Our system provides generic control of VME
hardware through a flexible mixture of GUI buttons, Tel scripts, and C code.
The system is implemented on a back-end UNIX workstation connected by a
transparent TCP/IP network bridge to the front-end processor, which runs the
popular VxWorks real-time operating system.
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Design patterns in HEP analysis programs
N. KATAYAMA (CORNELL)

Well written object oriented programs have full of patterns. However, one
can write a good program using design patterns from a catalog of patterns
just like you can cook a delicious meal using a good recipe. This work shows
how to apply design patterns to various HEP analysis functions. The author
has used "Design Patterns:Elements if Reusable Object-Oriented Software," by
E. Gamma, R. Hel,R. Johnson and J. Vlissides as a recipe book to improve
the design and implementation of analysis package (CABS) In particular, the
author will show how the patterns are used in (1) kinematical and vertex fitting
package, (2) making combinations and looping over them and (3) writing a new
version of compiler of object oriented analysis language CABS. The author will
also show the technique for writing a language compiler frontend applied to other
definition languages such as CORBA Interface definition language and ODMG
Object definition language. It is important that HEP data / geometry model can
be described in a similar language as the standard ODL. For this it is important
that the HEP community has its own definition language front and back end. The
latter part of this work is a part of CERN RD45 project (separate submission by
J. Sheirs).
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The application of Shlaer-Mellor Object-Oriented Analyis
and Recursive Design to PHENIX On-Line Computing

Systems
C. WITZIG (BROOKHAVEN)

T. Carey, E. Desmond, T. Kozlowski (Los Alamos), D. Whitehouse
(Brookhaven), C. Maguire, A. Trivedi (Vanderbilt), S. Sorenson, Y.

Zhao (Tennessee)

The Shlaer-Mellor method is being used in the development of computing
systems for the PHENIX detector at RHIC. Many of the method's features are
very appropriate for computing applications for large high energy and nuclear
physics experiments. In particular, the partitioning of a system into relatively
independent domains permits dividing responsibilities for various domains across
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the major PHENIX computing subgroups (on-line, offline, and simulation) and
across various areas of expertise within the groups. This paper will concentrate
on the on-line aspects of the project. Examples of Shlaer-Mellor models
developed for the PHENIX systems, organization and planning in the Shlaer-
Mellor environment, possible implementation architectures, our experiences with
the method and supporting tools, and future plans will be presented.

ABS-102 BR9737229

Applications of OO methodology and CASE to a DAQ
system

B. JONES (CERN)

The RD13 project has evaluated the use of the Object Oriented Information
Engineering (OOIE) method during the development of several softare
components connected to the DAQ system. The method is supported by a
sophisticated commercial CASE tool and programming environment (Object
Management Workbench) which covers the full life-cycle of the software including
model simulation, code generation and application deployment. The paper gives
an overview of the method, CASE tool, DAQ components which have been
developed and we relate our experiences with the method and tool, its integration
into our development environment and the spiral lifecycle it supports.
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Object Oriented Tracking Software for the ATLAS
Experiment

J. HRIVNAC (PRAGUE)

The LHC experiments will be bigger and more complex than current HEP
experiments, in detector size and complexity, number of physicists, event size,
bunch crossing rate and almost certainly experiment lifetime. It is therefore
crucial that all elements of an experiment should be designed, built and
maintained to the highest engineering standards. Correctness of software has
not been a major issue untill now. It must be taken very seriously at LHC

because complex software will be part of each LHC experiment's trigger. Software
development for the LHC experiments has already started using methods
traditionally used in HEP for many years. The experience from this software
indicates that the software to be used during LHC operation should be done on
a different basis.

The Moose Collaboration (RD41 at CERN) has been established to study
the viability of the Object Oriented approach for software development for High
Energy Physics reconstruction and analysis code at the LHC. After the first
training period the ATLAS part of the Moose Collaboration has started to build
a prototype whose goal is the creation of a software package for tracking electrons
in the ATLAS Electromagnetic Calorimeter and the Inner Tracker. After the first
training period the ATLAS part of the Moose Collaboration has started to build
a prototype whose goal is the creation of a software package for tracking electrons
in the ATLAS Electromagnetic Calorimeter and the Inner Tracker. The Moose
environment is covered in other talks. This talk will concentrate on the Prototype
itself. The main stream of work concerns the analysis, design and coding of the
tracking part of the program. Starting form the Problem statement, following
schemas have been designed:

o Calorimetry for defining a seed, which serves as one of the starting points
for the definition of the Road in which Pattern Recognition is performed.

o Tracking for implementing of the tracking algorithm itself.
o Helix-fit for the fitting the track parameters and judging the qualit*y of

potential hit association.
o Circular-Pattern-Recognition for the recognition of more complicated sets of

tracks.
o Geometry and Media for the organizing and accessing data.
o Input, Events, Raw-Data and Trees as service schemas.
o MOP to add Persistency to objects.
o Math, 10, etc. as basic service class libraries
The Prototype reads the data generated by the standard simulation program

(Geant) and can write output using ntuples and MOP. The Prototype can also
be run together with the current ATLAS software by linking Fortran and Eiffel
with a small number of C interface functions. This is important to be able to
test our software in the current environment and to ease transition of software
(as well as people) from the current code to the Object Oriented system. There
is a risk of this approach in the propagation of badly structured legacy code
into the new software. After the first year of existence, the ATLAS part of
the Moose Colaboration already has a running prototype which is based on the
Object Oriented Paradigm.
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Shlaer-Mellor Object-Oriented Analyis and Recursive
Design, a Modern Software Development Method for

Development of Computing Systems for a Large Physics
Detector.

T. KOZLOWSKI (Los ALAMOS)

T. Carey (Los Alamos), D. Whitehouse (Brookhaven), C. Maguire
(Vanderbilt), S. Sorensen (Tennessee).

After evaluation of several modern object-oriented methods and supporting
tools for development of the computing systems for the PHENIX detector at
RHIC, we selected the Shlaer-Mellor Object-Oriented Analyis and Recursive
Design method as the most appropriate for the needs and development
environment of a large nuclear or high energy phsyics detector. Major features
include: successful use in the development of many real-time systems, partitioning
large problems into relatively independent application and service domains and
subsystems, accommodation of imported software, formal independence from
particular implementation paradigms, potential for re-using service domains
across different applications, models that are detailed and rigorous enough to be
executed and that can be directly translated into implementations. This paper
will discuss our specific needs and environment, our method selection criteria,
major features and components of the Shlaer-Mellor method, and the reasons for
out selection of this method.

ABS.17
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An Object Oriented Approach to CMS Reconstruction
Software

V.INNOCENTE (CERN)

RD41 (MOOSE) is an R and D project with the purpose of evaluating Object-
Oriented (OO) technologies for the reconstruction software of LHC experiments
(CMS and AT-LAS).

The goal for the CMS component of RD41 is to build a prototype of the
reconstruction software for the CMS inner tracker following an OO method for
the Analysis and Design and using an OO language for the implementation.

We have evaluated several Object-Oriented methods, CASE tools and
languages.

We have chosen to follow the "Booch Method", and to code in C++. Analysis
and Design has been performed using the CASE tool " Rose/C++", while for the
C++ implementation we have used Object-Center. Comparison of methods and
details for the reasons of our choices will be given.

We will describe the model we have build focusing on the use of static " class
diagrams" and dynamic "object (interaction) diagrams" in both the Analysis and
the Design phases.

We will comment on the importance of using CASE tools both for the Analysis
and Design and for the implementation, showing the increase in understandability
and productivity which can achieved.

E.4 SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
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The Fermi UNIX Environment (FUE) - Dealing with
Adolescence

J . NlCHOLLS (FERMILAB)
R. Pordes, M. Wicks (Fermilab)

The Fermi Unix Environment Working Group
Fermilab's Computing Division can be considered a veteran in its attempts to

provide a common environment across different UNIX architectures. Although
very informal at first, the FUE Working Group has been meeting either weekly
or bi-weekly for nearly five years. It is now one of the core mechanisms for
inter-departmental collaboration on UNIX issues of all types.

Much of the early work was focused on building an appropriate infrastructure
and resulted in the creation of UPS (UNIX Product Support), UPD (UNIX
Product Distribution) and a core set of utilities and login scripts (the DCD
Utilities). This work prepared us for the implementation of the SEED project in
the Fall of 1990 - a successful project to introduce (seed) UNIX work stations of
four different flavors into various experiments.
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Since the early work, much has been accomplished: the capabilities of the
basic infrastructure has greatly expanded; the number and diversity of UNIX
tools provided is large; and a degree of formalism in certifying operating systems
and defining the environment has emerged. In some cases we are paying the price
for our inexperience in our youth. But in other cases, we are building upon a solid
base. The tools we developed in youth are installed on hundreds of systems at
Fermilab and its collaborators - both on centrally and locally managed systems.

While in some cases we are still brash enough to think we know everything,
we are past our adolescent arrogant phase and are preparing to upgrade and
update our methodology and tools based on experience, new knowledge and the
current state of the world. Given the wide user base, however, we cannot have a
revolution - we are constrained to make progress in a non-disruptive fashion.

In the next stage we need to make progress on our support for handling
"sets" of software - where there exist interdependences between products and
their versions; progress on making the installation and system management
support of the software easier and more user friendly; revisiting the question
of providing GUI layers on top of the existing tools; extending our methodologies
and tools support into increased automation of software testing and quality
assurance; extending our tools into the increased automation of software update
and distribution, software maintenance and configuration management. These
will become increasingly important as the main user base at Fermilab migrates
its activities completely away from VMS onto other supported platforms.

In the paper, we present the past and current state of affairs for the
Fermi UNIX Environment, and anticipated future developments. We include
a discussion of the mistakes we have made, and the successes we have enjoyed.
We explore some of the key problems that still need to be solved and ideas and
directions for solving them.

ABS-113
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Windows NT as an HEP Development Platform
C. DAY (LBL)

HEP software developers have traditionally avoided commercial development
environments and software components due to their comparatively high costs.
However, the explosive growth of the personal computer industry has resulted
in state-of-the-art development environments for PC's which are an order of
magnitude or more cheaper than commercial UNIX software. The intensely

competitive nature of the PC industry and its overwhelming size relative to
the UNIX community suggests that this situation will persist well into the next
century. The introduction of the robust Windows NT operating system with its
low-cost companion Windows 95 indicate that it is time for a reevaluation of the
use of PC systems in HEP software development and data analysis.

This paper presents the results of an effort to use Windows NT as a
development platform for the BaBar physics analysis framework. Of particular
interest are the IDL compilers which produce C++ and FORTRAN90 interfaces
from common definition files. The BaBar code is anticipated to involve Motif and
CORBA in both client and server roles. Successes and failures in dealing with
this mix under Windows NT are presented, both from the viewpoint of getting
the applications to work and doing the development using PC native tools.

A discussion of a few fundamental issues is presented, such as Motif-on-
Windows vs. Windows-on-Motif and CORBA vs. OLE. Also included are the
problems related to cross operating system file access and access to data tapes
from PC's.
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Printing in Heterogenous Computer Environment at DESY
Z. JAKUBOWSKI (DESY)

The number of registered hosts at DESY reaches 3500 while the number of
print queues approches 150. The spectrum of used computing environment is
very wide: from MAC's and PC's, through SUN, DEC and SGI machines to the
IBM mainframe. In 1994 we used 18 tons of paper. We present a solution for
providing print services in such an environment for more than 3500 registered
users.

The availability of the print service is a serious issue. Using centralized printing
has a lot of advantages for software administration but creates single point of
failure. We solved this problem partially without using expensive software and
hardware.

The talk provides information about the DESY central print spooler concept.
None of the systems available on the market provides ready to use reliable
solution for all platforms used by DESY. We discuss concepts for installation,
administration and monitoring large number of printers. We found a solution for
printing both on central computing facilities likewise for support of standalone
workstations.
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Prototype of Data Processing Framework for BELLE
experiment

R. ITOH (KEK)
Y. Watanabe, K. Kaneyuki and T. Tanimori (Tokyo)

The BELLE experiment is the B-factory experiment at KEK which will start
the data taking in 1998. The required CPU power for the analysis at the
experiment is estimated to be more than 30000 VAX-equivalent. To obtain such
a large CPU power, the parallel processing is inevitable. However, the parallel
programming is not easy for most of physicists. The unified framework for the
event data processing is now being developed for BELLE so that the multi-
CPU nature can become transparent to users. The framework is designed to
process multiple event records at one time by distributing each record to multiple
CPU's. The framework is written using the "thread" and "shared memory"
technologies. The processing of one event record is done in one thread and
multiple threads are executed simultaneously on multiple CPU's in a computing
server. The distribution of event records to threads is done by passing the
pointer of the event in the shared memory. The thread and shared memory are
handled by using the POSIX-compliant system calls so that the framework can be
compatible between the desktop workstations and the computing servers. This
enables users to develop and test their analysis program on their own workstations
and then submit the same program to the computing server when a large CPU
power is necessary. A prototype of this framework is now being developed
using Sun-4/1000 server anc Convex SPP-1000/XA together with various desktop
workstations. The detail of this framework will be presented with the study of
the performance.

Current Design
BELLE event processing framework consists of following subsystems:
o Event analysis cells: The event analysis cell is the unit of processes on which

the actual data analysis code is executed. A number of these cells are executed
on multiple CPU's in parallel, o Analysis Manager: Analysis manager provides
the main framework to control whole analysis program. Event analysis cells
are forked from the analysis manager which initializes the environment for the
analysis required in each cell. The servers described below are also invoked from
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this manager, o Event Server: This handles the event data I/O and dispatching
them for the analysis cells. This subsystem reads a bulk of event data from the
data server and send each event to separate event analysis cell. The processed
data are also gathered by this subsystem and written back to the data server,
o Central I/O Server and User interface: This handles the I/O requests other
than event data I/O from all the event analysis cells in a consistent way, which
includes communication with the user.

These subsystems are assumed to be executed as separate threads on a
computing server which has the shared memory architecture. The overview of
these processes is as follows:

The design of each an event analysis cell running on a thread is as follows. Each
"module" will be loaded to the thread only when required using the dynamic link:

itoh@kekvax.kek.jp
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The Nile System Architecture: Fault-Tolerant, Wide-Area
Access to Computing and Data Resources

M. OGG (TEXAS)
The Nile Collboration (affiliated with CLEO), K. Birman, D.

Cassel, R. Helmke, D. Kreinick, D. Riley, M. Rondinaro (Cornell)
A. Calkins, K. Marzullo (U. California) M. Athanas, P. Avery, W.
Hong, T. Johnson (U. Florida) C. Chan, A. Ricciardi, E. Rothfus

(Texas)

NILE is a multi-disciplinary project building a distributed computing
environment for HEP. Nile will provide fault-tolerant, integrated access to
processing and data resources for collaborators of the CLEO experiment, though
the goals and principles are applicable to many domains. Nile currently has three
main objectives: a realistic distributed system architecture design, the design of
a robust data model, and a Fast-Track implementation providing a prototype
design environment which will also be used by CLEO physicists. This talk will
focus on the software and system architecture plans and the computing issues
involved in making Nile's services fault-tolerant.

Various factors led us to structure Nile hierarchically: local autonomy (the
ability to continue processing despite network failure), scalability, geographic
distances (CLEO collaborators span North America), and flexibility. At
the lowest level are providers, representatives of individual processors; next

are fault-tolerant Local Resource Managers (LRM) which monitor, allocate,
and coordinate resources at a geographic locality (typically a collaborating
institution); highest is the Global Resource Manager (GRM) which monitors
and coordinates all activity in the system. In large part, an LRM and the GRM
perform the same functions, with the domain of the former restricted.

o Local Resource Manager. An LRM is the entity reponsible for representing
an institution within the Nile System; that is, it interacts with the GRM. An
LRM maintains timely complete information regarding local processors and data
use. A user at site S submits a job to S's LRM, which decides whether the job
can be processed at S. If so, the LRM breaks down the job and allocates it to
S's processors, exploiting both parallel execution and data locality. If the LRM
determines the job cannot be handled at S, it forwards the job to the GRM.
Periodically, the LRM reports local resource use to the GRM.

As each LRM is responsible, on the one hand to users and their computing
tasks, and on the other hand to the entire system so that others may use its
resources, it must be fault-tolerant. The Arhictecture Group is currently using
the ISIS Distributed Toolkit to make the LRM resistant to any single point of
failure. Our talk will discuss the issues in replicating services for fault tolerance,
and how the ISIS toolkit makes these tasks easy. ISIS also provides a mechanism
for the collection of distributed data, which can then be used for constructing
histograms. Through other ISIS facilities, checkpointing and failure detection,
the LRM will be able to restart failed jobs (within reason) and return meaningful
information to the user about the failure.

o Global Resource Manager. The GRM is, in essence, the Nile system. It
encapsulates all information (e.g., resources, jobs) about the system at any point
in time. The GRM breaks down jobs and allocates the pieces to various sites,
whereupon the affected LRMs perform the final processor allocation. Fault-
tolerance is integrated into the GRM design We will discuss the interactions
between LRMs and the GRM, and the issues and challenges in providing fault
tolerance over a wide area.
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The Physics Analysis Environment of the ZEUS
Experiment

O. MANCZAK (DESY)
L. Bauerdick, 0. Derugin, D. Gilkinson, M. Kasemann (DESY)
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The ZEUS Experiment has developed over last three years its own model of
the central computing environment for the physics analysis. This model has been
designed to provide the ZEUS physicists with powerful and user friendly tools for
data analysis as well as to be truely scalable and open.

The key to the success of ZEUS central computing was detail and accurate
analysis of the actual computing needs of the experiment i.e. needs of 200
physicists using computers for doing physics. This analysis brought us to the
following constraints: a) the only affordable way to deliver required computing
resources are Open Systems (RISC, UNIX, open networks, ...) b) splitting
"interactive" and "batch" environments into separate but certainly well-network-
connected facilities gives more comfort to "interactive" users and better efficiency
of the "batch" computing c) the critical factor of data analysis is fast access to
huge amount of data and intelligent organization of hierarchical mass storage
d) building computing environment as a set of task-dedicated and network-
connected facilities and careful thinking about future network needs is very
important for scalability and openness of the environment.

ZARAH - the central "batch" computing facility of the ZEUS experiment
consists of several powerful SMP Silicon Graphics Challenge machines connected
via HIPPI interfaces to a high performance switch acting as dedicated CPU-
servers or file-servers. This state-of-art facility delivers altogether about 6000
SPECint92 computing power, serves about 0.7TB of disk data corresponding
to one full year's data sample (MINI DSTs) and provides transparent access to
several TB of hierarchical mass storage (Monte Carlo, archived data). On the
other side of network we have an "interactive", workstation based environment
which provides about 300 X Windows "displays", tools for software development,
computing resources required for interactive analysis (5000 SPECint92) as well
as tools for "batch" job submition.

After two years of heavy usage this model of computing has proved itself
to be a very successful choice for the experiment. We belive, however, that
our experience and many innovative ideas of our approach are not specific for
the ZEUS experiment and can be useful and interesting for the whole HEP
community.

In this paper we would like to present only most important and general
highlights of the concept without technical details.
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HERA Data Aquisition over the Internet

P. FUHRMANN (DESY)

The next consequent step in the DESY network strategy is done. The large
HERA experiments are using IP and the common DESY computer network to
push their detector data from the experimental caves to the dedicated datalogging
machines residing in the central DESY computer center. The consequences
are obvious. No vendor specific hardware for machine inter- faces or network
components are necessary any longer. The underlying network protocols and
hardware can follow the state of the art standard without a change in the transfer
logic or software. Professional network monitoring tools based on snmp can
be used to figure out malfunctions and potential bottlenecks in the data flow.
The general DESY operating can take over the responsibility for the 24 hour
availability of the data links as part of the general network, without additional
knowledge about the application. On the other hand, the described approach is a
challenge for the DESY network group. Currently three experiments are routing
data in the order of 0.5 to 2 MBytes/sec more or less permanently into the general
DESY network. In other words, about 2.2 TBytes of HI data used that path in
the runperiod of 1994. It's clear, that the requirements to the network concerning
reliability and availability are an order of magnitude higher than they used to be
before.

With the decision to move from the central DESY IBM to a distributed
computing scheme in forms of scalable Unix platforms, and with the appearance of
two new HERA experiments, it became necessary to create a scenario for the next
Millennium, which integrated the topics CPU power, network and mass storage.
The logical consequence for the so called 'online links' was to declare them to
an ordinary network applications and to feed the detector data of the HERA
experiments into the common DESY network. The HI collaboration agreed to
use this scheme for the first time during the 94 runs, and Zeus and Hermes joined
in the beginning of 1995. In the current configuration, there are FDDI links from
the experimental halls to a central router in the DESY computer center. This
router is connected to the different datalogging machines via HIPPI. Those HIPPI
connections are also used to access file server machines and mass storage devices,
which means, they are the broad band link to the world. To push this project, the
computer center offered to provide the necessary hardware and software support
for the experiments concerning the tranport of the online data from the last
trigger level to the dedicated logging computers. The currently used solution for
the HI experiment consists of two VME based SPARCstations 10 residing in two
different VME crates of the HI filter farm. They build the VME-FDDI interface.
On the datalogging side the data is directed to a shared memory area from the
two producer channels and can be accessed by the HI datalogging job. This
scheme decouples the HI specific procedures from potential network problems.
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In addition the software is able to detect a large set of possible malfunctions
and can take appropriate actions. All control deamons are snmp compatible and
answer requests on standard and additional private MIBs.

F.2 SPECIAL PURPOSE PROCESSING SYSTEMS
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Offline Computing at Hi - Experience and Future
R. GERHARDS (DESY)

U. Kruener-Marquis (DESY)

Since the start in summer 1992 the electron (positron) proton collider HERA
at the DESY laboratory in Hamburg has delivered more than 5 pb-1 to the
HI experiment. These large amount of data needs a very powerful computing
environment for the physics analysis. To fullfil these requirements more than one
year ago HI decided on the DICE (DESY Integrated Computing Environment)
project, which is similar to the SHIFT project at CERN.

DICE is realized for the HI experiment by a SGI Challenge computer with
in total 18 MIPS R4400 processors and 2 GB physical memory. Fast access to
the DST data is guaranted by 500 GB diskspace connected by SCSI interfaces to
the SGI. Raw and reconstructed data containing the full event information are
stored in an Ampex DST 800 device with three drives and a StorageTek ACS 4400
silo. User access to the Ampex drives is limited, whereas the ACS silo is directly
accessible from the SGI by the Open Storage Management (OSM) software.

In contrast to the SHIFT project HI uses the SGI computer both for interactive
work and batch jobs. Typically more than 100 users are logged in simultanously
and up to 18 batch jobs are running in parallel. For the batch operating the
NQS queueing system is installed. The experience over one year shows up
the limits given by this mixed operating mode. As a result and in view of
the expected strong increase of the delivered luminosity, HI will separate the
computing environment in a pure batch and interactive server. The existing SGI
will then be used as the batch server, a cluster of workgroup server will satisfy
the needs for interactive work.

We will give a detailed report on the experience with the DICE project and
the necessary changes for the near future.

| ABS-147 I

Quadrics Super-computing at Zeuthen
P.WEGNER (DESY)

W.Friebel, H.Simma (DESY)

Since 1994 the DESY Institute for High Energy Physics in Zeuthen, near
Berlin, is operating a parallel SIMD system consisting of two Quadrics QH2
machines with 256 processors each. The development of this architecture
started in 1984 at INFN(Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare) in Italy and
led to the successfull APE- 100 architecture in 1993. Since 1993 the APE-100
technology is commercialized under the name Quadrics by the Italian vendor
Alenia Spazio. At DESY-Zeuthen the Quadrics systems are mainly used to
meet the high computing requirements coming from different projects of the
Lattice Quantumchromodynamics (LQCD). For these applications among with
other special algorithms the Quadrics architecture offers a very favorable price-
performance ratio compared with the present available general purpose parallel
computers. The poster gives a short overview of the Quadrics architecture, and
describes the operating within the DESY-Zeuthen computing environment. The
different projects running on the Quadrics machines are mentioned.

ABS-58
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Detector Simulation with T9000 Based Parallel Computers
J. SILVA (COLLEGE DE FRANCE)

F. Bacha, A. Jejcic, J. Maillard, G. Maurel (College de France)

MPP computers are certainly one of the solutions to reach the computer
power needed for future HEP simulation. Software development on existing
parallel computers is needed to prepare the efficient use of this kind of future
high performance computers.

In this presentation, we describe some working implementations of GEANT
based simulations on GPMIMD parallel computers. We give a brief description
of their hardware and software environment. Different parallelisation schemes
are compared (event and inside event) and load balancing policies are explained.
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We show results for real physical aplications already running on this computer,
and make comparisons with other parallel and sequential computers. The work
presented here, was made in the frame of the GPMIMD European project.

ABS.28
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On-line data processing with a parallel supercomputer for
NA48

F. GAGLIARDI (CERN)

NA48 is a new high precision experiment which measures eU/e and starts
data taking at CERN in T95. Full production capability is expected by T97.
The data processing and recording requirements of this experiments provide an
excellent test bench for the computing systems which HEP will require in the
next millennium, when LHC will eventually start producing data. 20 MB/sec
of sustained data rate is expected after several levels of triggering, s/w and h/w
data reduction and data de-randomisation. These data need to be processed on-
line for a further level of analysis, where the standard off-line full reconstruction
program will be used. Both the results of this reconstruction and the raw data
will be recorded for further conventional off-line analysis. These requirements
exceed of a large factor the capability of today experiments data processing
systems, in particular if, for reasons of economy, fast implementation and easy
further maintenance in time, commercially available systems need to be used
as much as possible. The talk will present the system being implemented
by three different angles: the experiment and HEP computing requirements,
the supercomputing perspective and the collaborative aspect between European
supercomputing industry and HEP in the framework of a EU sponsored Esprit
industrial project.

The experiment point of view
The experimental computing requirements will be reviewed: in particular the

large computing power needed to perform full event reconstruction on-line and
with a high rate of events. This requires the use of a parallel supercomputer with
a total power of over 1200 CU (CERN Unit of computing, roughly equivalent
to the integer processing power of a IBM 370/168 processor, about 4 Mips)
and with scaleable high performance I/O to sustain the above mentioned data
rates. For reasons of easier operations and support, the supercomputer chosen ( a
Meiko CS-2 with 32 double 100 MHz Sparc processors) has been installed at the
CERN computer centre, few kilometres away from the experimental hall. This

has implied the development of high-performance FDDI and Hippi links, while
new industrial solutions such as ATM are being monitored. The installation in
the computer centre will allow use of the central tape libraries and of a HSM
system being developed as part of an other CERN project.

The computing point of view
The talk will also discuss the new specific supercomputing challenges which this

experiment is posing: high data rates, management and world-wide distribution
of large volume of data, massive processing on-line, scaleable balanced system
requirements between processing power and I/O which made more conventional
solutions such as clusters of RISC workstations or multiprocessor SMP servers
farely inadequate. Compatibility of the system with the other more conventional
platforms within the NA48 collaboration and easy coding in the standard HEP
software programming environment will be covered.

An example of use of European industrial projects for HEP
The challenges of the computing requirements posed by this experiment

together with the CERN image of a prestigious technology show window for
IT industry attracted some leading European supercomputer firms to form a
consortium with CERN to develop the computing system of this experiment as
part of a wider research and development programme. This programme has been
approved and generously funded by the EC (European Commission) of the EU
(European Union). Without their substantial financial help it would have been
very difficult to deploy the necessary computing resources and in particular to*
hire the young scientists to implement the overall systems. The mutual benefits
for industry and HEP in this kind of collaborations together with the problems
and obstacles encountered will be discussed.

Conclusions and plans for the future
The talk will try to draw some conclusions from this experience, which started

over two years ago, with some preliminary results already presented at CHEP94.
Plans for future expansions of the project to integrate a HSM system for data
management and data distribution world-wide will be covered. The prototype
nature of this experiment in view of the computing challenges of next millennium
LHC physics will be explained.

ABS.7 BR9737244

Invisible Parallel Processing: A Goal For HEP

R. LAUER (YALE)
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The majority of HEP computer applications are, at this point in time,
sequential applications. However, the HEP community has turned to parallel
processing to improve throughput in many areas. In general, current and previous
HEP parallel processing has been constrained to specialized hardware or software
written or designed for HEP. The parallelism in both design and implementation
is explicit.

Future computer hardware will exploit parallelism in many forms, and HEP
applications should have the flexibility to take advantage of these many forms
invisibly. The goal for future HEP applications is to make the parallelism invisible
(implicit) by mapping the design to parallel concepts rather than molding
parallelism over a sequential design.

To achieve this goal it is necessary to understand parallel concepts and methods
in the abstract (outside the context of any application), and then to apply
these concepts and methods to the specific (HEP) application. This paper
discusses parallel concepts such as result parallelism, agenda parallelism, and
specialist parallelism and maps these concepts to methods such as message
passing, distributed data, and live data structures. The paper shows how HEP
applications can be mapped to these concepts and methods. Current parallel
processing software is also presented.

F Systems
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PC as Physics Computer for LHC?

H. -RN)

In the last 5 years, we have seen UNIX RISC workstations stations take over
the computing scene that was once controlled by mainframes and supercomputers
(today's dinosaurs).

In this presentation we will argue that the same phenomenon could happen
again. A project, active since March this year in the PDP (Physics Data
Processing) group of CERN's Computing and Networks division will be described
where desktop PC's running Windows (Windows /NT and also 3.11) have been
used to create an environment for running large LHC batch jobs (initially Atlas's
simulation job, DICE).

The problems encountered in porting both the CERN libraries and the specific
Atlas codes will be described together with the encouraging benchmark results
compared to existing RISC workstations in use by the Atlas collaboration
today. The issues of establishing the batch environment (Batch monitor, staging
software, etc.) will also be dealt with.

Finally an extrapolation of PC power available in the future will be shown to
try to indicate what kind of 'PC farms' will be needed by the LHC experiments
and what the corresponding cost could be.

F.3 PERSONAL COMPUTERS
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Highly Available Central Services

T. FlNNERN (DESY)

The availability of most computer services relies heavily on the availability
of the relating central services like name, file, information and network services.
Using special software and hardware for providing these central services helps
overcoming many of today's pitfalls. The talk provides information about the
art and difficulties of such an installation using a load and boot cluster as an
example, which is currently build up at DESY for providing base services for
about 1300 xterminals, printers and PC's.

ABS-15
BR9737247

A NICE approach to managing large numbers of desktop
PC's

D. FOSTER (CERN)
As the trent towards cost effective processing by distributed systems continues,

the cost of management of such systems becomes increasingly significant and
difficult to quantify. This presentation will look at the solution used at CERN
for the management of more than 2000 desktop PC's in use in all areas of the
laboratories activity. The PC running windows is becoming the de-facto standard
desktop system permitting access to UNIX servers by operating as an X-Server
as well as running the popular PC applications locally.
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